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-4Samenvatting

Melkwegstelsels zijn de omgeving waarin sterren zich vormen en zich
ontwikkelen, en het onderzoek naar het ontstaan en de ontwikkeling
van sterren leidt tot de studie van melkwegstelsels. Sinds de ontdekking van continuum-radiostraling in melkwegstelsels, die, via
het zogenaamde synchroton-mechanisme, afkomstig is van relativistische electronen versneld in een magneetveld, is het gebleken dat
de electronen en het magneetveld een belangrijke rol spelen in de
ontwikkeling van melkwegstelsels. De herkomst van de relativistische
electronen en van het magneetveld is echter nog niet volledig bekend.
Informatie hierover kan door de studie van de verdeling van continuumradiostraling in nabije stelsels verkregen worden.
Een verkennend onderzoek (survey) van nabije stelsels werd gedaan met
de Westerbork Synthese Radio Telescoop (WSRT) in een voorafgaand
proefschrift door Hummel. In dit proefschrift worden twee aspecten
van de radiostraling in nabije stelsels met de WSRT nader onderzocht:
het effect op de radiostraling van de omgeving van de melkwegstelsels
in de nabije rijke Virgo-cluster (hoofdstuk I I ) , en de radio-eigenschappen van de stelsels van het type SO (hoofdstuk III).
De Virgo-cluster is de naastbijzijnde rijke cluster van melkwegstelsels, waar meer gedetailleerde gegevens verkregen kunnen worden dan in
voorafgaande studies van clusters op grotere afstand. De cluster omvat
meerdere honderden stelsels op vrijwel gelijke afstand, en vrij veel
ervan kunnen worden gedetecteerd.
Een klein aantal stelsels wordt in detail bestudeerd:
1) M49 = NGC4472 is een van de helderste elliptische stelsels in de
cluster. Het vertoont een kleine en zwakke dubbele radiobron met
dubbele structuur, dat het zwakste radiostelsel tot dusver gevonden
bleek te zijn, en een radiohelderheid heeft die meer typisch is
voor spiraalstelsels dan voor reuze elliptische stelsels. Dit betekent dat de grote afmeting en energie, die in het algemeen in
radiostelsels worden gevonden, niet de oorzaak zijn van de vorming
van een dubbele radiobron.
2) Een kaart van het centrum van de cluster toont dat in het bijzondere
spiraalstelsel NGC4438 de radiostraling verplaatst is ten opzichte
van het optisch-stralende lichaam, waarschijnlijk ten gevolge van
de druk van het diffuse intergalactische gas in de cluster.

-53) In M87 = NGC4486, het centrale reuze elliptische stelsel in de
cluster, wordt de uitgebreide radiohalo in kaart gebracht; hij
vertoont dezelfde dubbele structuur als normale radiostelsels.
M87 is dus geen 'kern-halo' bron.

Een statistische studie wordt gedaan van 200 stelsels in de cluster.
De analyse toont dat de radioheiderheid van spiraalstelsels in de
cluster statistisch gelijk is aan die buiten de cluster. Er is een
afname van de radiohelderheid naar de buitendelen van de cluster
gevonden, hetgeen waarschijnlijk verband houdt met een grotere fractie
van vroeg-type spiraalstelsels in het centrum van de cluster. Enkele
stelsels geven ook aanwijzingen van mogelijke effecten van wisselwerking tussen melkwegstelsels en het diffuse intergalactische gas.

De SO-stelsels werden oorspronkelijk als een tussenvorm tussen elliptische en spiraalstelsels gezien, hoewel ze tegenwoordig meer als een
gastvrije zijtak van de spiraalstelsels beschouwd worden. Hun radioeigenschappen zouden meer informatie over hun oorsprong kunnen geven,
daar elliptische en spiraalstelsels scherp verschillende radioeigenschappen vertonen. SO-stelsels komen veel voor in clusters, naar
wordt vermoed als een gevolg van de hoge waarschijnlijkheid in
clusters voor het uitwegen van gas uit de schijf van een spiraalstelsel, door wisselwerking tussen stelsels of met het intergalactische
gas.
Daar er te weinig van de SO-stelsels in de Virgo-cluster werden gedetecteerd, worden ze samengevoegd met nabije SO's buiten de cluster.
De resultaten voor 145 SO-stelsels worden geanalyseerd en vergeleken
met die voor elliptische en spiraalstelsels.
1) De SO-stelsels hebben een zwakkere continuum-straling dan de beide
andere types.
2) De zwakte van de compacte kernbron is vermoedelijk te wijten aan
de kleinere massa van de centrale bol vergeleken met de massa van
elliptische stelsels.
3) De zwakte van uitgebreide centrale emissie en van schijfemissie is
vermoedelijk te wijten aan de kleine hoeveelheid gas in SO-stelsels
vergeleken met spiraalstelsels.
4) De aanwezigheid in SO-stelsels van dubbele radiostructuur, die
typisch is voor elliptische nevels, wordt uitgebreid besproken.

-6a) De dubbele structuur in NGC3665, een nabije SO, werd in kaart
gebracht. Daar dit stelsel geen optische schijf vertoont, is het vermoedelijk een mis-geclassificeerde elliptische nevel met de bijzonderheid van een kleine stofband.
b) Het SO-stelsel NGC612, dat ook dubbele structuur vertoont maar
wel een optische schijf blijkt te bevatten, wordt in detail beschreven.
c) De in deze twee stelsels gevonden oriëntatie van de radio-as,
bijna loodrecht op de stofband, komt meer algemeen voor, zoals blijkt
uit een analyse van 8 radiostelsels met stofbanden.
d) Deze eigenschap en de structuur van de radiobron en van de
stofband worden gebruikt om een model van radiostelsels als ellipsoïden
met drie ongelijke hoofdassen te ontwerpen.
e) Een analyse van de asverhoudingen in SO-stelsels met dubbele
radioszructuur bevestigt het vermoeden, dat die stelsels meestal misgeclassificeerde elliptische nevels zijn.
f) Er wordt geconcludeerd dat de kans op dubbele radiostructuur
in SO-stelsels erg klein is.
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-8Chapter I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

1. Radio emission in galaxies.

Radio emission of galactic origin was discovered by Jansky (1932). Soon
after the impetus given to radio astronomy by the war-time developments in
radar technology, continuum radio emission was found in external galaxies as
well (Hey et al., 1946). The emission has a diffuse character indicating an
interstellar origin rather than a background of sun-type stellar sources
(Shklovski, 1952). In the rising era of particle accelerators (cyclotrons,
synchrotrons) it was soon proposed that the emission originates from electrons
accelerated in magnetic fields (Kiepenheuer, 1950). The prediction, confirmed
by observations, of a frequency spectrum characterized by a single exponent
a - -0.7 associated with the cosmic ray energy spectrum, and the polarization
properties, established the synchrotron theory.
The magnetic field and cosmic rays play an important role in the dynamical
processes of the interstellar medium (Parker, 1966; Kaplan, 1966).

A

knowledge of their origin and distribution is therefore of interest for the
study of the origin and evolution of galaxies. The particle flux is observed
directly in the form of cosmic rays (e.g. Meyer, 1969), but its extraplanetary
magnitude cannot be determined due to interaction with the solar wind. The
intensity of the magnetic field can be inferred directly from the Zeeman
splitting of the 21-cm HI line towards a limited number of discrete sources,
and from pulsar dispersion measurements (e.g. Heiles, 1976).
The only source of data on the synchrotron process in external galaxies
is the continuum radio emission, for which the emissivity is:
e (n.B) * n B 1 "",

where n is the density of relativistic electrons and B the magnetic field
intensity (e.g.

Pacholczyk, 1970). Estimates of n and B independently require

the assumption of the equipartition of energies and a knowledge of the source
geometry (e.g. Burbidge, 1956). The problem of the origin of the relativistic
particles and of the magnetic field in external galaxies requires the study of
the distribution of the emission at high resolution.

-92. Radio observations with high sensitivity and resolution.

The structures seen in the early observations could be better studied with
the earth-rotation aperture-synthesis (supersynthesis) telescope in Cambridge
(Ryle, 1962). This opened the current era of high-resolution mapping of radio
sources. It was confirmed that radio-source morphologies show mainly two large
classes: disk emission as in the Milky Way and in nearby spiral galaxies; and
double-lobed sources like the powerful Cygnus A.
The Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) was the next generation
of radio telescope, built on the model of the Cambridge one-mile telescope
with an increase in sensitivity and dynamic range. With this new instrument
continuum radio emission from the spiral-arm component in some bright nearby
spiral galaxies (van der Kruit, 1973) and several new "head-tail" radio
sources were discovered (see Allen and Ekers, 1980.^.
At high resolution the identification of radio sources with their optical
counterparts is easier. At high sensitivity large samples of sources can be
detected and studied. A major program of continuum observations of nearby
galaxies was started using the WSRT (see Hummel, 1980). The high sensitivity
is especially important for the elimination of selection effects. For instance
it is well known (Ekers, 1976) that, as a result of low sensitivity, the
Cambridge studies concentrated on the distant, powerful double-lobed sources.
With the WSRT ir is possible to study spiral galaxies and weaker radio
galaxies, as welj. is the nature of the central radio sources.

3. The Virgo cluster

The Virgo cluster is the nearest rich cluster of galaxies. It offers the
opportunity to study the influence of the cluster environment on nearby
galaxies (see Jaffe et al., 1976 for observations of other, more distant
clusters with the WSRT). The cluster contains several hundred galaxies which
are a mixture of all optical types, therefore the relations between radio and
optical properties can be studied. Moreover the distances to the galaxies are
nearly the same, therefore problems associated with the distance squared
scaling of observed quantities to intrinsic values are reduced.
The main aim of this study Is to obtain radio-continuum data on the welldefined sample of nearby galaxies in the Virgo Cluster. As the cluster
contains most of the Northern nearby giant ellipticals which are radio

-10-

galaxies, the interest will focus on phenomena on small scales and at low
luminosities. A question which can be suitably examined is whether the radiogalaxy phenomenon, which is well studied at high luminosities, extends down to
small sizes and low luminosities. The cluster is rich in spiral galaxies, and
a larger fraction of them can be detected than in more distant clusters. The
analysis will concentrate on the possible influence of the cluster environment
on their radio emission.
The Virgo sample is also rich in SO's, but too few were detected to allow
useful conclusions. The sample was therefore extended with other nearby SO
galaxies in Chapter III.

4. The SO galaxies

One of the major merits of the Hubble classification of galaxies is that
the main distinction in two separate classes (spirals and ellipticals), based
on optical morphology, corresponds to two main classes in radio morphology
(resp.

disk emission and double-lobed sources). However the radio classes

appear to a large extent discrete, while a continuity in the optical classes
was conjectured by Hubble> with a transition class SO (or lenticular).

The

resolution of this dilemma requires a better knowledge of the radio properties
of the SO class.
The radio emission from SO galaxies is less well known than that from
ellipticals and spirals. The discussion will be concerned with a comparison of
the SO's with either type.

-11-
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Chapter II. A radio study of the Virgo Cluster.

1. Introduction.

A series of observations are presented here to study the radio continuum
properties of galaxies in the Virgo cluster at 1.4 GHz. Virgo cluster galaxies
have been previously included in radio surveys of nearby galaxies (see section
2, paper 4 ) . The present survey goes to a fainter optical magnitude limit than
these surveys. Radio surveys of several rich clusters of galaxies have been
made with the WSRT (see Chap. I ) . The Virgo cluster is advantaged with respect
to other clusters by its small distance, resulting in a higher number of
detections.
The observations are presented in section 2. The high sensitivity
obtained at the moderate distance of the cluster is exploited by mapping M49
(NGC 4472, paper 1), which was the first giant elliptical galaxy found to have
radio-galaxy morphology but with a radio luminosity typical for a spiral
galaxy. A continuum map in the cluster core, where the density of bright
galaxies is highest, followed by a neutral-hydrogen map of NGC 4438 (paper 2),
reveals the possible effects of interaction of galaxies with the dense diffuse
gas in the cluster core. M87, the dominant radio galaxy in the cluster, is
likely to play an important role in the observed phenomena. Taking advantage
of the high dynamic range capacity of the WSRT, the extended 'halo' source of
M87 is mapped at 610 MHz, at which frequency its steeper spectral index makes
it easier to see against the strong core (paper 3 ) . The survey of 274 galaxies
in the cluster region using strip scan observations is presented in paper 4.
These data are analysed in section 3, in terms of the radio luminosity
function and of the radial distance from the cluster centre.

ASTRONOMY
AND
ASTROPHYSICS

Astron. Astrophys. 67.47—50 (1978)

NGC 4472: A Very Weak Radio Galaxy?
R.D. Ekers and C.G. Kotanyi
Kapteyn Laboratorium. Postbus 800. NL-8002 Groningen, The Netherlands
Received October 17, 1977

Summary. We report radio observations of NGC 4472,
a giant elliptical galaxy in the Virgo cluster, which shows
a structure typical of radio galaxies but at a radio power
level usually associated with "normal" galaxies. It is concluded that the double structure is related to factors
other than the radio power.

NGC U72

-

100-

Key words: radio galaxies — elliptical galaxy — virgo
cluster
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Introduction
Radio galaxies are generally thought of as galaxies with
radio emission far stronger than that found associated
with galaxies like our own. The most striking properties
of radio galaxies are their doubleness and the fact that
they are almost invariably giant elliptical (or D) galaxies
(e.g. Ekers, 1975). Because of their greater power they
can be detected at large distances and hence dominate
radio source catalogues, even though their space density
is much lower than for normal galaxies. Among the
radio galaxies we find a great range of radio power
—e.g. the 3C radio galaxies have radio powers from
K P - I O " WHz" 1 sterad"1 (at 1.4 GHz). The lower
limit to this range is clearly a result of selection against
weaker sources, hence a question which naturally arises
is: does the class of objects with properties typical of
those associated with the radio galaxies extend to even
lower radio power?
In this paper we wish to report observations of NGC
4472, a giant elliptical galaxy in the Virgo cluster, which
shows a structure typical of radio galaxies but at a radio
power level usually associated with "normal" galaxies.
The Observations
NGC 4472 has been observed with the Westerbork
Radio Telescope at the frequencies of 1.4 GHz and 5.0
GHz. The parameters for the observations are collected
Send offprint requests to: C. G. Kotanyi
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Fig. 1. 1.4 GHz map: East-West cross-cut through the nucleus

T«We 1. Parameters of the observations
Frequency
Epoch
Length of observation
Full width at half-power of
synthesized beam (RA x Dec)
R.m.s. noise in map
Radius of first grating response
(RAxDcc)
M

lmJy=10 WHz-'m-

2

1.415 GHz
October 1971

4.995 GHz
June-July 1976

12»

12*

23"x180"
1.2 mjy'

6"x47"
3.0 mJy

I0'x78'

3'x23'

R. D. Hkers and C. G. Kotanyi: NGC 4472

Fig. 2. Map of the 1.4 GHz radio emission from NGC 4472. superposed on a copy from the National Geographic Palomar Sky Survey. The
nuclear source has been subtracted at thr position marked by the central cross (the two other crosses are fiducial stars). The contours are - 1.2 mJy
(dashed). 1.2.2.5.5.0.10.0(1 mJy^ 2 K)

in Table 1. Maps of the continuum emission have been
made using the standard procedures described by Van
Someren-Greve (1974).
At 1.4 GHz. the map shows an unresolved source
and an extended component of low brightness. The unresolved source, at R. A. = 12h 27™ 14*1, Dec=8' 16'36"
(1950), has a flux density of 125 mJy and coincides with
the optical nucleus of NGC 4472. The extended component is symmetrical with respect to the nucleus and
is elongated in position angle 7 0 + 1 0 ' (i.e. close to
East-West). The source structure is shown in an E-W
cut through the nucleus of the galaxy in Figure 1. Most
of the information is present in this figure, since the
resolution in the North-South direction is very poor due

to the low declination of the source. We have subtracted
the compact source using the antenna pattern also shown
in Figure 1. in order to remove the sidelobe pattern. The
result is shown in Figure 2 as a full map superposed on
the optical image of the galaxy. The largest angular
diameter of the source, measured at the half-power
points, is 2.'5, barely larger than the optical image on
the Palomar Sky Survey prints.
The observation at 5.0 GHz was primarily intended
to provide a better knowledge of the structure of the
extended component but the spectral index of the extended emission is sufficiently steep that only the central
source is clearly seen in the 5.0 GHz map. From the
visibility data we derived a size of 3" for the central
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Table 2. NGC 4472: observations
Flux density (mJy) East-West
Spectral index
angular size a\"
1.4GHz 5.0GHz (arcs)
Core
Sp component
Nf component
Total
•

125 + 2 57± 5
55
21 ±21
45
225±5 95±10"

3+ 1
60± 6
45+ 6
150+12

1027|-

-0.6±0.1

-1.2±0.2"

1025

-0.7±0.1

Total flux density at 5.0 GHz from Whiieoak (1970)

o

<g£p

O

o
O

source. By integration over the region where emission is
seen at 1.4 GHz we obtained a total flux of 78 ± 22 mJy
at 5.0 GHz. The parameters derived from the observations are summarized in Table 2.
NGC 4472 was also observed at Westerbork in a
program designed to monitor variability of nuclei in
elliptical galaxies at 5.0 GHz. The observations consisted of 5 integrations of 40 min each spread out between November 1972 and June 1973. In this period,
the central source has varied by less than 10%.
Discussion
NGC 4472 is on? of the three brightest ellipticals in the
Virgo Cluster (»:T=9.3) and has been known to be a
radio source since the detection by Heeschen and Wade
(1964). Heeschen (1970) resolved the source at 2.9 HGz
and interpreted his interferometer observations in terms
of a core of 4" and a halo of 50". Our results show that
the extended emission is elongated and symmetrical with
respect to the nucleus, like the double-lobed sources
typical for radio galaxies. Whether the source is indeed
double is still uncertain from the available data, although
the map in Figure 2 is strongly suggestive. However, it
is quite possible that the source has a structure like the
Class I radio galaxies which are centrally peaked and
decrease in brightness outwards from the centre
(Fanaroff and Riley, 1974).
While the source structure is of the type usually associated with elliptical galaxies, its luminosity is similar
to that of the spiral galaxies. Assuming a distance of
10 Mpc for NGC 4472 the extended radio source has a
linear size of 5 kpc (peak to peak) and a power of 2 1020
WHz"1 at 1.4 GHz. These data are plotted in Figure 3
on a radio power versus linear size diagram for spiral
and elliptical galaxies. The data for the ellipticals are
taken from the 3C radio galaxies together with additional lower luminosity B 2 and PKS sources mapped
with the Westerbork Radio Telescope. The data for
spirals are taken from the complete sample discussed by
Ekers (1974) and refer to the disc emission. With the
inclusion of NGC 4472 we see that the class of sources
with properties typical of the radio galaxies extends all
the way down in luminosity to the "normal" spiral galaxies. Hence the use of luminosity as a criterium to
separate the class of radio galaxies from normal galaxies
seems quite artificial. The elliptical galaxies show a con-

1 io

dB 00
° ooo
o

23

J)O

°
o

N

x
21

io

19

io

1

1

1

10
10"
Linear size (parsed
Fig. 3. Monochromatic radio power versus linear size diagram for
spiral, A. and elliptical. O. galaxies. NGC 4472 is plotted as a filled
circle. Distances are derived assuming W=100 km s~' Mpc" 1

tinuity in radio properties even down to the luminosity of the spirals. Consequently we can argue that it is
not the radio power involved which makes the radio
galaxies double, but rather some property related to the
type of the galaxy.
The central source was classified as compact by Ekers
and Ekers (1973), but Heeschen's and our new data show
that the core is extended by a few arc seconds and has a
normal radio spectrum. Thus this galaxy does not belong
to the class of E galaxies with very compact (active) cores
such as NGC 4278 and NGC 1052. No optical emission
lines were found by Osterbrock (I960) or by Disney and
Cromwell (1971). It is also noteworthy that NGC 4472
has one of the lowest limits on H I content (A/H<9.I07
M o ) determined for E galaxies (e.g. Huchtmeier et al.,
1975).
With the usual assumptions of synchrotron theory
applied to radio galaxies (e.g. Mackay, 1969) and of
spherical regions of emission, the minimum energies are
of the order of 1053 erg for the core and 10s* erg for the

R. D. Ekcrs and C. G. Kolanyi: NGC 4472
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radio lobes. The corresponding magnetic fields have
strengths of 10"* Gauss and 1(T5 Gauss respectively.
The resulting minimum lifetimes are of the order of
10P yr if the emission remains at the present rate.
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RADIO OBSERVATIONS IN THE CORE OF THE VIRGO CLUSTER
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Summary

Radio observations are presented of the group of bright galaxies in the core
of the Virgo cluster. A pap in the continuum at 1.4 GHz and maps of the
peculiar galaxy NGC4438 in the neutral hydrogen line and at 5 GHz were made.
The extended continuum emission in NGC4438 and the neutral hydrogen are both
displaced from the galaxy. We interpret this and the generally peculiar
morphology of this galaxy in terms of a strong wind in the hot halo of the
nearby giant galaxy M87. The hypothesis of a tidal interaction is also
discussed. The giant elliptical galaxy M86, which is no radio source, is
compared with the nearby radio galaxies M84 and M87 and we suggest recurring
removal of its gaseous component.

Keywords: Galaxies: clusters - Galaxies: peculiar - Galaxies: radio.
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1. Introduction

Observations of the continuum radio emission from clusters of galaxies have
shown the presence of phenomena associated with the cluster environment,
e.g. head-tall radio sources (Jaffe and Perola, 1974; Rudnick and Owen,
1976). The Virgo cluster Is a loose, irregular cluster where the appearance
of marked effects of the cluster environment should not be expected, but It
is the nearest rich cluster, therefore the phenomena can be studied in
greater detail. The radio emission is dominated by the radio galaxy Virgo A
(M87) which neighbours a group of bright galaxies. This contains giant
elliptical galaxies (M84 and M86), spiral galaxies (NGC4388 and NGC4402), a
peculiar galaxy (NGC4438) and several fainter, predominantly SO galaxies.
Here only M84 is well-known as a radio galaxy (3C272.1). This group Is the
major concentration of galaxies in the core of the Virgo cluster.
The radio observations presented here are the result of several
successive steps. A ccntinuum map at high sensitivity was first made of the
whole group at 1.4 GHz. The peculiar structure seen in NGC4438 (Allen et
at., 1973) then prompted us to map the neutral hydrogen distribution in
this galaxy, which had to await the development of a more sensitive line
system at the Westeroork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT). Finally a new
high-sensitivity 5 GHz system allowed us to confirm the structure seen in
NGC4438 at 1.4 GHz. In general the whole group seems to require improved
observations, as was shown recently by

the discovery of a tailed X-ray

source in M86 (Forman et al., 1979) which is unique so far.

2. The observations

a) Continuum

The group of galaxies centred near M86=NGC4406 was mapped at 1.4 GHz with
the WSRT. A photograph of the field is shown in Fig. 1. The instrument and
its operation were as described by Högbom and Brouw (1974) and by van
Someren-Greve (1974). The bright galaxies in the field are listed in
Table 1.
The parameters related to the observations are listed in Table 2. The
field was observed for 4 x 12 hours producing grating responses with radii
exceeding the field width of 36' (half-power width of the primary beam).
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The grating response from 3C272.1, the strong source near the edge of the
field was removed but a weak residual was left. The map is shown in Fig. 2
with compressed declination scale and not corrected for the primary beam
attenuation. A number of instrumental errors are still visible in this map:
10' grating rings from 3C272.1 due to imperfect cancelation of the 12 hour
grating rings; and grating arcs North and South of the discrete sources due
to the omission of data at times when some dishes were shadowed by others.
The discrete sources in the map are listed in Table 3. This list is
(a)
complete for unresolved sources to a minimum flux density of 6 injy
within a distance of 18' from the field centre and to 30 mjy within a
distance of 36'. No candidate identifications were found for 13 discrete
components on Paloraar sky survey prints.
The data pertaining to the galaxies are summarized in Table 1. The
radio galaxy 3C272.1 = M84 is strongly attenuated in our map by the
primary beam. It has been mapped previously in detail by Riley (1972),
Högbom and Carlson (1974) and Jenkins et al. (1977) and has a very
symmetric S-shaped structure. The edge-on spiral galaxies NGC4388 and
NGC4402 show a disk component of size about 1' in R.A. The synthesized
beam is too elongated to allow any conclusion about the structure in
declination. NGC4388 shows a fairly strong central source which has a size
at 2.7 GHz of 7" (Crane, 1977), and a spectral index <*.*, = -0.2 between
1.4 and 5 GHz. No central emission is seen in NGC4402. The brightest
galaxy in the field NGC4406 = M86 shows no emission at all. An upper limit
of 60 mJy can be set on diffuse emission associated with this galaxy.
Finally we describe the unusual structure seen in NGC4438. A strong
central source is present with a size at 2.7 GHz of 4" (Crane, 1977).
Subtracting the central source shows that diffuse extended emission is
present all displaced to one side of the galaxy. This is shown in the map
in Fig. 3 superposed on a photograph. The emission has a size of about 1'
in R.A.
A later observation was made of NGC4438 at 5 GHz. The parameters of
this observation are given in Table 2. The extended emission remains
diffuse at the threefold resolution as is shown by the absence of compact
features in this map. However the signal-to-noise ratio is too low to

(a) 1 mJy = 10-29W/Hz.m2
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allow additional conclusions on the structure. By smoothing to a degraded
resolution we confirm the structure seen at 1.4 GHz. The central source
has a size of 4" in agreement with Crane (1977). The spectral indices
between 1.4 GHz and*5 GHz are a

* = -0.6 ± 0.1 for the central source and

a .", = -0.5 ± 0.1 for the extended emission.
Maps of the linearly polarized emission in NGC4438 were made at both
1.4 and 5 GHz. No polarized emission was seen in the extended source at a
level of 20% at 1.4 GHz and at a level of 17% at 5 GHz.

b) Neutral hydrogen

Neutral hydrogen line observations were made with the WSRT and the 5120
channel digital line system as described by Bos et al. (1981). The field
observed contained NGC4438 and the two bright spiral galaxies nearby. The
instrumental parameters are given in Table 2. To avoid shadowing no data
were taken at extreme hour angles. A total bandwidth of 10 MHz was used to
cover both the velocity range of the hydrogen profile of NGC4438 as
measured by Huchtmeier and Bohnenstengel (1975) which is centered near 0
km/s and the mean redshift of the Virgo cluster near 1200 km/s.
Unfortunately the band excluded the hydrogen profile of NGC4388 centered
near 2600 km/s (Huchtmeier et al., 1976). The maps were obtained by
application of the standard WSRT system for calibration and Fourier
transformation (Högbom and Brouw, 1974; van Someren-Greve, 1974).
Inspection of individual channel maps showed that only NGC4438 was
detected in the field at a 4-rms level of 10 mJy per synthesized beam and
33 km/s velocity channel width. A mean continuum map was formed by
averaging 20 channels outside the line emission (velocity ranges -430 to 130 km/s and 400 to 700 km/s). This showed essentially the same structure
as described in the previous section. Pure line maps were obtained in the
velocity range -430 to 700 km/s by subtracting the mean continuum map.
Weak line emission was found near NGC4438 in the velocity range -100
to 260 km/s. The peak emission near 66 km/s is only 20 mJy and only five
channels have more than a 3-rms signal. The emission is not resolved
spatially. It lies on the concentration of dust at the Western edge of the
galaxy. The position of the emission in the five channel maps with
detected emission is shown in Fig. 4. The position shifts towards the
North with increasing radial velocity. This can also be seen by plotting
the velocity profile as a function of position along a North-South line
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through the emission peaks, as is shown in Fig. 5. The diagram resembles
the classical spiral galaxy rotation curve and suggests that the gas is in
a nearly edge-on disk at position angle near North-South rotating with a
maximum velocity of at least 165 km/s.
The mass of the neutral hydrogen derived by integrating over the
profile is tL

= 2.5 x 108 M , assuming a distance of 12 Mpc. This is 60%

of the hydrogen mass found by Huchtmeier and Bohnenstengel (1975).
Although the observed velocity ranges agree well the single-dish profile
has a much higher intensity. The discrepancy could possibly be explained
by the lower sensitivity of the WSRT to extended emission. With a shortest
spacing of 72 m the fringe visibility for a Gaussian of 5' x 18' width is
0.5. In order to explain the discrepancy the remaining HI has to be
smoothly spread in R.A. ever 9' (the beam size of the single dish
measurement). The single dish value on the other hand is rather uncertain
because of contamination of the profile by local HI.

Discussion

The group observed in the core of the Virgo cluster contains SO, spiral
and elliptical galaxies. The SO galaxies show less radio emission than
either other type, a result discussed elsewhere (Hummel and Kotanyi,
1981). The two edge-on spiral galaxies NGC 4388 and NGC 4402 show some
signs of recent perturbation. NGC 4388 has an asymmetric neutral hydrogen
velocity profile (Huchtmeier et al., 1976) suggesting perturbed gas
motions. The same is suggested in NGC 4402 by the strongly bent dust lane.
These properties are no doubt related to the surrounding dense group. We
may note the strong central source in NGC 4388 which may be related to the
highly excited emission lines in the nucleus (Ford et al., 1971).
Otherwise the radio emission in these galaxies is usual (e.g. Hummel,
1980).
Less usual is the peculiar galaxy NGC 4438 which we discuss now.
Further on we will comment on the two giant elliptical galaxies M84 and
M86 which show a striking difference in their radio properties.
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NGC 4438

a) The wind hypothesis
The observations presented here give evidence for sweeping of gas out of
NGC 4438. This is shown by the distribution of the neutral hydrogen
displaced from the galaxy and by the displaced source of extended
continuum emission. These strongly suggest that the interstellar gas has
been swept out of the galaxy by a wind resulting frcn the motion of NGC
4438 in the dense gas surrounding M87.
In projection NGC 4438 is near the edge of the X-ray halo of M87
(Gorenstein et al., 1977). Indeed it is the only bright spiral galaxy
within a radius of more than 1° (180 kpc) of M87. In the framevork of the
thermal interpretation of the X-ray halo (e.g. Bahcall and Sarrazin, 1977)
the density of the gas near NGC 4438 is n = 10~3/cm3 and the temperature
T = 3 107K (Forraan et al-, 1979). The resulting sound speed is v

= 600

km/s. Since NGC 4438 has a radial velocity with respect to M87 of abou1"
1200 km/s (Table 1) it moves in the hot halo stationary around M87 with a
speed v > 2 v • The ram-pressure from the wind is then p > 10~* * erg/um3.
s
One conceivable effect of the wind pressure is to sweep up the cold
interstellar gas in the galaxy, forming the proeminent dark lanes in the
bulge (Burbidge et al., 1963) and the ridge of dust to the West of the
bulge coincident with the neutral hydrogen concentration detected here.
This ridge delineates the greatest concentration of gas. The dynamics of
the sweeping, can be schematically described as follows (see also Gunn and
Gott, 1972 and Gisler, 1976). All the gas outside a radius from the galaxy
centre r - GM(r)p/p ~ 3 kpc will be swept out, where M(r) ~ 10 lc Mg
is the mass within the radius r and p ~ 10~2t| g/cm3 is the mass density of
the neutral gas. The sweeping time-scale is t — (2 M^z/pD2)

— 107y,

where z = 1 kpc is the observed displacement of the gas, D == 20 kpc is the
galaxy diameter and VL = 10 8 M

is the mass of the neutral hydrogen

observed. In this lapse of time, which is much shorter than the time to
cross the halo (~ 10 8 y), the gas will be accelerated to -* 10 2 km/s
with respect to the galaxy, in agreement with what is observed here. These
time scales suggest that the galaxy has only recently entered the halo of
M87.
The magnetic field shares the motion of the gas due to flux freezing
(e.g. Kaplan, 1975) and the disk radio emission is swept out as well. The
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equlpartition energy density in the radio source from synchrotron theory
(e.g. Moffet, 1967), assuming spherical geometry and a proton to electron
energy ratio of 100, is e

~ 6 10~ 13 erg/cm3. Near equipartition the

radio source is confined by the thermal pressure p_ = nkT ^ 4 10~ 12
erg/cm3.
The sweeping hypothesis is further supported by the apparently larger
displacement of the continuum source from the galaxy compared to the
neutral hydrogen. The continuum source is brighter near the dust lane and
has a steeper edge. The magnetic field and neutral gas can possibly be
separated by ambinolar diffusion (Spitzer, 1968). Another possibility is
that the ram-pressure acts more effectively on the magnetic field if the
magnetic field is more extended than the gas.
The old stellar disk almost certainly does not respond to the wind,
but the young population will be affected. If the gas is blown out of the
disk, star formation is bound to stop. The bent arms in NGC 4438 suggest
that the region of formation of bright young stars has been actually blown
downwind, an idea supported by the markedly blue color of the arms
(Markaryan et al., 1965).

The time scales are consistent with this

possibility since the time scale for the formation of young stars
t ~ 10^y is comparable to the dynamical time scale as estimated above. It
is particularly interesting in the instance of NGC 4438 that the arms have
kept their smooth structure, which indicates a largiï-scale regular wind.
We would expect to detect the old disk stars as an excess of red light
along the East edge of the visible arms.

Unfortunately no surface

photometry of adequately high sensitivity is available to test this
crucial point.
It seems plausible that the effects described only occur in extreme
circumstances. It should be emphasized that NGC 4438 is a sufficiently
rare galaxy in this respect. For instance in Arp's Atlas of Peculiar
Galaxies (Arp, 1966) it is one of the galaxies with the most prominent
dust features. It is the only strongly disturbed bright spiral galaxy in
the Virgo cluster. Obviously it owes its uniqueness to being the brightest
spiral galaxy in the core of the nearest rich cluster, and to having one
of the highest velocities relative to the cluster. As noted earlier the
two fainter spiral galaxies in the core NGC 4388 and NGC 4402 also show
some peculiarities, which may be related to their likewise extreme
velocities. Another spiral galaxy with radio emission displaced as in NGC
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4438 was only found in the cluster Abell 1367. The galaxy Z 1141.2+2015,
similar to NGC 4438, is in the centre of the cluster near the dominant
radio galaxy NGC 3842; it has displaced radio emission pointing away from
NGC 3842 (Gavazzi, 1978) and shows a distorted disk like NGC 4438 (Jaffe
et al., in preparation).
The extended radio source in NGC 4438 has a spectral index (-0.5±0.1)
slightly flatter than usual for the disk emission in spiral galaxies (mean
value about -0.75, e.g. Hummel, 1980). This might be interpreted as
indicating a dominant population of young electrons. These could be
generated during the sweeping in which case the problem may be similar to
that in the radio trails of "head—tail" sources, where it is thought that
the electrons are continuously reaccelerated as the galaxy moves through
the cluster (e.g. Fanti et al., 1981). The lifetime against synchrotron
losses given by t. ~ E

/L = 2 107y, where E

= 1053erg is the

equipartition energy and L • ƒ va dv is the radio power integrated
from v = 10 7 to 10** Hz, is reasonably close to the sweeping time to
support this idea. We can estimate an upper limit to the age of the radio
source in the alternative hypothese that the acceleration occured in a
single event in the past, if we assume that the break in the spectrum
resulting from radio source evolution is above our highest frequency of 5
GHz. Using the equipartition magnetic field B

- 3 10~6G we obtain

tfi & 9 107y.

b) The tidal hypothesis
The optical peculiarity of NGC 4438 was attributed previously to a strong
tidal effect due to a companion (Arp, 1966). The possibility of tidal
disruption is especially tempting on account of the presence of a close—by
candidate, NGC 4435 (projected separation 4' or 12 kpc). However, this
galaxy has the disadvantage of a large redshift difference (900 km/s).
Such a large relative velocity is unfavourable for a tidal effect owing to
the general requirement that the interaction time scale should be
comparable to the dynamical time scale ~ 108y (e.g. Toomre and Toomre,
1972). In view of the redshift difference a better candidate is M86, also
because of its much larger mass. The projected separation is here larger
(21' or 63 kpc), exceeding several .galactic radii, therefore the
interaction probably occurred in the past since the present tidal force is
about an order of magnitude lower than the restoring differential force in
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NGC 4438. With a relative velocity = 300 km/s the interaction occurred
about 2 10 8 years ago. This model does not favour the tidal stripping of
the gas since this time exceeds the age of the radio source as estimated
earlier.
A more general difficulty with the tidal model is the absence of any
symmetry in the gas distribution analogous to a countertide. This may
however be an effect of limited sensitivity and may require observations
of the gas and continuum radio distribution with increased sensitivity.
We must also note the absence of signs of a recent tidal interaction
in the light distribution of either NGC 4435 or M86. Both galaxies appear
regular except for a compact galaxy within the envelope of M86 (see fig.l)
whereas as a result of an encounter one might expect a twisting of the
isophotes (Williams and Schwarzschild, 1979) or even tidal filaments
(Toomre and Toomre, 1972). If the galaxies have rearranged within the
dynamical time scale ~ 108y this need not be a serious problem.

Limits on

residual irregularities could then be provided by further observations of
these galaxies.
Other signs of galaxy interaction seen in many instances are gaseous
debris or filaments near or in the galaxies involved. The tailed X-ray
emission near M86 (Forman et al., 1979) might then be seen as a tidal tail
in the hot gas associated with M86. However this structure can also be
interpreted in terms of ram-pressure stripping of the gas in M86 (Forman
et al., 1979). This interpretation can better explain the low radio
emission in this galaxy (see below).

The giant elliptical galaxies.

The upper limit on the flux density of M86 makes it much weaker in the
radio than the other two giant elliptical galaxies in the core, M84 and
M87. The luminosities listed in Table 4 show on the other hand that M86 is
quite similar to these two galaxies in its optical and x-ray properties.
It might be reasonable to expect that it shows similar radio properties as
well. The discrepancy could be explained in two different ways. It could
be assumed that the radio galaxy phase is a recurrent and transient
phenomenon, giant elliptical galaxies spending about 20% of their lifetime
in a radio phase (e.g. Schmidt, 1971). We would be seeing M86 in a
quiescent phase. If it was once a typical radio galaxy (with say P x , a

-2610 26 w/Hz) the lifetime estimates for this luminosity (Schmidt, 1965)
imply that the emission has decayed by more than a factor of 106 in 109
yp.ars. As the orbital period of M86 in the Virgo cluster is ~ 109y, some
of this emission could still be present in diffuse form in the cluster
core. This emission is then at least 10 times weaker at 1.4 GHz than the
diffuse source coma C in the coma cluster (Jaffe, 1977).
The other possibility is to interpret the radio luminosity function
as the probability of a giant elliptical galaxy being a radio galaxy once
in a lifetime. Then the lifetimes of radio galaxies estimated from the
luminosity function are lower limits. That M86 may never have been a radio
source could be understood in the .ramework. of the ram-pressure stripping
interpretatation of the tailed structure of its x-ray emission (Forman et
al., 1979). The period of accumulation of interstellar gas in a giant
elliptical galaxy has been estimated to be ~ 109y (Sanders, 1981). The
periodical removal of the gas during successive passages of M86 through
the cluster core could then prevent the accumulation of sufficient gas to
fuel a radio source.
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Tablel. Bright galaxies in the field.

NGC (IC)

Type( '

El
IC 3303
— El
4387 J£:
:lE5^

4374 (M84)

Magnitude^ ' Radial
Velocity

density at 1.4 GHz (mJy)

Vo(km/s)

Total

880

10.3
- 14.8
jl2.9\

Continuum Flux

•

•

-

.

-

.

:;
.

435-

'

Nucleus

6200 + 100 : ' ~ ioo<b>
< 20

"HI
(xl08M )

< 9

_- <.07 (c) .
"

'

•

-

-

-

_

•

_

_

•

-

"

< i.o (d)

- < 10

4388

Sc

11.8

2370

140 ± 7

60 .±.'1O

4402

Sc

12.5

-88

< 6

< 3.0

4406 (M86)

E3

10.1

-367

60 ± 7
< 60

< 4

< 0.9^d>

4413

Sc

13.0

-140

< 10

< 4

4425

SO

1808

SO

< 10
< 20

< 3

4435

12.8
11.7

4438

Pec

10.8

-105

IC 3393

SO

14.8

796

150 ± 10

< 6
86 ± 4

< 20

< 10

(a) De Vaucouleurs et al., 1976
(b) Milliarsecond component (Preuss et al-, 1977)
(c)-Huchtmeier-et--al.-, 1977
(d) Krumm and Salpeter, 1979
(e) Huchtmeier et al., 1976

^ 5 . 4 ^

< 1.0 ( d )
1.0

Table 2.

Observational parameters
Neutral

Continuum
1.4 GHz

5 GHz

hydrogen line

Field centre „
(1950)
Dec

12 h 24 m 14?4
13° 7' 12"

12 h 25 m 14?4
13° 18'

12 h 24 m 36?0
13° 15' 0"

Length of observation (hours)

4 x 12

1 x 12

1 x 10

DA

36, 36, 1296

36, 18, 1458

Spacings (min., step, max.; meters)

72, 72, 1512

Synthesized beamwidth (RA x Dec)

23" x 118"

6" x 40"

21" x 118"

Radii first grating ring (RA x Dec)

42' x 215'

6' x 31'

10' x 51'

r.m.s. noise (mJy/beam)

0.6

0.4

2.5 per frequency map

Bandwidth (MHz)

4

10

10

Number of channels

-

64

Radial velocity coverage (km s"1)

-

-561 to 1553

U)

33

Channel width (km s-1)

No of interferometers

(a) 1 mJy = 10" 29 W Hz"1 m"2

20

36

30
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Xable 3. Discrete continuum sources in the field.

Name

Dec

RA
(1950)

3C272.1

12h 22m 31?7 ±0.1

13° 9"41" ± 10"

15W1

12 23 14.7

15W2A

12 23 12.6

15W2B

12 23 16.4

15W2C
15W3

12 23 21.9
12 23 27.1

15W4

12 23 36.4

15W5
15W6A

Flux density
Notes'
at 1.4'GHz (mJy)

6200 + 100

NGC 4374, extended

12 56 22

140 ± 7

NGC 4388, complex

13 25 36
13 21 54

20 ± 6
215 ± 10

13 18 55

17 ± 4

13 33 54

89 ± 6

13 24 47

60 + 7

12 23 40.0

12 05 23

80 ± 6

12 23 48.5
12 23 46.8

12 58 42
12 58 39

12 ± 2

15W7

12 24 00.4
12 24 58.6

13 23 07
13 13 07

28 ± 2

15W8A
15W8B

12 24 56.5
12 25 07.2

13 12 13
12 34 52

26+2

13 17 08

150 ± 10

15W11

12 25 13.6
12 25 22.8

1? 47 35

46 ± 3

15W12

12 25 48.9

12 51 15

214 ± 16

1SH6B

15W9
15W10

(a)

NGC 4402, extended
(b)

11 ± 1

36 ± 3

(c)

89 + 38

NGC 4438, complex

(a) Possible components of a single source. The central component (15W2B) is
resolved East-West (diameter = 20").
(b) Possible components of a single source.
(c) Same as (b).
(d) Unspecified sources are unresolved (size < 20").

-33Table 4. Properties of giant elliptical galaxies.

Galaxy
Magnitude Mp

M84 (3C272.1)
-20.0

M86
-20.3

M87 (3C274)
-20.4

Hubble type

EO

E3

EO

Radial velocity Vo (km/s)

880

-"67

1171

Radio luminosity at 1.4 GHz

620

< 6

214 x 10 3

26<a>

200(a)

2000 ( b )

(xlO19 W Hz" 1 Ster"1)
X-ray luminosity (0.5 - 3 kev)
(xlO39 erg/s)

(a) Forman et al., 1979
(b) Fabricant et al., 1980
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Flgure captions

Figure 1. The core of the Virgo cluster reproduced from the Palomar sky
Survey. Upper label to galaxies Is NGC, M or 1C number, lower label Is radial
velocity (km/s).

Figure 2. Ruled-surface display of 1.4 GHz map. The galaxies are marked by
crosses. The scale is compressed In declination.

Figure 3. Photograph of NGC4438 from Arp's Atlas (Arp, 1966) and contours
from the 1.4 GHz continuum map superposed. The central source has been
subtracted at the position marked (X). The contour levels are 3, 6, 9, 12 and
15 mJy/beam. Companion galaxy Is NGC4435.

Figure 4. Photograph of NGC4438 from Arp's Atlas showing the position of the
neutral hydrogen line emission in the five channels with detected emission.
The heliocentric radial velocities are given.

Figure 5. Diagram showing hydrogen velocity profile versus position in
NGC4438, along the line of the peak emission (see Fig. 4). The contour levels
are 4.5, 6, 7.5 and 9 mJy/beam.
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A Westerbork Map of Virgo A at 610 MHz
C. Kotanyi
Kapteyn Astronomical Institute, University of Groningen, P.O. Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen, The Netherlands
Received January 22,1979
Summary. The radio galaxy Virgo A is mapped at 610 MHz.
Structure in the extended "halo" suggests a diffuse double morphology. Linear polarization is detected in the central core component and in the "halo". A comparison is made with Centaurus
A and important differences are found which may be explained
by the presence of a confining environment for Virgo A.

Table 1. Parameters related to the observations

Keywords: radio galaxies - Virgo A - radio and X-ray haloes

r.m.s. error levels

Introduction
The radio source Virgo A (3 C 274) shows structure on a variety
of angular scales. The largest component known has dimensions
of 12' x 16' (Cameron, 1971). The structure of this component is
poorly known, even though the associated elliptical galaxy M 87
(NGC 4486) in the Virgo Cluster is the nearest radio galaxy in
the northern sky. From early observations (Baldwin and Smith,
1956) a faint, extensive (~1°) radio "halo" was suspected to
surround the galaxy but this has not been confirmed (Lockhart,
1971).
Radio haloes are very rare in radio galaxies which in the great
majority show a double structure jften extending well outside
the faintest isophotes of the associated galaxies (e. g. MacDonald
et al., 1968). On the other hand a small number of double radio
galaxies may be expected to show "haloes" due to projection
effects when the source major axis is at a small angle to the line
of sight. Observations are presented here indicating that this
might be the case in Virgo A.

Frequency (wavelength)
Field centre coordinates
Length of observation
Baselines

Synthesized beamwidth
Radii first grating ellipse
Conversation flux
density to brightness
temperature
Dynamic range

610 MHz (50 cm)
R.A.= 12h28m17?6, Dec. = 12°40r4" a
12 h
From 36 m to 1404 m
in steps of 72 m
0.25 Jy/becm b (Stokes paranv.icr I)
0.03 Jy/beam (Stokes
parameters Q and U)
0:9x4.'3(R.A.xDec.)
0?39xl!86(R.A.xDec.)
I Jy/beam = 50 K.
23 dB

Optical position from Gallouël and Heidmann (1973)
1 Jy=10~ 26 WHz" 1 m1

Table 2. Source parameters at 610 MHz
Flux density: Total
Central component
Lin. polarization
Angular size at the 2 x r.m.s. level
Position angle major axis
Position angle E vector of integrated
lin. polarization

39O±17Jy
190+lOJy
1.4+0.4 Jy (0.3 + 0.1%)
12'xl6'
34"
153° + 5°

Observations and Results
Virgo A was observed with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope at 610 MHz as specified in Table 1. The instrument and
its operation are described by Högbom and Brouw (1974), van
Someren Gréve (1974), and Weiler (1973). The map of the total
intensity is shown in Fig. 1. The sensitivity in the total intensity
is determined entirely by instrumental dynamic range. Structures
larger than 0.8° x 3.7° (RA. x Dec.) are not recorded due to the
absence of interferometer spacings shorter than 36 m. The sidelobes of the strong central component were removed using the
CLEAN algorithm (Högbom, 1974). The map is not corrected
for the primary beam attenuation which amounts to less than 2%
over the entire source extent.

The data derived from the observations are summarized in
Table 2. The total extent of the source agrees with that found in
previous observations at frequencies of 80 MHz (Lockhart, 1971),
408 MHz (Cameron, 1971), 1420 MHz (Costain et al., 1976), and
2695, 4800, and 10,690 MHz (Andernach et al., 1979). A deficit
of about 10% on the integrated flux density based on single-dish
measurements (Baars et al., 1977) is probably due to a weak
instrumental non-linearity.
A slightly resolved central component is present in the map
with a peak intensity more than 10 times higher than any other
structure in the map. This component was mapped at high resolution by Graham (1970), Turland (1975), and Forster et al. (1978);
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Fig. 1. Map of total intensity ofVirgo Aat610 MHz. The contour
levels are, in Jy/beam, - 0 . 5 (dashed), 0.5, 1.5, 2.5. 5.0, 7.5, 10.0,
12.5, and from 25 to 150 in steps of 25. The halfpower width of
the synthesized beam is shown as a shaded ellipse. The cross
marks the radio nucleus (Cohen et al., 1969) coinciding with the
optical centre of the galaxy and the bar shows the orientation
and angular size of the inner double component (see text)
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Fig. 2. East-West strip distribution obtained from the map in
Fig. 1 by integrating North-South

Fig. 3. Distribution of linearly polarized emission. The contour
levels are. in Jy/beam. 0.15, 0.30. 0.45. The bars give the position
angles of the electric vectors and their lengths are proportional
to the percentage polarization; the scale is shown by the bar on
the lower left

it has a double structure with an extent of about 1' in position
angle 1 l.V. A compact nuclear source is embedded in this component (fCellermann et al., 1977). The positions of the radio
nucleus and the size of the central component are indicated in
Fig. 1. Spectra of the nucleus, central component and "halo"
component were given by Graham (1970).
The "halo" or 12' x 16' component has an elongated shape in
position angle 34' and shows structure in the South-Wesi (SW)
and North-Easl (NE) regions. The NE region has a distinct peak
of emission suggesting a separated component and a tail or bridge
of emission with a length of 3' connecting it to the nuclear region.
The bridge runs nearly East-West. In the SW region no distinct
peak is apparent but a ridge of emission runs in a South-Western
direction from the nuclear region outwards in a shape suggesting
a curved tail. In this SW region the surface brightness decreases
less steeply than in the NE region, as is shown in an East-West
strip distribution in Fig. 2. Emission is present North and South
of the nuclear region amounting to less than 5% of the total
emission.
The picture suggested of a bent double-tailed structure should
be confirmed by observations at higher resolution especially in
the North-South direction. The asymmetry with respect to the
central galaxy, with a general displacement of the "halo" towards
the South, is however confirmed at 10,690 MHz by Andernach
et al. (1979). The axis of the source defined by the NE peak and
the SW ridge is at a position angle of about 65°.
Linear polarization is detected over a large part of the source
providing the first polarization data at frequencies below 958 M Hz
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Table 3. Comparison with Centaurus A

Distance (Mpc) *
Total radio luminosity at 1.4 GHz (W Hz" 1 sterad " ' )
Components
Radio luminosity at t.4 GHz (W Hz"' sterad" 1 )
Linear size (kpc)
Equipartition energy density (erg c m " ' ) '
Equipartition magnetic field (Gauss)
1

Virgo A
10
2.2 10"
Inner
1.2 1023
6"
100 10"12
50 10"'

Outer
1.0 1023
100"
3 10"' 2
8 10" 6

Centaurus
5
2.5 1023
Inner
0.6 1023
12
7 10" 12
10 l O " "

A

Outer
1.9 1023
700
0.2 10"1;
2 10""

1

# = 1 0 0 km s" Mpc"
assuming a projection factor or 2
assuming a ratio of proton to electron energy of 100

(for a summary of earlier data, see Andernach et al., 1979). The
distribution of polarized emission is shown in Fig. 3. Polarization
as high as 6% of the total emission is seen in the NE region of
the "halo". A lower percentage is also seen in part of the SW
region. Near the centre two peaks of polarized emission are
present which are presumably associated with the lobes of the
inner double component and the jet. This distribution is in agreement with that found in East-West strip observations at 1416 M Hz
by Seielstad and Weiler (1969).

Discussion
The structure present in the 12'x 16' "halo" component at 610
MHz indicates a double-lobed source with an axis at position
angle 65° (however the overall elongation of the "halo" is at
position angle 34°). This is appreciably different from the orientation of the inner double source at position angle 113" (Graham,
1970; Tur'.and, 1975; Forster et al., 1978). The orientation of the
inner double source coincides with the orientation of the optical
jet indicating a common origin e.g. that the inner radio lobes
rcsultfrom activity inthejet(e.g. expanded jet electrons; Shklovski.
1977). The one-sidedness of the optical jet versus the two-sidedness
of the inner radio source has been explained in terms ofrelativistic
"Doppler favouritism" enhancement of the near side of an
actually two-sided optical jet, which would result from relativistic
flow in the jet if the axis of the jet is at a small angle (10-45 ) to
the line of sight (Shklovski, 1977; Matthews, 1978: Rees, 1978).
If the outer radio axis is also near the line of sight the inner and
outer radio axes might be closely aligned, the apparent difference
in orientation being due to projection. The double structure of
the "halo" then may be evidence that it was produced via the
same mechanism than the inner double source, e.g. in an earlier
event.
This suggests a similarity with the radio galaxy Cenlaurus A
(NGC 5128) which has a double-double (i.e. double on two different scales) structure with an inner component aligned with the
outer component within about 30" (Cooper et al., 1965). An additional similarity with Centaurus A is the high brightness of the
inner double compared with the external regions. Brightness increasing towards the inner regions is a characteristic feature of
weak radio galaxies (power P g l O " W H z " ' sterad" 1 at 1400
MHz) of Class I (Fanaroffand Riley, 1974). Even the 5-shape
present in Centaurus A might be present in Virgo A as is suggested
by the curvature of the SW lobe.

An important difference is however the small size of Virgo A
compared to Centaurus A even though their radio luminosities
are very similar (Table 3). Note also the difference in the energy
densities. A different confining environment may account for
these differences. Virgo A is situated at the centre of an extended
X-ray source (e.g. Gorenstein el al., 1977) interpreted as thermal
emission from a hot plasma (e.g. Bahcall and Sarazin, 1977)
while the extended X-ray emission recently discovered in the
lobes of Centaurus A (Cook et al.. 1978). if similarly interpreted,
implies gas densities lower by an order of magnitude.
The bent shape of the extended "halo" radio source in Virgo
A, although not uncommon in radio galaxies (Harris. 1974), is
suggestive for a wide-angle head-tail structure (Owen and Rudnick, 1976). Such structure is apparent in the inner double on the
map by Turland (1975; see also Forster et al.. 1978) and may be
evidence for motion of Virgo A through its confining environment. A lower limit to the motion of M 87 relative to the thermal
gas may be estimated if one assumes that the rclativistic gas is
subject to ram-pressure confinement in the direction of motion
(e. g. Jaffe and Perola. 1973). The resulting value of - 200 km s "'
is comparable with the radial velocity of M 87 relative to the
Virgo Cluster (170 km s" 1 ; e.g. Tammann. 1972). This low value
is consistent with the coincidence of M 87 with the centroid of
the X-ray source within a few kpc.
The coincidence of this radio galaxy with the centroid of the
X-ray source also suggests that the radio and X-ray emission have
a related origin. The radio emission may result from the presence
of the fuel reservoir provided by the surrounding gas (Gisler,
1976). The surrounding gas could also result in an enhancement
of the radio emission due to the confinement of the radio source
via the mechanism put forward by Ekers and Ekers (1973). Another possibility is that the X-ray source was switched on as a
result of the "activity" in M 87, e.g. due to heating of the ambient
gas by low-energy relativistic electrons from the radio source.
Although it has been shown that such a mechanism can be
effective (Lea and Holman, 1978) a similarity could be expected
in the structures of the radio and X-ray sources c. g. in their
orientation. Such agreement is not apparent but higher resolution
X-ray maps may be needed.
The importance of better observations of the structure of the
X-ray source for an understanding of Virgo A was also stressed
by Andernach et al. (1979), who suggested an alternative to the
head-tail explanation of the bent shape or asymmetry of the radio
source. They indicated that a diffusion of the relativistic plasma
southwards would result from a density gradient in the surrounding gas increasing towards the North. Although there is no direct
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evidence yet for such a density gradient an extension of the X-ray
halo towards the central Virgo concentration of galaxies to the
North-West has been suggested by Lawrence (1978). It remains
open whether high sensitivity X-ray observations will bring a
confirmation to this.
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Summary. — Radio continuum observations made with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope at 1.4 GHz are presented for 274 galaxies in the Virgo Cluster region (I2h < a < 13\ 0° < ó < 20"). The observations are partly full
syntheses and partly East-West strip distributions. For the 55 detected galaxies the emission is separated into cenlral and
extended components. A brief summary of the analysis, to be presented elsewhere, is also given.
Key words : Virgo cluster — Radio continuum emission survey.

1. Introduction. — A survey of the 1.4 GHz radio
continuum emission from galaxies in the Virgo Cluster
has been made with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio
Telescope. This survey is intended to provide homogeneous radio data suited to investigate the statistical properties of the radio emission in normal galaxies and to
compare the properties of the galaxies in a relatively rich
nearby cluster with those of the general field. Studies of
samples of nearby galaxies made recently by Crane
(1977) and Hummel (1979) provide suitable comparison
samples. The Virgo Cluster offers the possibility of
studying these properties in a large sample of briht
galaxies situated at approximately the same distance thus
alleviating uncertainties due to the distance determinations and the distance dependent selection effects. In
addition it allows investigation of the possible effects of
the cluster environment on the radio properties of normal galaxies. In this respect it is an extension to higher
sensitivity of previous studies centered on more distant
clusters (e.g. Jaffe and Perola, 1976).
This paper presents the main observations which are
made at 1.4 GHz and supplementary observations at 0.6
and 5 GHz of a more limited sample of galaxies. The
analysis of the data will be given in a later paper
(Paper II, Kotanyi, 1980) but a summary of the results
is given in the last section.
2. Sample selection. — The sample observed consisted
of all galaxies in the Reference Catalogue of Bright
Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs and de Vaucouleurs, 1964)
within the area of the Virgo Cluster defined by
12h < RA < 13", 0° < Dec < 20°.
This
region
contains the Virgo Cluster proper, an elongated
h
region within the approximate limits 12 < RA < 13h,
5° < Dec < 20° (de Vaucouleurs, 1961) and at
least one group in the background (group WA in the
notation of de Vaucouleurs, 1961. centered on

NGC 4261 = 3C270 ; Arp, 1968) as well as pan of the
Southern Extension (0° < Dec < 5°).
The redshifts in the Virgo Cluster are distributed
around a mean of about I 200 km s~' with a dispersion
of about 700 km s~' (Tammann, 1972 ; de Vaucouleurs
and de Vaucouleurs, 1973) i.e. its cosmological
distance is about 12 Mpc for H = 100 km s"1 Mpc~'.
Group WA has a mean redshift of about 2 200 km s~'
and may thus be about twice as far away. The Southern
Extension galaxies on the other hand have a mean redshift similar to the Virgo Cluster and may be taken to
be at the same distance (e.g. de Vaucouleurs, 1961). The
contamination by back- and foreground galaxies will be
discussed in paper II. It is about 10 % in the present
sample (Holmberg, 1969).
The sample contains 274 galaxies. Of these about
67 ff/o are in the Virgo Cluster proper, 17 % are in the
Southern Extension and 6 % are in group WA. Since
the Reference Catalogue is not magnitude limited the
magnitude distribution in the sample was compared with
counts over the same area in the Catalogue of Galaxies
and Clusters of Galaxies (Zwicky el at., 1961, 1963) to
determine the completeness of the sample (Fig. 1). The
Zwicky Catalogue is complete to photographic magnitude 1S.6, and thus comparison shows that the present
sample is 100 % complete to magnitude /nPB = 13.0,
85 % complete to rapg = 14.0, 50 % complete to
TOpg = 15.0 and 25 % complete to w/pg = 15.6. Note
that these completeness limits need not apply to parts of
the Reference Catalogue in other regions of the sky.
The optical coordinates used are taken from Gallouët
and Heidmann (1971) and Dressel and Condon (1976).
3. The observations. — 3.1 FULL-SYNTHESIS FIELD
AT 1.4 GHz. — A number of fields in the Virgo region
were observed for 12 hours or more providing twodimensional (full-synthesis) maps. Some were made within
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the frame of other investigations which have already been peak intensity (uncorrccted lor the primary beam attenuapublished. Table 1 lists the characteristic parameters of tion) of 15 mJy. Identification of these sources is in prothese observations with references to previous publica- gress.
tions. The distribution of the full synthesis fields is shown
A search for low-brightness emission of large extent on
in figure 2.
scales of 4 2 ' or less gave a upper limit of 0.8 K (5 r.m.s.
All observations were done with the Westerbork Synthe- level).
sis Radio Telescope. The instrument is described by HögAnother field at 0.6 GHz centered on Virgo A itself was
bom and Brouw (1974) and the standard calibration and presented elsewhere (Kotanyi, 1980). In this field no emisreduction procedures by van Someren Gréve (1974). A 12 sion outside that of Virgo A is seen above the detection
hour observation at 1.4 GHz provides a map of the sky limit of 1 Jy (4 r.m.s. level).
which has been analysed out to a distance of 4 2 ' from the
3.3 STRIP DISTRIBUTIONS AT 1.4 GHz. — Since fullfield centre, outside this the attenuation by the primary
beam of the 25 m dishes exceeds a factor of 10. The signal synthesis observations are too lime-consuming to cover the
is attenuated by a factor of 2 at a distance of 1 8 ' . Grating whole area of the cluster shorter observations were used to
responses are equally spaced concentric ellipses with a complete the survey. An observation providing a oneminimum radius which is an integer multiple of 10' (see dimensional map (strip distribution) of the sky within the
table 1). Two 12 hour observations give a minimum radius primary beam can be obtained with only a few minutes of
of 20' and four give 4 0 ' . The resolution characterized by observing time, so this technique is well suited to survey a
the half-power ellipse of the synthesized beam is - 23 "in large area of the sky. The observations were made with a
RA and 23"Ain (DEC) in DEC. Because of the low decli- 4 MHz band usually centered at 1 415 MHz or at
nation of the cluster the resolution is considerably worse in 1 410 MHz when contamination by the neutral hydrogen
declination than in right ascension. However even in decli- line emission was possible.
nation the linear resolution is just as good as for the more
An observation consisted in tracking the field centre for
distant clusters such as those studied by Jaffe and Perola 7 minutes at each of the 4 baseline configurations. By
(1976).
combining the data one obtains a set of 80 baselines rangAs can be seen in figure 2 most of the fields contained ing from 36 m lo 1 458 m in steps of 18 m. Averaging
several galaxies. The analysis of the maps consisted of over the hour-angles provides a one-dimensional visibility
determining integrated flux densities or upper limits at the function which by Fourier transformation gives a onepositions of the galaxies. These are then corrected for the dimensional strip distribution. The r.m.s. noise is
attenuation by the primary beam and these results together
with the distribution of the emission for the detected
galaxies are presented in section 4.
Complete lists of discrete sources have already been
published (c- fields 2, 6,7 and 9 by Willis el at. (1976) and
identified on Palomar Sky Survey prints by Willis and de
Ruiter (1976) and for field 5 by Kotanyi el al. (1980). The
list of discrete sources in fields 1, 3, 4 and 11 is given in
table II. These are complete to a 5 r.m.s. peak intensity
(uncorrected for the primary beam attenuation). Optical
identifications for these sources are in progress.
3.2

FULL-SYNTHESIS FIELDS AT 0.6 GHz.

— One field

was observed at 0.6 GHz as a complement to the
1.4 GHz observations in order to obtain spectral data for
the detected galaxies. The parameters are listed in table 1.
However, due to the large fieldwidth (the radius of the primary beam at 1/10 attenuation is l?4, the radius at 1/2
attenuation is 0?6) no field centre near the central part of
the Virgo Cluster could be used because of the presence of
the strong source Virgo A (NGC 4486, 3C274) which causes severe confusion. As a result of the displacement of
this 0.6 GHz field information obtained for the galaxies in
common is rather limited (3 detections). The map was corrected for the presence of Virgo A near the edge of the
field by subtracting the theoretical response for several
components of the source. In addition a small portion of
the data affected by shadowing (blocking of the aperture
of an antenna by its neighbour) and cross-talk (transmission from blocking to blocked antenna) were removed and
a new map was made.
The parameters of the discrete sources in the final map
are listed in table III. This list is complete to a limiting

r.m.s. s_ AT'^/Avr — 1.4 rn.lv/beam
but this increased to 2 mJy/beam because of confusion by
weak sources.
The synthesized beam is a fan-beam with full width at
hall-power along the strip position angle
0 =

s1 It + sin 2 h sin2 Dec

where h is the average hour angle. Perpendicular to position angle of the strip the beamwidth is determined by the
primary beam which is 36' at half-power. The position
angle of the strip, p, is given by
tan h sin Dec = cotan p
{h > 0)
= cotan (p-ir) (h < 0)
The hour angles were always within 45° of meridian and
since Dec < 20" the position angles (measured North
through East) were all within 90° ± 15°.
As a first step all the galaxies not in a full-synthesis field
were observed with one strip-distribution. The probability
of finding a background source stronger than 10 mJy
superposed by chance on the galaxy is about 6 % for a single strip so all the detected galaxies were reobserved at a
different hour angle. The probability for chance superposition for two combined strips is reduced to about 1 %.
But some galaxies with declination near zero still have an
appreciable chance of" confusion, because it is impossible
to obtain much change between the position angles of the
strips.
The detected galaxies are separated into 3 classes
according to the source structure :
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(1) Central sources : the source is essentially unresolved (size < 20" or about I kpc at a distance of 12 Mpc).
(2) Extended sources covering at least 2 beamwidths
( > 2kpc).
(3) Central + extended sources.
The total flux density for extended sources was determined by integrating any emission present and subtracting
any superposed discrete sources if the separation was possible. An additional correction for zero-level fluctuation
due to background confusion and depression of the zero
level resulting from the absence of spacings shorter than
36 m was applied by determining the zero level on either
side of the source.
The analysis of other discrete sources in the strips consisted in determining the coordinate x of the source along
the strip and its intensity. The strip coordinate .v is given
by
.V = ARA sin p + ADec. cos/»
(1)
where ARA, ADec are the coordinates relative to the field
centre and p is the strip position angle. The celestial coordinates can be determined from two strips at position
angles p and p' by inverting equation (1). However an
indeterminacy enters the source coordinates due to the fact
that a source main response cannot be distinguished from
its grating responses (spaced by about 40'). This can be
eliminated if the source is observed in 3 strips in which
case the graphical method illustrated in figure 3 can be
used to determine the position of the main response.
When the celestial coordinates have been determined,
the flux density can be corrected for the primary beam
attenuation. A list of the stronger sources found in these
strips are given in table IV.
3.4 OBSERVATIONS AT 5 GHz. — A small number of
spiral galaxies with strong nuclei at 1.4 GHz were observed
at 5 GHz in order to provide a flux density and size for the
radio nucleus. These observations consisted of two or
three short observations at widely spaced hour angles.
Since confusion is negligible at this frequency Fourier inversion to produce two-dimensional maps was feasible. The
resulting synthesized beam has a width of about
7" x 7"/sin Dec (RA x Dec) and the r.m.s. noise is
about 4 mjy/beam.
4. The results. — 4.1 THE suRVtY. — The list of
observed galaxies is given in table V. The table gives :
(1) NGC, IC or A numbers according to the Second
Reference Catalogue (de Vaucouleurs et al., 1976).
(2) The Hubble type from the revised classification in
the Second Reference Catalogue.
(3) The photographic magnitude /Mpg from the Catalogue of Galaxies and Clusters of Galaxies (Zwicky el al.,
1961, 1963). These can be converted to the Bj system of
the Second Reference Catalogue using the statistical formula B\ = 0.88 m pg + 1.06 (see also Holmberg, 1969
and Huchra, 1976 for corrections to the Zwicky scale).
(4) The radial velocity from the compilation of Eastmond (1977) and the Second Reference Catalogue.
(5) The integrated flux density at 1.4 GHz or the
5 r.m.s. upper limit to the flux density assuming a point
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source. The upper limit on any undetected extended emission depends on the assumed size of the emitting region as
shown in figure 4.
(6) The error on the flux density.
(7) The number of snips which include the galaxy
and/or the number (Prefix F) of the full synthesis field
(table I).
(N) Membership code for definite non Virgo members :
I- = foreground ; S = Southern Extension : WA =
group WA (de Vaucouleurs, 1%1) ; U = background.
(9) Notes on confusion occurring as a result of a strong
source in the field or possibility of chance superposition.
The detected galaxies are listed separately in table VI
with a separation into components. The absolute magnitudes were determined from »/p(I without any correction. The distances used arc either 12 Mpc or 22 Mpc
lor group VVA, or for objects coded F or B they arc
derived from the redshift (// = 100 km s~' Mpc" 1 ).
The spectral indices were determined using the Arecibo
2.4 GHz survey by Drcssel and Condon (197H), the
Effelsberg 5 GHz survey by 1. Khan (private communication) or other data with references given in the last
column. The sizes for the central sources when no reference is given, are from the present data. The sizes of
the extended emission are those of the 2 r.ni.s. contours at
1.4 GHz.
4.2 INDIVIDUAL GALAXIES. — The present observa-

tions provided 25 new detections at 1.4 GHz but mostly
they are too weak to show any details. A few galaxies
which do have some interesting properties ure discussed
below. Their strip distributions are shown fin figure 5.
(1) Close pairs : NGC 429H/NGC 4302. — Both have
a weak central radio source. Extended emission is seen
in NGC 4302. The similar redshifts indicate physical
association and the extended emission may be part of a
common envelope.
NGC 4410 A/B. — A strong central source is seen in
NGC 4410 A and there is a large common envelope
extending far outside the optical image of the galaxies.
This envelope is asymmetric and centers about I.'5 arc
East of the galaxy pair in agreement with the results of
Stocke el al. (1978). According to the high redshil't by
Easlmond (1977) the pair is not in the Virgo Cluster but in
the far background in which case the derived optical and
radio luminosities are quite extreme for spiral (or irregular) galaxies. The ratio of radio to optical luminosities
exceeds that of M 82 by a factor 20.
NGC 4567/4568. — An extended source enveloping
both galaxies is seen confirming the results of Stocke el
al. (I978) which indicated a common origin. In addition
a radio nucleus may be present in NGC 4568. The two
spiral galaxies are clearly in interaction.
NGC 4647/4649. — A nuclear source is present in
both galaxies (Willis el al.. 1976). Extended emission is
possibly present in NGC 4647 (Hummel, 1979). This
pair is an example of an elliptical and a spiral galaxy in
close contact.
Three of the 8 known close physical pairs in the Virgo
Cluster arc radio emitters suggesting a detection rale
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somewhat higher than the average (35 ± 6 % for clusters. The radio luminosity function for the nuclei of
m p < 13). This excess is in agreement with the results spiral galaxies agrees closely with that of Crane (1977).
based on a larger sample by Hummel (1979) and sup- This indicates that the radio properties of the galaxies in
ports the suggestion that the radio continuum emission the Virgo Cluster do not differ from those in the general
is related to the interaction (Stocke el al., 1978 ; Con- field at the present level of sensitivity.
don and Dressel, 1978).
In particular the variations of radio continuum pro(2) NGC 4438. — In addition to the central source perties as function of distance from the cluster centre
an extended source is seen in NGC 4438, which is dis- were studied. No significant variations were seen in any
placed from the optical galaxy. The full-synthesis obser- of the following : (1) the detection rates, (2) the occurvations and the possibility of lidal interaction ure dis- rence and strength of central sources in spiral gal;i\ics,
cussed by Kotanyi et al. (1980).
(3) the occurrence, surface brightness and size of disk
(3) Virgo A (NGC 4486). — The well-known radio emission in spiral galaxies, (4) the detection rate of SO
halo mapped al 0.6 GHz is interpreted as a double galaxies (see Hummel and Kotanyi, 1979).
source possibly shortened by projection (Kotanyi, 1980).
These results suggest that the radio continuum properThis makes this cD galaxy which dominates the Virgo ties of normal galaxies are predominantly determined by
Cluster a classical radio galaxy. Note that a diffuse and conditions intrinsic to the galaxies and not to conditions
possibly double radio halo is also present in Perseus A in the -"vironment. A different conclusion was reached
(NGC 1275) in the Perseus cluster (Gisler and Miley, for thf jnteni of neutral hydrogen of the spiral galaxies
1979) and that the extended radio source Coma C in the by Davies and Lewis (1973) suggesting that the Virgo
centre of the Coma Cluster was interpreted as the dif- Cluster galaxies arc hydrogen-poor compared to the
fuse remnant of a double radio galaxy by Jaffe (1978). general field (but see Bottinelli and Gouguenheim, 1974
These parallel cases suggest that the radio emission in for a reappraisal) and similarly for the occurrence and
the central galaxies in rich clusters and the cluster envi- size of the SO galaxies by Krumm and Salpeter (1976,
ronment are fundamentally interrelated. With some 1979). If sweeping of gas plays a role in the Virgo Clusasymmetries in its structure the radio source Virgo A ter its effect on the radio continuum properties seems
lends itself to the classification as a wide-angle head-tail too weak to be detected yet. Note that the detected ellipsource (Forster et al., 1978 ; Kotanyi, 1980). This may tical galaxies are too few in number for a meaningful
be evidence for motion with respect to its hot dense sur- statistical investigation of these effects.
rounding medium and points to the dynamical nature of
the interrelation.
5.2 THE DISTRIBUTION OF DISCRETE SOURCES. —
In view of this possibility, it is surprising that no nor- Counts of the discrete sources in the observed fields
mal galaxy in the Virgo Cluster has radio properties show- were compared to all-sky counts by Katgert et al. (1973)
ing the effect of the intracluster medium (NGC 4438 and Hummel (1979). No significant deviations were
may be an exception but this also has other peculiarities, found in the density or distribution of the sources. This
see (2)). As an explanation one might consider that any excludes the possibility that a large fraction of the sourintergalactic gas in the cluster is concentrated gravitatio- ces not identified with galaxies are associated with dark
nally around Virgo A whose immediate surroundings are bodies permeating the Virgo Cluster. It also shows that
singularly free of the bright galaxies populating the clus- the density of radio sources in the direction of the Virgo
Cluster is not significantly increased above its all-sky
ter.
value due to the presence of the cluster, since from a
(4) NGC 4254. — This is the most luminous radio total population of sources not exceeding 3 000 less than
spiral in the cluster. The radio extent indicates that the 2 % is associated with cluster galaxies.
bright radio disk exceeds the Holmberg diameter of the
optical disk. This is fairly uncommon among spiral
galaxies (see e.g. van der Kruit and Allen, 1976) and a
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TABLE I. — Parameters for full-synthesis
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TABLE II. — Discrete sources in full-synthesis
fields at 1.4 GHz.
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TABLE Hi. — Discrete sources ai 0.6 GHz.
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TABLE V.

TABLE IV. — Parameters of discrete sources
other than the galaxies in strips.
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Sales to individual galaxies ;
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FIOWCE I. — Galaxy counts in the Zwicty Catalogue over the Virgo
area (upper histogram) and in the present sample (lower hiMOgram). The
sample completeness is given by the curve (in °'«).
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Fli.l «I 2 . — Distribution of the t'ull-swithesis fields over the Viruu
Cluster urea. 'Ihc dots represent gala\ics. [he small circles are ihc limits
ot' the Holds al 1.4 Cill/ to 1/1(1 ot' the primary beam and (he large circle
is the limit ol' the Held at 0.6 Cirl/ to 1 / It) of the primary beam.
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SCALE IMINI

FIGURE 3. — Identification of main responses of discrete sources in
strips. Each strip is scaled by I /sin p (see equation (I) in section 3.3) and
plotted al a vertical position given by cotan p. The main responses lie on
a line whose intersections with the R and D scales (at positions corresponding top = 135° andp = 45°) give the source coordinates RA. Dec
relative to Ihe field centre according to RA = (D + R)/ \T1.
Dec = ( 0 - R)/J~2. (Method due to J. Pacheco.)
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Fir.UKE 4. — Correction factor to upper limits as function of assumed
angular size for radio emission of the galaxies observed in full-synthesis
d strips.

Fidi'Kt 5. — The strip distributions of the galaxies discussed in 4.2.
The strip distributions are centered on the optical center of the galaxies
(0) and are 10' wide. The name of the galaxy and the position angle at
which the observation was carried out, are given.
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II. 3- A radio continuum survey of the Virgo cluster: Analysis.

1. Description of the sample

The Virgo cluster is the largest concentration of bright nearby galaxies
(see RCBG, de Vaucouleurs 1964, Figs. 2 to 6). It is near the North galactic
pole.

According to de Vaucouleurs (1973), it constitutes the core of the

local supercluster. The boundaries of the cluster are accordingly not well
defined.

The cluster is centred near M87 and has a size of about 12° (de

Vaucouleurs, 1961; Holmberg, 1961). It connects in space and velocity with the
Southern Extension which extends along the supergalactic equator over more
than 40° in the sky.
The RCBG was used to select the sample. All galaxies in this catalogue
within a chosen area (12 < R A 1 9 5 0 < 13 , 0° < Dec

<; 20°) were selected,

rather than according to a magnitude limit. The sample contains 274 galaxies,
and its properties are summarized in Table 1. The distribution of magnitudes
is shown in Fig. 1. A comparison with the CGCC (Zwicky et al., 1965) indicates
that the sample is essentially complete down to m

- 14.0 (paper 4 ) . This list

constitutes the bright end of the Virgo population. Zwicky (1954) estimated
the Virgo population at about 1000 members to limiting magnitude m = 15.6.
P
The distribution of the Hubble types E and S in the sample is shown in
Fig. 3. The cluster population is dominated by spiral and SO galaxies. Note
that the distribution of the spiral galaxies increases towards the early
types, while for the "field" galaxies the maximum is near Sc (e.g. Hummel,
1980).
The distribution of the galaxies in the area is shown in Fig. 2. It has
been previously depicted and described by de Vaucouleurs (1961). It is
dominated by an elliptically shaped cloud of bright spiral galaxies (the "Scloud") with dimensions of about 5° x 3°. This has a fairly sharp boundary to
the South, along which the elliptical galaxies tend to concentrate, and a more
diffuse boundary to the North. In a region In the centre of about 2° size the
bright spiral galaxies are slightly deficient and are replaced by bright E and
SO galaxies, (e.g. Okroy, 1966). The S-cloud is at the centre of a nearly
circular cloud with radius about 6", the Virgo cluster "proper".
Radial velocities are available for 84% of the sample. Their distribution
is shown in Fig. 4. The analysis by de Vaucouleurs (1973) indicates a mean
cluster redshift <v> = 1200 km/s and an r.m.s. deviation a

= 700 km/s. Using

-57H = 100 the distance modulus m-M = 30.5 and 1 mJy = 2 x 10 19 W/Hz.
The area contains a small part of the Southern Extension (south of Dec.
= 6") which has a redshift distribution similar to the cluster. It also
contains a small fraction of background galaxies with redshifts > 3000 km/s.
The group centred on NGC 4261 (3C270), group "WA", is also in the background
owing to a larger mean redshift = 2000 km/s. It is possibly a satellite of the
cluster. The Southern Extension and the background galaxies will not be
analyzed with the cluster, siuce they are spatially disconnected from the
cluster. The galaxies in the foreground and in the near background (redshift
< 3000 km/s) are more difficult to recognize (see Helou et al., 1979) but
their probable number «

20; Holmberg, 1961) is negligible for statistical

purposes.
The radio data were presented in paper 4. The radio emission in the
cluster is dominated by M87 (3C274) and M84 (3C272.1), two giant ellipticals
in the cluster core. M84 is described in paper 2 and M87 in paper 3. The
distribution of detected galaxies on the sky is shown in Fig. 2d. Most of the
bright spirals are detected, but very few SO's. The distribution of radio
luminosities is shown in Fig. 5. The luminosities of the spiral galaxies are
in a fairly narrow range, while the ellipticals show a much broader
distribution, as was noted by Ekers (1976; see also paper 1). The observations
were of sufficiently high resolution that extended and central emission could
usually be separated. The diameter distribution for disk emission in spiral
galaxies compared to the optical size is shown in Fig. 6.

This distribution

is similar in mean value and dispersion to that found for a larger sample by
Hummel (1980), except for 4 galaxies in the centre of the cluster with
unusually small radio disks (see section 4 ) . The distribution of spectral
indices for extended emission and central emission is shown in Fig.

7. It

shows the difference between S and E galaxies noted previously (e.g. Ekers,
1976). The remaining of this section is devoted to the Southern Extension and
background galaxies.. The properties of the cluster proper are further analysed
in the next sections.
Among the galaxies in the general background 3 were detected: A1204+17
and NGC 4334 are normal E and S galaxies while NGC 4410 shows very peculiar
optical and radio properties. A radio map of NGC 4410 made at 5 GHz with the
WSRT is shown in Fig. 8, superposed on a photograph from Stocke (private
communication). This map was made in a standard 12-h observation using 20
interferometers, and was cleaned and convolved to a 20" x 150" beam to
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increase the S/N ratio. The asymmetrie radio structure could be related to
interaction in the small group of galaxies surrounding NGC 4410. The X-ray
luminosity of NGC 4410 also seems unusually high (Forman, private
communication).
The "satellite" group WA has a chain-like structure and contains
predominantly E and SO galaxies (Arp, 1968). Two galaxies are radio sources:
NGC 4261 (3C270) is a symmetric double-lobed source (Kronberg, 1972) and NGC
4273 is a normal S galaxy.
Among the 40 galaxies in the Southern Extension several normal S galaxies
are detected as well as the E galaxy NGC 4636 and possibly the SO galaxy NGC
4385 (Mk 502). NGC 4636 has a compact, inverted spectrum radio source, and
shows at high resolution a weak double source in addition to a brighter core
(van der Hulst, priv. comm.; Condon and Buckmann, priv. comm.) The neutral
hydrogen detected in this galaxy (Huchtmeier et al., 1975) might to due to its
being a comparatively isolated elliptical, as are NGC 1052 and NGC 4278 (see
Chapter III.5, section 4.1). The weak compact source in NGC 4385 is only a
tentative detection due to the low declination.

2. The bivariate luminosity function

In the present section the radio luminosity function (RLF) is determined
for the Virgo cluster proper. Because of the strong dependence of the RLF on
magnitude it is given as usual in the bivariate (BLF) form. After excluding
the Southern Extension and the background galaxies the sample contains 200
galaxies. Blue magnitudes B° from RCBG2 (de Vaucouleurs et al., 1976) will be
used when available, instead of the Zwicky magnitudes m , in order to compare
with other studies of nearby galaxies. When the B° is not listed, the value B
is used after correction to face-on, or the value m

is first converted to the
P
B_ system using a statistical formula (see Huchra, 1976). The BLF will be
given for IL < -17, corresponding approximately to m

< 14.2. To this limit

the sample is 75% complete, and the number of galaxies without known redshifts
(see Fig. 1) is 15 (11%) which is an upper limit for background contamination.
This final sample contains 133 galaxies.
The limiting monochromatic radio luminosity for point sources is P. . =
20 2
1.4
10 " W/Hz. For the total emission an upper limit S = 30 mjy is used when
20 8
no extended emission was detected, corresponding to P.. , = 10 * W/Hz. This
limit may be slightly too low for the brightest galaxies (m

< 12.0) but these
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are too few to affect the RLF; this is also the luminosity of the faintest
extended sources detected.
As is usually done the BLF is given separately for the different Hubble
types. This is required as the E galaxies are known to have a much flatter RLF
than the S galaxies (see Fig. 5). Often the SO galaxies are grouped with the E
galaxies mainly because of the difficulties in separating them at faint
magnitudes (e.g. Jaffe and Perola, 1976; Auriemma et al., 1977). They should
really be treated separately, as is already suggested by their different
distribution in the sky (see Fig. 2 ) .
The BLF for central and for total emission in S galaxies is given in
Table 2. The values for the central sources refer to unresolved sources (< 20"
i.e. < 1 kpc) and are given in parentheses. N is the number of galaxies in
each magnitude range. F
functions (IMLF). F

and F- are the integrated monovariate luminosity

is the integrated RLF for M

< -17, and Fft is the value
0
of the RLF in each magnitude range. The increase of F„
M„ is consistent
F with M.
U

with the relation:
F (P > 1 0 2 0 ' 8 W/Hz) ~ L D
a
where L

D

(1)

is the blue optical luminosity, as was found previously by Crane

(1977) and Hummel (1980).
The BLF for central and total emission in E galaxies is given in Table 3,
in a form similar to Table 2.
In SO galaxies no extended emission is detected.

The BLF for central

sources is given in Table 4. This BLF is not well defined as it depends on
only one detection.
3. Comparison with the "field"

The RLF for Virgo can be conveniently compared with that for "field"
galaxies using the RLF of Hummel (1980) made with similar observations. The
two samples overlap to tome extent: 18 of the brightest spirals and 10 of the
brightest ellipticals in Virgo are in Hummel's sample. The overlap is however
small for the spirals (7% of Hummel's sample, 20% of the Virgo cluster proper)
so the subtraction of the Virgo RLF from the "field" is not required. For the
ellipticals the subtraction will be made.
In Fig. 9 the IMLF is shown for spiral galaxies in the range -21 < VL <
-18. This is the range where the RLF is well determined in both samples. The
RLF is given for central sources and total emission separately. The RLF from
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Hummel (1980) is drawn for comparison. The RLF for the total emission in Virgo
seems to have the same shape as in the "fteld", but at a slightly lower
luminosity (by a factor of 1.5 to 2 ) . This difference is due mainly to the
disk emission as it dominates the total emission. The RLF's for the central
sources agree more closely. The difference in shape of the RLF for the central
sources is within the rather large errors, and is not significant.
That the Virgo spirals are weaker than the comparison sample is at least
partly due to a difference in;mean optical luminosity. The comparison sample
is slightly biased towards intrinsically brighter galaxies as a result of the
selection on limiting magnitude, whereas the Virgo sample, complete in volume,
is free of such bias. The mean magnitude difference of 0.8 (Table 5)
corresponds by equation (1) to a factor of 2 in the RLF and can account for
the difference in the total emission. By applying this correction, however,
the central sources in Virgo become slightly brighter than in the "field".
This difference can be accounted for by a second selection effect, consisting
in an excess of early-type spirals in Virgo as compared with the "field"
(Table 5 ) , since early-type spirals have weaker disk emission and stronger
central emission than the later types (Hummel, 1980).
In Fig. 10 the IMLF for the elliptical galaxies is given using the
complete sample (-21 < M D < -18) from Hummel (1980). The sample is divided
into Virgo (10 galaxies) and non-Virgo (25 galaxies) and the RLF is shown
separately. NGC 4261 was excluded as it is more like a "cluster" galaxy but
not in "Virgo proper". The Virgo RLF is flatter and suggests a higher radio
luminosity, which reflects the fact that actually all the E galaxies with
extended emission in Hummel's sample are in the cluster region. The difference
in the RLF is, however, not significant due to the large statistical
uncertainties.

Note that the difference becomes significant or vanishes

depending on the inclusion of NGC 4261 in the Virgo or non-Virgo samples.
It is not possible to compare the Virgo SO galaxies with the field due to
the paucity of detections in both samples. At best it can be said that they
have equally low detection rates (< 10% for central sources and < 10% for disk
emission).

4. Variations with radius

The radio emission in the Virgo cluster shows some radial structure. The
strongest radio emission is in two giant ellipticals in its centre (M87 and
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M84), whereas two similarly bright ellipticals further out (M60 = NGC 4649 and
M49 = NGC 4472) are much weaker radio sources. Note that the third giant
elliptical M86 in the cluster centre has a very low upper limit on its radio
emission, which is possibly related to its outstanding negative radial
velocity suggesting ram-pressure removal of its interstellar gas (paper 2 ) .
For the spiral galaxies the radio luminosities are plotted against radial
distance in Fig. 11. Here M87 is taken as the cluster centre since it is
physically well defined and is sufficiently close (within 1 degree) to the
nominal cluster centre. In order to correct for the excess of more luminous
galaxies towards the cluster centre (Zwicky, 1942; Okroy, 1966) the ratio R =
P, ,/L
is used instead of the radio luminosity. Fig. 11 shows that for the
l>4 opt
17 detected galaxies the ratio R increases towards the cluster centre. The
separation of central and disk emission shows that this effect is mostly due
to the central sources, as the disk luminosity is essentially constant. The
variation of radio luminosity with radial distance is due at least partly to a
variation in the fraction of early-type spirals with radial distance. The
radial counts show a complete deficiency of types SOa/Sa, Sab/Sb, Sbc/Sc and
Scd/Sd within radii of respectively 0.7, 1, 2 and 3 degrees. The excess in the
fraction of early-type spirals towards the cluster centre results in an excess
of stronger central sources. However it can not be explained why the total
emission increases towards the cluster centre, since the total radio
luminosity is lower for early-type spirals. It is possible that the ratio R
between radio and bulge luminosity should be used, unfortunately bulge
luminosities are not available for most galaxies in the sample.
The radial segregation in the Hubble types discussed above might also
result in a variation of radio disk size with radial distance, since earlytype spirals tend to have smaller radio disks (Hummel, 1980). Fig. 12 shows
the radio disk size scaled with the optical size, versus radial distance for
the galaxies with detected disk emission. The four galaxies with the smallest
ratios DJ^/DQ (see fig. 6) are in the cluster centre. However Fig.
12 does not show a gradual increase in this ratio with radius, as would be
expected from an effect of the radial segregation in Hubble types alone. Other
effects might also influence the radio emission of spiral galaxies: these are
related to the diffuse intergalactic gas discussed in section 5, and to galaxy
interaction discussed in section 6.
The only detected SO galaxy (NGC4710) is near the edge of the cluster,

-62while the density of bright SO's is highest near the centre (see Fig. 2 ) . A
similar effect was suggested for the neutral-hydrogen emission by Krumm and
Salpeter (1979).

5. Diffuse gas in Virgo and the halo of M87

The Virgo cluster has no large "head-tail" radio sources as evidence for
a diffuse cluster gas as is seen in many other clusters. Two galaxies show
soma characteristics of "head-tail" radio sources. At high resolution M87 has
an asymmetric structure both in the 1' core component (associated with the
"jet") and in the 12' x 16' diffuse component. The asymmetry suggests a
pressure gradient over a scale of a few tens of kpc. This structure is not
comparable to the large radio tails extending over more than 100 kpc (e.g.
3C129 in the Perseus cluster). Although there is some evidence that the radio
source size may be foreshortened by projection along the line of sight (paper
3), the radial velocity of M87 is close to that of the cluster mean so that a
large-scale pressure gradient along the line of sight due to motion of M87 in
the cluster is excluded.

In fact, the relative velocity of about 200 km/s

between M87 and the cluster is in agreement with estimates made using the
energy density in the radio source (paper 3) and independently from the
compression required to explain the optical emission-line regions near the
galaxy centre (Ford and Butcher, 1979). It seems therefore that M87 is a short
"wide-angle" tail as a result of its motion in its own gaseous halo.
A second galaxy with a head-tail asymmetry is NGC 4438, which shows the
effects of ram-pressure stripping in the distribution of both the neutral
hydrogen and the continuum radio emission (paper 2 ) . This is, however, a
spiral galaxy, unlike usual "head-tail" galaxies associated with elliptical
galaxies; it is presumably the spiral galaxy nearest to M87 and its asymmetry
is a result of the interaction with the halo of M87.
That NGC 4438 is the only spiral galaxy where the effects of ram-pressure
stripping can be clearly seen, suggests that in the loose Virgo cluster the
bulk of the diffuse gas is concentrated around M87. Direct evidence from the
X-ray data shows that the strongest sources in the cluster are associated with
M84, M86 and M87, 3 giant ellipticals in the cluster core (Lawrence, 1978;
Forman et al., 1979; Ulmer et al., 1980). As the velocity dispersion in Virgo
is smaller than in richer clusters such as in Coma, the temperature T of the
diffuse gas is also lower, possibly by as much as a factor 10. The Bond!
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accretion radius R_ « M/T, where M is the mass of the accreting galaxy (Hunt,
1971) is correspondingly larger, hence the diffuse gas is more likely to
concentrate near the massive elliptical galaxies. Note, however, that the
source in M84 is very little extended and that the elongated X-ray structure
in M86 might be better interpreted in terms of stripping rather than as
accretion (Forman et al., 1979 and paper 2 ) , so these galaxies show much less
hot gas than the halo of M87. The confinement of the intracluster gas in a
halo of size about 1° near M87 may be the reason for the absence of large
'head-tail' sources in the Virgo cluster.
Similarly to NGC 4438, three spiral galaxies close to M87 may have
unusually small radio disk sizes. They might be less marked forms of rampressure stripping than is seen in NGC 4433. If SO galaxies form out of
spirals by ram-pressure stripping (Gunn and Gott, 1972), this is bound to
affect the disk radio emission in spiral galaxies. Two of these three galaxies
are optically perturbed: NGG 4402 shows a marked bend in its dust lane seen
edge-on, however, this can also be a tidal effect from the neighbour M86, as
both galaxies have negative radial velocities; and NGC 4388 shows an
asymmetric neutral-hydrogen profile suggesting disturbed gas motions
(Huchtmeier et al-, 1976) while the galaxy seems isolated in radial velocity,
so it might be possible that ram-pressure sweeping is acting here.
Three of these four galaxies show a fairly strong central r-.dio source
which contribute to the increase in radio luminosity in the cluster centre;
they also show optical nuclei with emission lines. Similar properties have
been attributed in elliptical galaxies (Gisler, 1976) to ram-pressure-driven
accretion onto the galactic centre, and this process could also be acting
here.

6. Galaxy pairs

The Virgo cluster contains a fairly large population of galaxy pairs, as
a form of subclustering. Galaxy pairs were previously shown to be stronger
radio emitters than isolated galaxies (Stocke, 1978; Hummel, 1980). This is
confirmed here, as out of 24 galaxies in physical pairs (Av < 400 km/s), 9 are
radio sources (38±13%) against 32 out of 200 galaxies (16±3%) in total. Lists
of galaxy pairs have been given by Turner (1976) and van Albada (in
preparation). In particular the pairs with Av > 400 km/s can be examined. Out
of 14 galaxies in such apparent (or maybe transient) pairs, 2 are radio
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sources (14±10%), which is more comparable to "isolated" galaxies. As
transient pairs (galaxies in short lived, hyperbolic encounter) should be very
rare, this is further support that Av < 400 km/s is a required condition for a
physical association between neighbouring galaxies.
Note that the pairing probability increases towards the cluster centre.
This may contribute to increasing the central radio source luminosity towards
the centre (Fig. lib). Indeed, the two galaxies with the brightest ratio R
between central radio source and optical luminosity (NGC 4568 and NGC 4607)
are members of physical pairs, while those with the smallest R (NGC 4321 =
M100, NGC 4192, NGC 4293) seem isolated. However, most intermediate values of
R are found in a mixed population of pairs and isolated galaxies, therefore
the pairing can probably not fully account for the increase in R towards the
cluster centre (cf. section 4 ) .

7. Continuum and neutral hydrogen

As observations grow more sensitive, it is possible to compare continuum
radio emission with neutral-hydrogen mass in galaxies. Neutral hydrogen
surveys in Virgo were made by Davies and Lewis (1973), Huchtmeier et al.
(1976), Chamaraux et al. (1980) and Krumm and Salpeter (1979). The HIdeficiency controversy was one of the motivations for this series of surveys.
Both the HI mass (e.g. Roberts, 1969) and the radio continuum luminosity
depend nearly linearly on the optical luminosity.

Therefore the quantities to

be compared should be the ratios R = P, . /L
and Q = M,,. /L . . These are
1.4 Opt
HI Opt
both available for 11 spiral galaxies in the cluster.

The (Q, R) diagram is

shown in Fig. 13. The HI data are from Huchtmeier et al.

(1976) as these

authors include a correction for beam attenuation. The diagram shows no
correlation between the two parameters. Note the slight dependence of Q on
Hubble type as the lowest Q value belongs to the SOa galaxy NGC 4457.
In Fig. 13 upper limits have also been plotted. Their distribution
suggests that the detections do not constitute only the bright end of a
possibly correlated distribution.
In theories of the confinement of cosmic rays and magnetic fields and of
their origin, the presence of gas is a necessary condition for detecting
continuum emission. This is supported by the low disk emission in the gas-poor
SO galaxies, and by the continuum structure of elliptical galaxies which are
also extremely gas-poor. The absence of a correlation with the disk emission
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in the spiral galaxies, where the HI content is fairly well-known, indicates,
however, that the presence of gas is not a sufficient condition for continuum
emission. In some cases where the detailed structure of the continuum and HI
disks are known (e.g. NPC 891; Sancisi and Allen, 1979) there may be rather a
suggestion of an anti-correlation.

8. Discrete sources in the cluster region

A large number of discrete sources were detected in the survey. Most of
these are unlikely to be related to the galaxies in the clusterIdentification with faint galaxies can be wade suitably only for sources found
in full-synthesis fields, since positional accuracy is very low in strips, and
limited by the low declination of the cluster. Out of 12 full-synthesis fields
identifications were given for 3 by de Ruiter et al. (1978) and one in paper 2
and by Galletta (private communication). Out of 50 sources in these fields
five were identified with presumably distant background galaxies.
A statistical test can be also made using the larger number of sources in
the strips (more than 700 in total). Statistics of radio sources in WSRT
fields at 1.4 GHz were given by Katgert (1973), de Ruiter (1978) and Hummel
(1980). Hummel has discussed counts of sources in 1.4-GHz strip observations,
and his results can be used for a direct comparison. From the 181 strips in
the Virgo region 171 were used which have an r.m.s. noise of « 2 mJy (i.e. not
confused by strong sources in the field or missing baselines) to count sources
not identified with sample galaxies, in the peak flux density range 10 mJy < S
< 100 mJy. These are the most numerous and most easily recognized sources, as
discussed by Hummel. The result is shown in Fig. 14a. The distribution agrees
well with the all-sky distribution. Counts restricted to 40 strips in a 3°
radius from the cluster centre are also shown in Fig. 14b. There is no
evidence for an excess of sources. Fig. 14b rather suggests a slight
deficiency of sources which, however, is not significant. This comparison
indicates the absence of an optically underluminous, radio bright source
population in the cluster (e.g.

dwarfs). It is consistent with the optical

luminosity dependence of the RLF found for the bright galaxies, indicating
that dwarf galaxies in the cluster are well below the present radio
sensitivity. There seems also to be no sign of enhancement of radio sources
near the supergalactic equator. An early claim for a band of continuum radio
emission across the Virgo cluster (Hanbury Brown and Hazard, 1953) for which

-66the evidence was found to be weak in a later study (Baldwin and Shakeshaft,
1959) seems thus to be unrelated to the distribution of discrete sources.

9. Conclusions and prospects for future surveys

The present analysis points to some possible effects of the cluster
environment in the radio emission of the normal galaxies in the Virgo cluster.
The properties of the sample seem however to be influenced by severe selection
effects. The process of ram-pressure stripping thought to transform spiral
galaxies into SO galaxies was seen for the first time in the detailed
structure of NGC 4438, which is in the diffuse gaseous halo of M87. A small
number of spiral galaxies also close to M87 show small radio disk sizes, which
could also be due to the effects of ram-pressure. High-resolution studies of
the radio continuum and HI distributions in these galaxies (NGC 4388, NGC 4402
and NGC 4569 = M90) are however needed. In some of these galaxies tidal
interactions could play a dominant role. For these galaxies the WSRT is
disadvantaged by its poor North-South resolution at the low declinations.
The conclusions from this statistical analysis could be also strengthened
if more detections were available. The BLF can be used to estimate the
increase in the number of detections with increased sensitivity. For the small
number of elliptical galaxies in the cluster the flat RLF makes it difficult
to obtain appreciable improvements. A 10-fold increase in sensitivity is
likely to result in less than a 2-fold increase in detection rate, yielding
about ten detections in total (M_ < -18). The predictions for spiral galaxies
are much more favourable: a 10-fold increase in sensitivity may yield about 65
detections in total (Mg < -16), or more than a 3-fold increase from the
present number. A sensitivity improvement by a factor of 10 compared to the
present survey could already be achieved at the VLA. With a 100-fold increase
in sensitivity it would be possible to detect essentially all spiral galaxies
with Mg < -16, numbering above 100. The RLF for the SO galaxies is less
well known. Their radio luminosity is 3 to 10 times lower than that of the
spirals, and assuming that their RLF has a shape similar to that of the
spirals, a 100-fold increase in sensitivity may be needed to obtain a
statistically significant number (say > 10) of detections.
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Table 1

Sample properties
-

Total

,

_ :'

With radial velocity
Vo > 3000 km/s
Ellipticals
Spirals
SO

^:

Number of galaxies

274

100

229

84

12

5

29

11

165

60

69

25

11

4

200

73

In Southern Extension

40

15

Radio detections

55

20

Extended emission

30

11

Central emission

39

14

Detections in cluster proper

32

16

Irr
In Virgo proper

-70Table 2 BLF for total emission and central sources in S galaxies.
M

-21

P x 4(W/Hz) N
20.4

-••

-20
9

-19
11

-

-18

-17

30

' • - ^ ^ ' • _ :

(1)

(1)

(6)

(3)

2(3)

4

32

:

\

".-"'.;

I^
82

--

.-i:.;^:'

(.18±.05)

20.8
1

.23±.O5
(.09+.03)
: J.:r.-.'___

21^2
5

(1)

3

1

.15+.0.4
(<.O1)

21.6
3

.O4±.O2

22.0

F 0 (P>10 20 . 8 W/Hz)
20

t

.89±.31

.45+.20

.17±.07

F(J(P>10 .' W/Hz) (.56±.25) (.36±.18) (.20±.08)

<.O3
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Table 3

BLF for central and extended sources in E galaxies.

Mfl
Px

4(W/Hz)

-21

-20

N

6

-19
3

-18
5

3

-17

Vp>>

,' - , . . ,

17

20.4

-,--'(1)

(1)

(.29±.13)

21.0
1

(2)

1

. .24± .12
(.18+ .10)

22.0
.12+ .08)

(1)

(<• 06)
23.0
.12± .08
24.0
1

<.O6

25.0
y.-FfP>1021.° W/Hz)

.50±.29

<.33

<.20

<.33

0 1

(.67±.3O)

(<.33)

«.20)

«.33)

. * W/Hz)

Table 4

BLF for central sources in SO galaxies.

-t-

M„
Px

4 (W/Hz) N

-21

-20
2

-19
11

-18
19

-17
12

F D (P>)
34

20.4
:;

(i)

(<.O3)

20.8

^

Fo(P>1020.'1 W/Hz)

«.59)

(<-09)

(<-05)

«.08)
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Table 5

Distribution of Kibble types (%) and mean magnitudes for Virgo

cluster sample and all-sky sample from Hummel (1980).

SOa-Sab

Sb-Sm

<v

Virgo cluster

40

60

-18.4

All-sky

19

81

-19.2
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Figure Captions

Figure 1

Magnitude distribution in the sample. Radio detections are shaded»
Galaxies without known redshift are marked "N".

Figure 2

(a), (b), (c): Distribution of bright galaxies in the region
surveyed. The size of the symbols decreases with increasing
magnitude m . Filled symbols denote radio detections,
(d) Distribution of radio detections in the region surveyed. The
size of the symbols increase with log P^i,. Filled symbols denote
the detection of extended emission. The bright elliptical galaxies
are marked.

Figure 3

Distribution of Hubble types. Radio detections are shaded.

Figure 4

Distribution of radial velocities. Radio detections are shaded.
Galaxies in the NGC 4261 (3C270) group are marked "w".

Figure 5

Distribution of radio luminosities. The elliptical galaxies are
shaded.

Figure 6

Distribution of the ratio of optical to radio sizes for the disks
of spiral galaxies. The optical sizes are D 25 from RCBG2 (de
Vaucouleurs et al., 1976).

Figure 7

Distribution of radio spectral indices for (a) Central emission and
(b) Extended emission. Elliptical galaxies are shaded. The SO
galaxies are indicated.

Figure 8

Radio map of NGC 4410 at 5 GHz superposed on optical photograph
from Stocke (private communication). Contour levels are, in
mJy/beam: -1 (dashed), 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Beam size 24"x90". The
total flux density in the map is S 5 = 100 ± 15 mjy and for the
central source S g = 6.5 ± 0.5 mJy. The central source is unresolved
(size < 6" in R.A.).
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Figure 9

Integrated RLF for spiral galaxies. The symbols (.) and (o) refer
to the Virgo cluster proper.. The.full curves are reproduced .for
comparison from Hummel":(1980). The upper curve is for total
emission and the-**• lowercurve is for 'central' sources (see section 3
for details).

Figure 10

Integrated RLF for elliptical galaxies. The symbol (.) refers to

.

Virgo arid the symbol (+) refers to non-Virgo ellipticals (see
section 3 for details).

Figure 11

.-_-..-.'. : :

Variation with radius of the ratio R = P1.1(/Lopt for spiral

"galaxies in Virgo (see section 4).-;'.----- _—_—--~;^~-r—~--—^--.-~

Figure 12

Variation with radius of the ratio of radio to optical disks for
spirals in Virgo (see section 4 ) . The optical sizes are D 2 5 from
RCBG2 (de Vaucouleurs et al., 1976).

Figure 13

(Q, R) diagram for Virgo spirals. Q = M UT /L
til

„, R = P, ,/L
Opt

1.. 4

. (see
Opt

section 7).
Figure 14

Counts of discrete sources in' the Virgo region (section 8). The
Poisson distribution fitted to all-sky counts by Hummel (1980) is
shown for comparison (full curve)•
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Chapter III. Radio studies of SO galaxies.

1. Introduction.

The small number of detected SO galaxies in the Virgo cluster makes the
Virgo sample inadequate for a discussion of the nature of the radio emission
from SO galaxies. In this chapter a larger sample of SO galaxies will be
studied. Earlier work on the radio emission of SO's is reviewed in section 5.
In section 2 a complete sample of nearby SO's including the Virgo
Cluster is used to derive the radio luminosity function of SO galaxies and
compare it to those of spirals and ellipticals (paper 5). In this sample only
one galaxy, NGC 3665, shows extended double-lobed emission, but it appears to
be a misclassified elliptical galaxy with a dust lane. This and other similar
cases are studied further in this chapter.
In section 3 radio data for elliptical galaxies with dust lanes are
presented. Radio maps of NGC 3665 (paper 6) and NGC 612 (paper 7) are shown
and included in a larger sample to study the relative orientations of the
radio axis and of the dust lane (paper 8). In section 4 a geometrical model of
this type of galaxies combining their optical and radio properties is given
(paper 9 ) .
A summary of the properties of SO galaxies and of elliptical galaxies
with dust lanes and conclusions are given in section 5.
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The Radio Continuum Properties of SO Galaxies
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SUMMARY
A large sample of SO galaxies was observed with the Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telescope at 1415 MHz. The radio continuum properties
of the sample are analyzed and compared with those of E and S galaxies.
The results of this study may be summarized as follows
i) The central sources in SO galaxies are at least a factor 10 weaker
than those in E and early type S galaxies and a factor 3 weaker
than the central sources in S galaxiss in general.
ii) The central sources in SO galaxies have in general a flat radio
spectrum similarly to the E galaxies and differing significantly
from that of the S galaxies.
iii) Any disk radio emission in SO galaxies is still undetected and
must be at least a factor 4 weaker than in S galaxies in general
and at least a factor 1.5 weaker than in early type S galaxies,
iv) The detection rate for double radio sources in SO galaxies is
lower than the detection rate for similar sources in E galaxies.
We suggest that the absence of a strong radio disk component and of a
steep spectrum central source are due to the low gas content and that
the radio power of a flat spectrum nuclear source is related to the
mass and rotation of the bulge component.

Key words:

SO galaxies

-

radio continuum.
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1. Introduction
As the SO galaxies occupy a controversial place in the
classification of galaxies, any data on their properties may be
important to clarify their nature. In the traditional Hubble scheme the
SO galaxies are a transition type while more recent studies suggest
that they form a sequence parallel to the spiral sequence (see e.g. van
den Bergh, 1976).
The radio continuum properties of SO's and how they relate to
the classification are still little known. Heeschen (1970) surveyed a
number of bright SO galaxies and found properties similar to the
ellipticals. The survey of Ekers and Ekers (1973) supported this but
they warned against the misclassification of elliptical galaxies into
SO galaxies. A survey of a large sample was made by Bieging and
Biermann (1977) but their very low detection rate did not seem to
justify a discussion. The largest sample was observed by Condon and
Dressel (1978) and they found a qualitative difference between the E,
SO and S galaxies.
We present here a survey comparable in sensitivity and sample
size to that of Bieging and Biermann. We attempt to answer the
question: how do the radio properties of the SO galaxies relate to
those of the spirals (S) and ellipticals (E)? The observations are of
high resolution and allow for the first time to separate central
sources from extended emission. Some clear differences in the radio
emission are known (Ekers, 1978a) between the spiral and the elliptical
galaxies:

while the spiral galaxies usually show emission coextensive

with the disk, the elliptical galaxies show double-lobed structure
which often exceeds by far in size the optical image. The central
sources are also very different as the compact, flat-spectrum nuclei
usual for the ellipticals are replaced by extended, steep-spectrum
central sources in the spiral galaxies (with a very few exceptions, see
Ekers, 1978b).

We can therefore ask whether the SO galaxies show any

of these properties.

2. Sample selection and classification
The sample of observed SO galaxies was taken from the Reference
Catalogue (de Vaucotileurs and de Vaucouleurs, 1964) by selecting
galaxies classified .L... if so confirmed in the Second Reference
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CaU-logue (de Vaucouleurs et al., 1976). It consists of the SO galaxies
in the following samples:
(1) A complete sample of 59 galaxies between declinations -30° and 30°
brighter than B(o)=12 and North of 30" brighter than 13. The
observations are given by Hummel (1980).
(2) The 69 galaxies in the Virgo Cluster area (right ascension between
12 h and 13 h , declination between 0° and 20°) forming a
sample 85% complete to m

= 14 (Nilson, 1973). The observations

are given by Kotanyi (1980).
(3) 27 galaxies observed in these two surveys but not belonging to the
samples defined above.
The optical and radio data for the final list of 145 SO
galaxies are given in Table 1. In regard of the well-known
classification problem for SO galaxies (in particular a fainter faceon SO galaxy may sometimes be visually undistinguishable from an
elliptical and an edge-on SO from a spiral galaxy) we estimated the
possible misclassification rate by comparing our list with other
homogeneous classifications. Two independent lists of visual
classifications are given by Humason et al. (1956) complemented by
Sandage (1978), and by Holmberg (1958, 1969). The non-S0
classifications in these lists are respectively 34 out of 110 and 4 out
of 27 galaxies in our SO sample. In the first list 16% of our SO
galaxies were classified as E and 15% as early-type S (SO/a, Sa). The
uncertainty of classification for SO galaxies has to be taken into
account when interpreting the radio data.

3. The observations
The observations were made at 1415 MHz with the Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telescope. The observations and reduction are fully
described by Hummel (1980) and Kotanyi (1980).
In summary, each galaxy was observed twice during 5 to 10
minutes with interferometer spacings ranging from 36m to 1458m in steps
of 18m. The outputs of the interferometers were averaged and Fourier
transformed to obtain strip distributions of the radio continuum
emission. The typical HPBW is ~23" in the direction of the strip
distribution and the 5 r.m.s.

detection limits are 10 mJy for point,

sources and about 50 mJy for extended emission.
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The observed flux densities and the monochromatic luminosities
are given in Table 1 (using H=100 kms"1 Mpc"1 and a distance of 12 Mpc
for the Virgo cluster). The detected galaxies are listed separately in
Table 2. Radio sizes and spectral indices are also given when
available, as well as references to published photographs.

4. The analysis
In this section we wish to compare the radio data obtained for
the SO galaxies with those obtained for S and E galaxies. For the
statistical treatment we will only use the optically well defined
samples 1) and 2) as given in section 2. The small number of detected
galaxies prompted us to combine the two samples, and this is justified
since Auriemma et al. (1977) found no differences in the radio
properties of E and SO galaxies inside and outside clusters. Due to the
low detection rate we cannot make any useful comparison between the
Virgo and non-Virgo samples.
The observed detection rate for central sources is only 9% (10
out of 113 galaxies). No radio component similar to the disk emission
in S galaxies was detected. In comparison 40±3% of the S galaxies in
sample (1) show a disk component, 26±3% show a central source; 30±9% of
the E galaxies in that sample show a radio nucleus and none shows a
radio disk (Hummel, 1981a, b ) . Only one extended source was detected
(NGC 3665); it has a double-lobed structure. The detection rate for
such sources in E galaxies is ~10% (Hummel, 1981b).
A more detailed comparison between the morphological types can
be made using the fractional luminosity function (FLF). It gives the
fraction of sources with a radio power exceeding a given value
P k . The procedure used here to determine the FLF, taking into
account the detection limits and undetected galaxies, is described in
Hummel (1981b). The dependence of the FLF on the optical luminosity
function of the sample (Auriemma et al.; 1977, Hummel, 1981a) can be
accounted for using the distribution of the ratio
R=S io< B f~ 1 2 * 5 )/ 2 - 5 between the radio and optical
luminosities (fractional ratio function, FRF); it is obtained in a
similar way as the FLF.
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a. The central sources
The FLF for Che central sources in SO galaxies and in the 40 E
and 56 early S galaxies from the complete sample of Hummel (1981a, b)
are shown in figure 1. The three functions have the same shape. They
follow closely a cumulative normal distribution with a standard
deviation in log P of about 1.0. However, on average the SO galaxies
are at least a factor 10 weaker than either the E or S galaxies; for
instance at the 10th percentile of the distribution (F(>P)=0.l),
log P=21.4 W Hz"1 for the E and early type S and log P=20.4 for the SO
galaxies. These conclusions are slightly different using the FRF
(figure 2), where it appears that the SO galaxies are at least 6 times
weaker than the E and 10 times weaker than the early type S galaxies,
but the differences in the absolute magnitude distributions of the
samples have now been taken into account.
The comparison between SO and S galaxies is strongly affected if
one includes the late type spirals, since these have weaker central
sources. By the same analysis as above it is found that the central
sources in SO galaxies are at least a factor 3 weaker than those in all
S galaxies.
Figure 3 shows the distributions of the spectral indices a
a

(S(:)v ) of the central sources in E, SO and S galaxies. For the
E galaxies they are taken from Hummel (1981b) and for the S galaxies
they are calculated using data collected by de Bruyn (1976), Crane
(1977), Condon and Dressel (1978) and Hummel (1981a), omitting sources
with Sj^4 QJJ2 <50 mJy. Compared to the S galaxies there is a
large fraction of SO galaxies with a flat spectrum.

A Kolmogorov-

Smirnof test (Siegel, 1956) shows that this difference is significant
at a 10% level. Between the E and SO distribution there is no
significant difference.

b. The disk component
Mo radio disk component has been detected in the sample of SO
galaxies. A conservative upper limit for the observed detection rate is
10%. This is even much lower than the detection rate (23%) in early
type spirals (Hummel, 1981a). Since the mean distances of the two
samples do not differ significantly, we conclude that there is a real
difference in disk emissivity.
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In the absence of detections the upper limit on the FRF is
1/N(R), where N is the number of upper limits below R. This is shown in
figure 4 together with the FRF for S galaxies. The radio disk in SO
galaxies appears on average at least 1.5 to 2 times weaker than in
early type S and at least 4 times weaker than in S galaxies generally.

5. Discussion
First we note that our low detection rate requires some caution
on regard of our previous discussion of possible misclassifIcations.
Indeed our rat>.£r high estimate of the classification uncertainty on
the one hand, and the much higher detection rates of E and S galaxies
(Hummel, 1981a, b) on the other hand, could very well combine to
contaminate our list of 14 detected galaxies with 6 to 12 E and S
galaxies. That this might be the case is suggested to us by examination
of photographs for this subsample (Table 2 ) . Three galaxies show traces
of spiral structure (NGC 2217, 2787 and 4984), while two galaxies are
edge-on (NGC 4710 and 5866).

Three galaxies only show an elliptical

component (NGC 3998, 4546, and 5353). Finally two galaxies are in
interacting groups and seem peculiar (NGC 3561B=Arp 105 and NGC 6027 in
Seyfert's Sextet). The total list contains on the other hand a number
of well known "bona fide" SO galaxies (e.g. NGC 3115, 4111, 4762:
Tsikoudi, 1977). We must presume for this discussion that, while quite
a large fraction of the detections might be a mixed population of E and
S galaxies, the majority of our total sample is not. Then our detection
rates for SO galaxies are really upper limits and the differences in
radio power between SO galaxies and E and 3 galaxies are lower limits.
In conclusion, our analysis shows that the SO galaxies differ
from both the E and S galaxies. This holds for both central and
extended emission. A similar conclusion was reached by Condon and
Dressel (1978). In the following sections we will discuss in more
detail the various radio components found in SO galaxies.

a. The central emission
If the SO galaxies are a transition type (Hubble, 1936; Sandage,
1961), their central sources might be expected to be intermediary
between the compact, flat spectrum, nuclear sources of the E and the
extended, steep spectrum, central sources in the S galaxies. This is
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clearly not the case since the spectra are similar to those of E
galaxies (Fig. 3). Moreover, their central sources are at least 10
times weaker than those of either the E or S galaxies.
The luminosity of the flat-spectrum, compact nuclear source in E
galaxies could be related to the efficiency of gas accretion (e.g.
Gisler, 1976). This is supported by a correlation between neutral
hydrogen content and nuclear luminosity (Hummel, 1981b), indicating
that — 10 8 Mg of HI gas are necessary (but not sufficient) for
20 5
a luminosity P , > 10 " W/Hz. The SO galaxies, in addition to being
mostly gas-poor like the E's (Biermann et al., 1977 and references
therein) have high angular momentum disk and bulge components
(Illingworth, 1981) and their bulges are less massive (Dressier, 1980).
The resulting lower rate of gas infall, with respect to both E and S
galaxies, could explain their low level of nuclear emission. The
necessary infall rate to maintain their energy output is very low
o

(M — 10~" M /yr assuming a conversion efficiency of 1%) and could be
easily supplied by stellar mass-loss in the elliptical-like bulge.
While the radio nucleus could presumably be contained by a
central mass (e.g. Lynden-Sell, 1969) the extended (~ lKpc), steep
spectrum central source seen in spirals must be confined by gas. By
arguments similar to that for the disk emission (see below) the lack of
gas in SO galaxies can then explain that they do not show this type of
central sources. These can easily dominate in S galaxies the weaker
nuclear sources. Also the central gas in S galaxies can reduce the flux
density of the nuclear source at low frequencies by free-free
absorption.
b. The disk emission
The lack of the detection of any disk emission is easily
explained by the low gas content of SO galaxies, assuming that the nonthermal emission is due to relativistic electrons radiating in a
magnetic field. Gas is required in order to confine the electrons and
the magnetic field.
HI surveys of SO galaxies (Biermann et al., 1979 and references
therein) show that M HI /L is about a factor 4 lower compared to
SOa-Sb and Sc galaxies (Bottinelli et al., 1980; Shostak, 1978). In
order to estimate the resulting synchrotron eraissivity e using the
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confinement condition, we make a few very schematic assumptions: (a) SO
and S galaxies have similar opticall emissivities, but In S galaxies
most of the light and in SO's at most j of the light is due to the
disk. Then the neutral gas density p in SO galaxies Is at least a
factor 2 lower than in early S galaxies (see also Freeman, 1975). (b)
Due to the hydrostatic confinement the ratio of gas pressure p<vz> to
the pressure of the magnetic plasma p is the same for all disks»
(c) p

= -r- u

« e^/7 where u is the equipartition energy density (e.g.

Moffet, 1975). (d) <v2>, where v is the gas velocity (e.g. Levy, 1978)
is constant. It follows that e = p7/1* is at least a factor 3 lower in
SO galaxies compared to early spirals. This is already enough to
explain the lack of detection of any disk.
Furthermore since e is proportional to the electron density, it
depends also on the source of relativistic particles, which very
probably also depends on the gas density. Supernovae may be one of the
main sources of relativistic electrons (e.g. Bell, 1977). The
supernovae rate per unit light is a factor 4 lower in SO than in early
S galaxies (Tammann, 1974, 1977; Oemler and Tinsley, 1979) most likely
as a result of the lower gas density. This will also contribute to
lowering the disk emissivity in SO galaxies.

c. Double-lobed sources
In our sample only NGC 3665 shows an extended double source.
This emission is not related to the disk emission as seen in S
galaxies, because the axis of the source is seen nearly perpendicular
to the dust lane (Kotanyi, 1979). That this is the only case in our
sample shows that the detection rate of this kind of sources in SO
galaxies Is low (< 10%). However NGC 3665 is not unique. A number of
other SO galaxies are known to have double structure: NGC 612 (Ekers et
al. 1978), NGC 1316 = Fornax A (Cameron, 1971), NGC 5128 = Centaurus A
(Cooper et al., 1965) are well-known but there are at least 6 more.
These are NGC 383 = 3C31 (Burch, 1979), NGC 315 (Bridle et al., 1976),
NGC 507 (Parma, private communication), NGC 5141 (Bridle and Fomalont,
1978), NGC 6047 (Jaffe and Perola, 1974) and NGC 7236 = 3C442 (Mackay,
1969). The latter five are probably misclassified E galaxies while the
others show a dust lane. These galaxies are too faint or too far south
to be in our sample. They appear to be drawn from a different
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population in another respect as well; they are all dominated by the
(elliptical) bulge component. In fact, traces of a luminous disk have
only been seen in one of them, NGC 612. This supports the idea that,
like the nuclear emission, the radio galaxy phenomenon is strongly
related to the mass of the bulge component.
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Table 1 - Radio continuum observations of SO galaxies.

Galaxy

Ref.

magn.

Dist.

«B

(Mpc)

(NGC or 1C)

S

1415
(mJy)

Log P 1 4 1 5

Classification

1

(W Hz" )

(8)

(9)

<18.6

SO

SO

<20.9
<20.4

SO
SBa

SO/Sa

<10

<19.7

SBO

SO

-20.7

<10

<21.6

SO/Sa

16

-19.8

<10

<20.5

SO

15

-20.0

<10

<20.4

SO

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

69

4

15.32

70

-18.9

<10

<21.8

404

C

10.71

2

-15.6

<10

524

1

11.24

26

-20.8

<10

936

C

10.77

15

-20.1

<10

1023

C

9.60

6

-19.4

1175

1

13.02

56

1201

11.25
10.84

1332

c
c

1393

3

1615

3

1666

3

2217

C

10.91

18

-20.4

<12

20.7

SBa

2300

C

11.47

22

-20.2

<10

<20.8

El

E

2549

C

11.53

12

-18.8

<10

<20.2

SO

SOp

2646

12.52

37

-20.3

<10

<21.2

SBO

2685

4
C

11.51

10

-18.4

<19.5

SOp

2732

1

12.27

22

-19.5

<3
<10

<20.8

SO

2784

C

10.58

5

-18.0

<10

<19.5

SO

2787

8

-18.0

15

20.0

SBa

11.36

-19.5

<10

<20.4

SBO

12.16

15
17

-19.0

<10

<20.5

SBO

2950

c
c
c
c

11.37

11.50

14

-19.3

<10

<20.4

SBO

3065

1

12.59

21

-19.0

<10

<20.7

SO

3068A

3

14.35*

63

-19.7

<10

<21.7

3115

C

9.70

5

-18.7

<10

<19.4

3222

4

13.39

55

-20.3

<20

<21.9

3245

1

11.39

12

-19.0

<10

<20.2

SO

3384

C

10.60

7

-18.7

<10

<19.8

SBO

3412

C

11.15

7

-18.2

<10

<19.8

SBO

<20.4

2859
2880

<10
<10

14.26*

<10

SO

E7

3414

4

11.49

14

-19.2

<10

3415

C

12.88

10

-17.1

<10

<20.1

E5

3458

1

13.15

19

-18.2

<10

<20.6

3489

C

10.81

6

-18.0

<10

<19.6

SBO
SOp

3516

C

12.06

27

-20.1

26

21.4

SBO

so
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(3)
(4)
14.00* 88

(5)
-20.7

<10

(7)
22.7
<20. 1

C

10.73

11

-19.4

SO

3619

C

12.30

17

-18.9

<10

<20.6

SO

3626

1

11.41

14

-19.3

<10

<20. 3

Sa

3665

C

11.44

20

-20.1

125

SO

11.26

10

-18.7

<10

21.8
<20. 1

3941
3945

c
c

-19.5

<10

<20.3

11.13

13

SBO

3998

c

11.27

12

-19.2

97

21. 3

SO

4026

c
c

11.25

10

-18.7

<10

<20.0

SO

SO

11.06

15

-19.8

<10

<20.4

SO

so

4073
4111

2

12.24

-21.6

<10

-18.5

<10

<21.6
<19.8

E5

10.91

58
7

C

4124

V

12.01

12

-18.4

<10

<20.,2

SO

4128

c

12.78

25

-19.2

<10

<20. 9

so

4138

11.97

11

-18.2

<10

<20.,2

Sa

11.81

7

-17.6

<10

<19.,8

SBO

4150

c
c
c

12.20

3

-15.5

<10

<19..1

SO

4179

E7

(1)
356 IB
3607

4036

4143

(2)
3

(6)
50e

(8)

SBO

SO

V

11.35

12

-19.1

<10

<20.,3

4191

V

-16.6

<16

<12..5

4203

c

13.29* 12
11.34
9

-18.5

<20

<20..3

SBO

4215
4220

V

13.06

12

c

11.72

10

-17.5
-18.4

<16
<10

<20,.5
<20,.1

SO
Sa

4233

V
1

12.92

21

-17.3

10

-18.8

<20.5
<20 .1

SO

11.25

<16
<10

2

-17.0

<70

-18.3

<10

<21.5
<20.3

4251

(9)

so

so

SO

so

4259
4262

V

13.82* 22
12.18 12

4264

2

13.29* 22

-17.6

<40

<21.3

4267

V

11.59

12

-18.9

<10

<20.3

4269
4270

2

-17.6
-18.8

<10
<50

<20.7

2

13.29* 22
12.72 22

<21.4

E7

so

4281
4292

2

11.78

22

-19.7

<90

<21.6

SO

so

2

13.47*

12

-16.4

<10

<20.3

4306

V

-16.1

<10

<20.3

4309

V

13.73* 12
13.64* 12

-16.2

<10

<20.3

4322

V

14.00

12

-16.4

<10

<20.3

4340

V

12.19

12

-18.1

<10

<20.3

SO
SBO

SBO
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V

(3)
12.50*

(4)

4342

12

(5)
-17.5

(6)
<3

O.9.8

4344

V

13.12*

12

-16.8

<10

<20.8

4346

c

12.19

12

-17.6

<10

<20.3

SBO

4350

11.52

12

-19.0

<7

<20.1

SO

4352

V
V

13.38*

12

-16.9

<10

<20.1

4371

V

11.57

12

-18.9

<10

<20.3

4377

V

12.42

12

-18.1

<10

20.3

SO

4379

V

12.72

12

-17.8

<10

<20.2

E4

4382

v,c

9.82

12

-20.2

<10

<20.3

SO

4385

V

12.69

12

-17.8

<15

20.3

SBa

4386

c

12.39

19

-19.0

<10

<20.6

E5

4417

12.08
12.41

12

-18.3

<6

<20.1

E7

4425

V
V

12

-18.1

<3

<19.8

Sa

4429

v,c

10.69

12

-19.3

<10

<20.1

SO

so
s
so

4431

13.82*

-19.1

<10
<6

<20.3

11.42

12
12

-16.0

4435

V
V

SBO

so

4436

V

14.08*

12

-15.7

<10

<20.3

4442

v,c

10.93

12

-19.1

<10

<20.1

SBO

so

4451

V

12.85*

12

-17.2

<6

<20.1

4459

v,c
c

11.07

12

-18.9

<10

<20.1

12.11

46

-21.2

<10

<21.4

Sbc
SO

(1)

4460

(2)

(7)

<20.1

(8)

SO

V

11.58

12

-18.9

<10

<20.3

4468

V

13.56*

12

-16.3

<10

<20.3

4474

V

12

-18.2

<10

<20.3

SO

4476
4477

V

12.28
13.04

12

-17.2

<450

<21.9

E5

v,c

11.12

12

-18.9

<10

<20.1

SBO

<10

<20.3

SO

4479

V

13.21

12

-17.3

4503

V

12.26

12

-18.1

<10

<20.3

SO

4526

v,c

10.18

12

-19.8

<10

<20.3

SO

4528

V

12.41*

12

-17.8

<10

<20.3

4546

c

11.00

9

-18.7

13

20.1

4550
4570

11.90

-18.6
-19.2

<10
<10

<20.3

11.27

12
12

<20.3

E7

/,578

V
V
V

SBO
E7

11.99

12

-18.6

<10

<20.3

E2

4596

v,c

11.73

12

-18.2

<10

<20.3

4608
4612

V

12.22
12.22

12
12

-17.9

<10
<10

<20.3

SBO
SBO
SBO

-17.6

<20.3

so

SO

4461

V

(9)

Sa

so

-98Table 1 - continued
(1)
4623

(2)

4637

V
V

4638

V

(3)
13.05

(4)
12

(5)
-17.4

(6)
<10

(7)
<20.3

15.14*

12

-14.5

<10

<20.3

11.74

12

-18.7

<10

<20.3
e

20.9

4684

3

12.27

12

-18.2

42+7

4694

V

12.24

12

-18.2

<10

<20.3

4710

v,i 11.25

12

-19.2

15

20.4

4733

V

12.68

12

-17.3

<13

<20.4

4754

11.17

12

-18.8

<3

4762

v,c
v,c

10.61

12

-19.4

4789

3

12.74

84

4866

V

11.41

4914

c
c

12.30

4984
5273

(8)
SO

(9

£6
SO
SOpec
SO

SO

<20.1

SBO

SO

<3

<20.1

SO/Sa

SO

-21.9

<20

<22.2

E5

12

-19.1

<10

<20.3

Sa

-21.2

<10

<21.4

SO

10.96

48
14

-19.7

<10

<20.4

E7

1

11.84

11

-18.4

23

20.5

Sa

12.20

11

-18.0

<10

<20.2

SO/Sa

11.79

21

-19.9

<10

<20.7

SO

5353

c
c
c

11.73

24

-20.2

40

21.4

SO

5354

c

12.19

25

-19.8

4

20.5

5422

c
c

12.60

20

-18.9

<10

<20.7

Sa/SO

12.01

22

-19.7

<10

<20.7

SBO

12.10

21

-19.6

<10

<20.7

SO

12.22

21

-19.4

<10

<20.7

SO

12.31

23

-19.5

<10

<20.8

E3

4958

5308

5473
5485

f*

5631
5739

c
c
c

12.75

57

-21.0

<10

<21.6

S

5820

1

12.55

34

-20.1

<10

<21.2

SO

5866

c

10.39

9

-19.4

16

20.2

so

6027

3

14.23

45

-19.1

27e

21.8

Sa

6055

3

14.61*

6703

C

11.91

26

-20.2

<10

<20.9

SO
SO

5687

w

<10

7252

3

12.35

48

-21.2

<50

<22.1

7280

3

<10

<20.7

3

13.03* 21
13.45 37

-18.6

7576

-19.4

<10

<21.2

Sa

7617

3

14.38

43

-18.8

<10

<21.4

SO

1773

V

14.44*

12

-16.0

<11

<20.7

1775

V

<15
<10

20.3

V

14.08* 12
14.35* 12

-16.3

1794

-16.1

<20.3

sc
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Table 1 - continued
(1)

(2)

IJ155
13381

2

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

V

14.26* 22
14.35* 12

-17.5
-16.1

<10
<10

<21.5
<20.3

13393

2

14.35*

12

-16.1

<10

<20.3

13478

2

14.26

12

-16.1

<10

<20.3

13481

2

14.27

-20.0

<10

<21.8

13949

3

71
14.17* 75

-20.2

<20

<22.1

(8)

(9)

Notes:
(2) C = "complete" sample, V = Virgo Cluster
1 = Hummel (1980), 2 = Kotanyi (1980), 3 = This paper and
4 - Ekers (private communication)
(3) Blue magnitude B° or corrected Harvard magnitude ra taken from
de Vaucouleurs et al. (1976)
* = Photographic magnitude m

(Zwicky et al. 1961-1968),

converted to Bf using B° = 0.88 m + 1.06 (e.g. Huchra, 1976)
(4) Distances derived from radial velocities using H = 100 km sec"1
Mpc" 1 . Distance to Virgo Cluster is 12 Mpc. Radial velocity of
N5353/54 taken from Kirshner (1977).
(8), (9) The Hubble classification according to (8) Humason et al. (1956)
and Sandage (1978) and (9) Holmberg (1958, 1969).
(e) See notes Table 2.

Table 2 - The detected SO galaxies.

NGC

dist.

log P,,,.
1

(Mpc)

)

Spectral

Notes and references

index

Radio

Optical

size <20"

Sandage (1961

2217

18

2787

8

-18.0

20.0

size <20". Heekman et al. (1980)

PSS

3516

27

-20.1

21.4

Seyfert galaxy. Size <20"

PSS

3516B

88

-20.0

22.7

uncertain detection

Arp (1966)

3663

20

-20.1

21.8

-0.5

Nucleus and extended double

Kotanyi, 1979

3998

12

-19.2

21.3

0.0

<6", Condon and Dressel (1978)

Galletta, private

Extended component present

communication

4546

9

-18.7

20.1

size <20"

PSS

4684

12

-18.2

20.9

Extended, uncertain detection

Sandage (1961)

4710

12

-19.2

20.4

size <20", Dressel and Condon (1978)

Sandage (1961)

4984

11

-18.4

20.5

size <20"

PSS

5353

24

-20.2

21.4

-20.4

20.7
-0.4

0.3

-0.2

size <20"

Sandage, private
communication

5354

25

-19.8

20.5

Sramek (1975)

Sandage, privat e
communication

5866

9

-19.4

20.2

size <20"

6027

45

-19.1

21.8

Seyfert Sextet. Extended emission
displaced from galaxy (Burke and
Miley, 1973)

Sandage (1961)
PSS

o
o

-101-

Figure Captions:
Fig. 1:

The fractional luminosity function for the central sources of
early type galaxies, SO galaxies and elliptical galaxies. It
gives the fraction of sources, F(>P), with a radio power
greater than or equal to P.

Fig. 2J The fractional ratio function for the central sources of early
type spiral galaxies, SO galaxies and elliptical galaxies. It
gives the fraction of source, F(>R), with a ratio of radio
power to optical luminosity greater or equal to R. (see text
for definition of R)
Fig. 3:

Histograms of the spectral index a (S(:)va) of the
central sources of elliptical, SO and spiral galaxies.

Fig. 4:

The fractional ratio function for the disk components of
spiral galaxies, early type spiral galaxies and SO galaxies.
For the SO galaxies the upper limits are given.
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Radio Observations of NGC 3665: An Elliptical Galaxy with a Dust Lane
C. G. Kotanyi
Kapteyn Astronomical Institute, University of Groningen. P.O. Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen. The Netherlands
Received July 19. 1978
Summary. The elliptical galaxy NGC 3665 has been mapped with
the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope at frequencies of 0.6,
1.4 and 5 GHz. The galaxy shows a dust lane in the inner region.
The associated radio source has an elongated structure with the
major axis nearly perpendicular to the dust lane. An inner double
component and a nuclear source are present. The similarities with
the giant radio galaxy Centaurus A are discussed.
Key words: radio galaxie.; - dust lanes

1. Introduction

In the majority of elliptical galaxies, the continuum radio emission
is distributed in an elongated region. Often this region has a
double structure. In contrast very little is known about the
distribution of radio emission in SO galaxies. One of the major
causes for this is the rarity of SO galaxies emitting appreciable
amounts in the radio continuum.
In view of this rarity, it is a singular fact that two of the
brightest radio galaxies. Fornax A and Centaurus A, are classified
SO. These galaxies exhibit radio emission with the double structure
which is typical for ellipticals (e.g. Matthews et a!., 1964). This
could be considered as indicating that the radio properties of the
SO galaxies are similar to those of the ellipticals. Such a conclusion would be however unjustified here in view ofthe somewhat
extreme properties of both of these galaxies which distinguish
them from "normal" SO's, e.g. their optical magnitudes which
are close to those ofthe giant elliptical galaxies (A/B< —21). The
enormous quantity of absorbing material present in Centaurus A
in the form of a strong band of absorption crossing the face ofthe
galaxy, and in Fornax A with a more irregular distribution, have
in fact been the sole reason to classify them as SO.
NGC 3665 is closer to a "normal" galaxy as well by its optical
luminosity (see Table 1) as by its radio luminosity (^4,5 = 5 102"
W Hz" 1 sterad" 1 ). It is crossed by a band of absorbing material.
In a Westerbork survey of E and SO galaxies at 1415 MHz
(Ekers et ai., in preparation), it was shown to have extended
radio emission, and observations at 4995 MHz by Fanti et al.
(1977) suggested a complex structure. It was therefore decided
to map it at several frequencies in order to study its structure in
more detail. One ofthe first questions consists in elucidating the
relationship between the radio emission and the band of absorption. If the latter is a tracer for a stellar disk, does the extended
radio emission originate from the disk, as in most of the spiral
galaxies? Or else is the situation similar to Centaurus A, where -

Table 1. NGC 3665: optical properties
Magnitude
Type
Distance, cz/H

£ r = 11.7*. ,V/,,= -19.2
SO", SA(.v)SO\ E2'- J , DRp'
20 Mpc'

a Nilson. 1973
b de Vaucouleurs el al., 1976
c van den Bergh, 1960
d classification of photometric profile (see text)
c Morgan. 1958
f / / = 1 0 0 k m s ~ ' Mix:" 1 , recession velocity IT from Humason
el al. (1956)
Table 2. Parameters relating to the observations
Frequency
(MHz)
610
Bandwidth
4
(MHz)
Observation
date
July 1976
Field centre
(1950)
R.A. = ll h 22"'|Synthesized
beam
(R.A.xDcc.)
59"x 94"
Radius of first
grating ring >20'
;
Minimum
spacing
(wavelength)
72
r.m.s. noise
in map (mJy)" 2.4
"
b

1415

-!995

4

4

June 1975

January 1977

Dec. = 39 21

25"x 39"

7" x 11 "
>3'

343

600

0.6

1.2

I mJy=10-" WHz"1 m"'
Optical position from Gallouct et al. (1973)

as is well known - the major axis of the radio source is nearly
perpendicular to the lane of absorbing material?
The observations show that the latter is the case. It appears,
therefore, that, just as in Centaurus A, the mechanism ofthe radio
emission is related to that which must prevail in elliptical galaxies.
Surface photometry (see Sect. 3) provides evidence that optically
the galaxy, classified as SO by some authors (Table 1) is better
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Fig. I. 1415 MHz map
superposed on Palomar Sky
Survey blue print. The radio
contours are. in mJy per beam:
-1.2 (dashed). 1.2. then
increasing by a factor 2.5. The
half-power beam area is shown
as a shaded ellipse. Inset shows
photograph (on scale) of the
central region reproduced in
Fin. 2

Table 3. Source parameters derived from the observations
Frequency (MHz)
Total flux density (mJy)
Flux density of central source
Total linear polarization ("„)
P.A. of linear polarization

610
194+11
8+6
130 ±10

1415
4995
122 + 5
70 + 9
15 + 2
12+4
<I5
50 ±10 -

classified as elliptical. This all indicates that NGC 3665 is a
member of a class of elliptical galaxies with dust lanes and double
radio emission perpendicular to the dust lane.
2. Observations

NGC 3665 has been mapped at the frequencies of 610. 1415. and
4995 MHz with the Westcrbork Radio Telescope. The instrument,
which consisted of twelve dishes forming twenty interferometers,
is described in detail by Högbom and Brouw (1974). The parameters defining the observations are given in Table 2. The maps

were made using a numerical Fourier transform described,
together with the intermediary calibration procedures, by van
Somcrcn Greve (1974). The measurement of polarized emission
is described by Wciler (1973). The maps were analysed via an
interactive procedure (Ekcrs et al.. 1973).
At 1415 MHz. the source consists of a well-resolved central
region and a faint, extended region decreasing outwards in brightness. Because in the central region the brightness is much greater
than in the outer parts, the procedure CLEAN (Högbom, 1974:
Schwarz. 1978) has been used to correct for the source distortions
introduced by the instrumental sidelobe. The resulting map
(Fig. 1) shows the source to be extended in a position angle of
about 120 . The total extent is >5'. as is confirmed at 610 MHz.
There is no evidence that the source is resolved in the direction
perpendicular to its major axis. The total flux densities are given
in Table 3.
At 4995 M Hz. the observations allow to detect only the central
region. The map given in Fig. 2 shows a compact central component (diameter <6") at R.A.= ll h 22T20±0:06. Dec.
=39 2'15"+ 1"( 1950). coinciding with the optical centre of the
galaxy (Gallouct ct al.. 1973) within the combined radio and
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Fig. 2. 4995 MHz map
superposed on photograph
taken by E. Hubble at the 100'
Mount Wilson Telescope
(courtesy Hale Observatories).
The radio contours are. in
mJy/beam: - 3 (dashed). 3. 6. 9.
12, 15. The half-power beam is
shown as a shaded ellipse

Table 4. Sources at 1.4 GHz
Name

R.A. (1950)
h ms

DEC.

16W 1
16W2
16W3A
16W3B
16W4
16W5A
I6W5B
B 1122 + 39
(NGC3665)
16W6
16W7
16W8
16 W 9
16 W 10
I6W 11

11 20 33.4 + 0.1
11 21 15.3
If 21 17.6
11 21 17.8
11 21 29.9
1121 36.7
1121 40.6
11 22 1.2

38 56 44 ± 2
39 15 18
39 00 50
39 00 03
39 16 31
38 49 07
38 48 16
39 17 52

11 22 4.2
11 22 18.4
11 23 10.8
II 23 21.6
11 23 36.8
11 23 39.5

39 17 52
39 19 44
38 38 27
38 46 52
38 44 39
39 08 13

Sav*
May be components of a single source
Same as b

Hlux density
(mJy)al 1.4 GHz
8
20

(,1 b

5j
34
501

Sp. index'1

<i
0.2
-1.0
-0.6
-0.9
-0.9

19J'
122

-0.5

22
18
59
39
29
20

-0.5
-0.8
-0.5
-0.5
0.3
-0.8
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the spectral index within a diameter of 1' about the centre:
beyond, variations due to noise dominate.
In Table 4. a list is given of the radio sources present in the
field at 1415 MHz, with spectral indices between 610 and 1415
MHz. The list is complete to 6 mJy within a distance of IX' from
the field centre and to 30 mJy within a distance of 36'. The
density of sources is as expected for a background distribution.
They are all unresolved, with the exception of NGC 3665.
05

10

2D

10

Frequency (GHzï

Fig. 3. Radio continuum spectrum of NGC 3665. The data from
this paper are represented as filled circles (see text for reference to
other data). A line of slope —0.5 has been drawn tpr-iugh the
data
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Fig. 4. Photometric profile of NGC 3665 converted to units of
^-magnitudes per square arc s. using a (S-F | of 1.0. from a plate
taken at the 48" Schmidt telescope of the Hale Observatories on
emulsion Hl-aJ+Wr 2C filter (3900-5400 A). The zero-point of
the magnitude scale is uncertain by ±0.3 mag

optical errors, and a "lobe" on each side of the compact component. The position angle is about 135', and the source is unresolved perpendicular to the direction of its elongation. The
separation between the lobes is approximately 22", corresponding
to a linear separation ofabout 2 kpc. Comparing with the structure
seen at.1415 MHz, the extended source can be described as an
inner double and "wings" extending outwards with decreasing
brightness. The difference of the position angles at the two
frequencies indicates some slight curvature of the "wings".
A high degree of polarization is detected at 1415 MHz and
at 610 MHz in the inner part of the source. At 1415 MHz, the
degree of polarization increases from about 6% at the centre to
about 33 % at a radius of 1'; beyond, noise dominates the polarized
emission. At 610 MHz, the degree of polarization increases from
5 "/„ in the centre to 24% at V.5. The electric field vectors have a
uniform alignment across the source at the two frequencies, at
position angles given in Table 3. No polarized emission is delected
at 4995 MHz.
The total flux density is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of
frequency. The value at 408 MHz is from Colla et al. (1975).
that at 2700 MHz from Rogstad and Ekers (1969). The spectrum
fits a power-law with index a= -0.5+0.1. Comparison of the
maps at different frequencies shows no evidence for variation in

3, Discussion
The radio source associated with NGC 3665 has a luminosity
comparable to the brightest spiral galaxies. However, the observation presented in Figs. 1 and 2 show that the emission docs not
originate from a stellar disk in the way it does in spiral galaxies.
Indeed, in spiral galaxies where extended emission is delected,
the emission is coextensive with the disk (e.g. van der Kruit, 1973).
With its elongated structure, the distribution of radio emission
in NGC 3665 is to be related to the radio galaxies associated with
giant ellipticals [a double source with a similar luminosity has
been also found in the giant elliptical NGC 4472 by Ekcrs and
Kolanyi (1978)|. In particular, and even though its luminosity is
lower by more than two orders of magnitude. NGC 3665 shows
close resemblances to Centaurus A. which possesses peculiar
properties among giant radio galaxies, in addition to being the
closest.
It is well known that Centaurus A has a double structure on
two different angular scales (e.g. Matthews et al., 1964). The
major axes of these two structures differ appreaciably in orientation. The most striking property, however, is the wide band of
absorption which is almost perpendicular to the radio axes.
Table 5 gives a comparison with NGC 3665. Some differences
are evident, but there are important similarities. Even though
the radio luminosities differ by a large factor, the emission in both
radio sources peaks near the centre. In the classification of radio
galaxy structures by Fanaroffand Riley (1974). who find a correlation between the location of the emission peaks with respect
to the centre and between luminosity, both sources arc of class I.
Van den Bergh (1976) has shown that the luminosity profile
of Cenlaurus A is dominated by the "standard" profile for
elliptical galaxies. Surface photometry by van der Kruit (Fig. 4)
shows that this is also true for NGC 3665. In this profile, no
exponential disk component is delected.
It may be noted that the available measurements of the neutral
hydrogen content in these galaxies are also consistent with a
comparable gas content.
The resemblances suggest that NGC 3665 and Centaurus A
are related phenomena. The existence of a galaxy of "normal"
luminosity with properties similar to Centaurus A indicates
therefore that the latter is not a unique phenomenon. It may
even be more common than previously thought. A number of
other cases are discussed elsewhere (Kolanyi and Ekcrs. in
preparation).
Presently, neither the mechanism leading to the radio structure
is known (e.g. Sanders, 1976) nor the origin of the absorbing band
(for Centaurus A, see: Burbidge and Burbidge, 1959; Matthews
et al., 1964; van den Bergh, 1976). The angle formed by these
structures, close to 90 J , may however hold clues to the nature of
the phenomena involved, suggesting that the radio emission and
the band of absorption are both related to a common fundamental
axis. Such an axis may be defined by rotation, or by an ordered
magnetic field. In Centaurus A, observations show that the
material in the band rotates about an axis perpendicular to the
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Table 5. Comparison with Centaurus A

Radio structure

Sizes of radio components
Optical structure

Luminosities

Ccnlaurus Ac

NGC 3665

Pair of doubles
P. A. difference of major axis of
30"
inner and outer structures
P. A. difference of major axes
and dust lane: inner structure
70
outer structure
110=
Peak: at centre (class I)
Inner
15kpc
Outer 700 kpc
Brightness distribution: elliptical
No disk
Thick dust lane (~ 1.4 kpc)
Ellipticity:E0-E2
Major axis of isophotes: perpendicular to dust lane
Diameter of/i s = 25 mag arc s~" isophote: 72 kpc
log fsooo (WHz"' slerad "') = 23.0
Radio nucleus: log P50m = 20.5
log (LBILO) = 10.7

Single double and wings

Gas content

15'
110'
90
At centre (class I)
2 kpc
S 30 kpc
elliptical
No disk
Thin dust lane (~ 0.3 kpc)
E2
parallel with dust lane
38 kpc
20.4
19.8
9.9
<2 10" MS

Gardner and Whiteoak, 1976; van Woerden, 1977
Knapp el al., 1977
Distance=5 Mpc assumed
band (Burbidge and Burbidge. 1959). This axis, however, needs
not coincide with the rotation axis of the stars in the gaiaxy, if
the gas has been captured from the intergalactic medium. Alternatively, the gas may originate from stellar mass loss in the galaxy.
In NGC 3665, where the dust lane is within a radius of 2 kpc
from the centre of the galaxy, radiation pressure may also play
a role in distributing the gas into a ring. The alternatives should
be investigated in order to better distinguish the conditions which
may prevail in the formation of the radio source.
The lack of depolarization between 610 and 1415 MHz
allows an upper limit of the order of 10" 4 cm ' 3 to be put on the
electron density within the source, assuming a line of sight of the
dimensions of the radio source and a magnetic field of the order
of a microgauss. The uniform orientation of the electric vectors
of polarized emission suggests that a fair fraction of the magnetic
field is ordered on a large scale in the central region. This supports the possibility that magnetic fields also play a role in the
dynamics of the radio source and in its configuration with respect
to the dust lane. Observations at higher resolution, allowing to
estimate the volume of the emitting regions, would be useful in
order to specify the physical conditions within the radio source.
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Abstract
The lenticular galaxy NGC612 is associated with the powerful
radio source PKS 0131-36. The radio source is a wide double,
with the axis perpendicular to the disk of the galaxy.
A high resolution map of the radio source is presented at 1.4
GHz, as well as the deteciion of a compact nuclear source at
5 GHz. The coincidence of the rotation axis and of the radio axis
allows us to determine the apparent relative ages of the radio
components from the inclination of the disk to the line of sight.
Keywords: radio galaxies - galactic disks.
1. Introduction
It has always been notable that while the powerful
double-lobed radio sources are often identified with elliptical
galaxies they have never been found associated with spiral
galaxies. Sometimes the parent galaxies are not normal ellipticals
but contain dust lanes, as in Centaurus A or Cygnus A, or more
complex disturbances, as in Fornax A (e.g. Matthews, Morgan
and Schmidt 1964) or 3C305 (Sandage, 1966). The presence of
distinct dust lanes probably indicates the presence of a gaseous
disk but because of the generally peculiar nature of these
galaxiesthis interpretation is not unequivocal (e.g. van den Bergh,
1976). In this paper we would like to draw attention to NGC
612, a southern galaxy which was identified with PKS 0131-36
by Westerlund and Smith (1966) who noted the presence of a
dust lane and the general similarity to Centaurus A. This similarity
was more apparent when Ekers (1969) resolved PKS 0131-36
into a double source extended in a position angle almost
perpendicular to the dust lane. As a result of a recent study of
a sample of radio galaxies with dust lanes (Kotanyi and Ekers,
in preparation) our attention has been refocussed on this galaxy
and a higher resolution map of the radio emission has been
obtained with the Fleurs Synthesis Telescope.
What makes this galaxy unique is that in addition to its
dust lane the stellar disk component is also seen, making it
possible to investigate the relation between the radio axis and
the axis of rotational symmetry.
2. Observations
a) Fleurs Synthesis Telescope Observations
NGC612 was observed with the Fleurs Synthesis Telescope at
the frequency of 1415 MHz. The instrument and its operation
are described in several papers (Frater I973, Frater et al. 1976,
Christiansen et al. 1977). In order to obtain full coverage of
the UV-plane observations were made with both the East-West
and North-South arms. Data reduction, including calibration
Send offprint requests to: C. G. Kotanyi

Table I

Parameters relating to the observations

Frequency
Field center coordinates (1950)
Observation dmes
Length of observations
Interferometer spacings
FWHP synthesized beam (R. A. x
Dec.)
r.m.b. noise in map
conversion factor flu.x densily ID
brightness temperature

1415 Mil/
l h 3 1 m 4 0 s -36° 45* 00'
14 Apr.77(E-W). 11 Oct.77(N-Sj
2 x 8 iioun»
from 18.3 m to 7Sd.4m in sfepsof J2.2m
53"x46"
7 mJy' a '/heam area
S m J y = 4.0 T„ (K)

(a) , m J y = ICT:9 WHi"' m"2

and Fourier inversion of the data and "cleaning" of the map
(Högbom, 1974) was done at the University of Sydney. As
discussed in Christiansen et al. (1977), the beam at the declination of NGC612 (-36°) has low sidelobes so that the use of the
clean algorithm has a minor effect. The parameters relating to
the observations are summarized in Table I. The grating responses
in the map are further than 1° from the field center. The
instrument measures only the polarized component in position
angle 90°, and the absolute flux density accuracy is 10%.
The map obtained from these observations is shown in
the Figure , superposed on a reproduction of the galaxy from
the ESO/SRC survey plate of the field. The source parameters
derived from the present observation are collected in Table 2.
The position angle of the major axis of the radio source, as
defined by the peak of emission in each component, is 100°.
However, component East is complex and a secondary peak
is present: if this peak is used a secondary major axis can be
defined having a position angle of 80° ± 2°.
b) Other radio observations
At 1415 MHz the Fleurs synthesis map is consistent with the
model of the structure given by Ekers (1969) and Fomalont
(1971). The compact component noted by Fomalont (1968)
is part of the Eastern structure. Lower resolution maps of
Lockhart (1971) made at 80MHz, Slee (1977) at 160MHz,
Schilizzi and McAdam (1975) at 408 MHz show the same
features as our map at 1415 MHz but the lower frequency
maps do not show the complex structure within the components.
The spectral indices of the components have been determined
from 80 MHz to 5000 MHz. The inhomogeneity of the data
results in a rather large uncertainty in the spectral indices.
There is a suggestion that the East component has the steepest
spectrum but the data are also consistent with a uniform
spectral index of -0.6 over the whole source and over the
whole frequency range.
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Figure caption
1415 MHz map of NGC612 (PKS013I-36) superposed on an
ESO/SRC survey plate reproduction. The radio contours are. in
mJy/beam: 35,70. then increasing in steps of 70 (1 r.ijy/beam -

Tattle 2 Radïo source data
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0.25 K). The synthesized beam (FWHP - 53" x 46") is shown
by the shaded ellipse. An enlargement of NGC612 is shown in
inset. The bar represents 30". The radio nucleus is marked by
a cross in the centre of the galaxy.

Polarization was studied by Gardner et al. (1975) at 5000MHz,
2700 MHz and 1420 MHz. Component East is highly polarized,
and neither component shows significant depolarization between
5000 MHz and 2700 MHz, nor do the position angles vary
significantly. At 1420 MHz the entire source is 10% polarized
in position angle 124°, leading to a rotation measure for the
whole source of -6 rad/m1, determined between 5000 MHz and
1420 MHz.

_
•: 0.3"
> -.4

c) Nuclear source
In April 1978 we obtained a short observation with the VLA(*'
at 5000 MHz which showed a compact source with a flux
density of 0.020Jy(**> at position R.A. = I h 31 m 43.54 s ±
0.02 s . Dec. = -36°44 r 57.20" ± 1.25" (1950). This is well
whithin the errors of the optical position of NGC612 and is
presumably in the nucleus of the galaxy. The position of the
radio nucleus is shown on an enlarged photograph of the galaxy
(see Figure ). The upper limits obtained by Schilizzi (1976)
for the compact source at 5000 MHz and 8100 MHz lie above
(*) The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated by Associated Universities, Inc.. under contract of the National Science
Foundation.
<••) 1 Jy = 1<T26 WHz"1 m"2.
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our value. The Fleurs map shows no emission greater than
0.035 Jy so that this component probably has a flat radio
spectrum. The VLA observations were obtained with a maximum projected baseline of 1.5 x 10$ x and from these we can
set a limit of < 0.3" on the angular diameter.
d) Optical observations
Westerlund and Smith (1966) reported a redshift and photometric observations for this galaxy. A more accurate redshift
was obtained by Goss, Danziger and Fosbury in a spectrum
showing weak emission lines of (Nil) and Ha. In the prints
from the ESO/SRC survey both the disk component and a
nuclear bulge component are quite distinct and it is possible
to make a reasonable estimate of the inclination of the disk
of the galaxy to the line of sight. From the asymmetric position
in which the dust lane crosses the bulge component we obtain
an inclination of the plane of the galaxy to the line of sight
0 = 13° ± 6°. The asymmetry in the dust lane, with a stronger
absorption in the North, is confirmed by comparing with the
74" plate taken by Westerlund and Smith (1966).
The optical data are summarized in Table 3.
From the ESO/SRC plate it can be seen that NGC612
lies in a loose cluster of 8 equally bright galaxies and a large
number of fainter galaxies covering an area of ~ 1.3° (2 Mpc).
Table 3

Optical dala

Magnitude
Colour

m v = 13.8 ( a ) .M v ( i : > = -21.5
B - V = 0.') ( a l
(a) i Ibl

Hubble type

sor

RedJiifl

I = 0.02')0 ± 0.0008, D< cl = 10 Mpc
166 o , ,u

Position angle dust Iane^'
Inclination disk
to line of sight

13° • 6°

(a) Wcstalund anil Smith I<J66
(b) de Vaucouleurs et al. 1976
(c) H = 100 km s"> MpiT1
(d) North through East

3. Discussion
NGC6I2 is presently the only known galaxy with an
obvious stellar disk and having all the attributes of a radio
galaxy (powerful radio emission, double lobed structure and
compact source in th*e nucleus). The galaxy has a dominant bulge
component, just as bright as the elliptical galaxies identified
with double radio sources, so we might surmise that this is the
reason why NGC612 is a radio galaxy. Further supporting
evidence for this is seen in some other disk galaxies with a large
spherical component, the Sombrero (NGC4594) and M8I,
since these contain a flat spectrum compact radio core which is
one of the general attributes of the radio galaxies (Ekers 1974).
More interesting however in the case of NGC612 is the
possibility of determining the rotation axis from the presence
of a disk.
Although we have no spectral evidence for rotation, the
optical aspect of the galaxy shows a clear rotational symmetry
about an axis in position angle 78°. Just as in Centaurus A,
the radio emission comes from symmetrically placed lobes
approximately aligned with the rotation axis.
If this geometry were to be explained with a planar
ejection model, e.g. the "sling-shot" model of Saslaw et al.
(1974), we would need a projection factor of 5 implying a
total linear extend of 2 Mpc (H = 100 km s"1 Mpc"l), which
is as large as the largest known radio sources (e.g. Bridle et al.

1976). Furthermore the agreement in position angle would
then be coincidental. This interpretation seems most unlikely,
even though this is one of the few sources where the ratio of
component intensities (— 2:1) agrees with the prediction of
their model.
Further evidence for ejection along the rotation axis
comes from a sample of 6 other galaxies with dust lanes (Kotanyi
and Ekers, in preparation), all with radio axes within 30° of
an axis at right angles to the dust lane. The coincidence of the
axes of the compact and extended components in some radio
galaxies is also indirect evidence that the radio axes are associated
with the rotation axis (e.g. Readhead et al. 1978).
If we now assume that the radio axis in NGC 612 is close
to the rotation axis, in 3 dimensions we can use the inclination
of the plane of the galaxy to the line of sight to determine which
of the radio lobes is closer. We see that the Eastern component,
E, is closer than the Western component, W, and that the time
at which the radiation we now see was emitted is
t E = t o + C" 1 d E sin0= t 0 * 105 years
t w = t o - C ~ ' d w sing = t o - 2 x l 0 5 years
Hence, component W is 3 x 105 years younger than component
E, although it is both further away from the associated galaxy
and weaker. This is quite contrary to expectations of a model
in which the radio lobes expand away from the parent galaxy
with decreasing power output (Longair and Ryle 1967). It must
however be noted that theageaofradiosourceof thisluminosily.
estimated from either the luminosity function (Schmidt 1971)
or from the synchrotron loss argument (Burbidge 1956) is -\<
108 years, which is much larger than the apparent difference
of tile ages of the components. Consequently the observed
asymmetry is more likely to be an intrinsic asymmetry rather
than an effect of evolution. A similar conclusion with respect
to the model of Longair and Ryle (1967) was readied by
Mackay (1973) on statistical grounds. Such an intrinsic asymmetry may originate from inhomegeneities in the intergalactic
medium encountered by the two radio components, from motion
of the galaxy with respect to the medium, or from an asymmetry
in the energy source.
It is also of interest to note that it is not the bright region
in component E which is in the best alignment with the rotation
axis (see ' .;ure
). but rather the weaker part to the north
of the bright region. A similar situation occurs in Centaurus A
where the bright inner lobes are less well aligned than the diffuse
outer lobes. This tendency for "S-shapes" and "fan-shapes" in
radio galaxies has been noted previously (e.g. Harris 1974).
The observed association of the rotation and radio axes in this
galaxy supports the explanation (Miley 1976) that the radio
axis is in precession, either about or together with the rotation
axis. The precession time-scale of a galactic disk such as this
may be of the order of 109 years (Sanders, private communication). Since this is an order of magnitude longer than the lifetime
of the radio-emitting electrons a model involving the transport
of energy to the outer components through highly-collimated
beams (e.g. Blandford and Rees 1974) might be preferred.
However, any model involving "ejection" of material along the
rotation axis (Sanders 1976) might also explain the observed
features in NGC612.
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Abstract

Eight radio galaxies associated with an elliptical galaxy showing
a band of dust are discussed. In the 7 unambiguous cases the
band of dust is nearly perpendicular to the major axis of the
radio source. This result implies a close connection between the
mechanism leading to the double radio morphology and the
rotation axis of the dust.
Key words: Radio galaxies - dust lanes - rotation ixes.
I. Introduction
Among the elliptical galaxies identified with powerful radio
sources, a small number show a band of absorption crossing
the galaxy. The history of these absorption bands started with
Centaurus A, one of the first identifications of a radio galaxy
with its optical counterpart (Botton et al., 1949). Shklovski
(I9S3) then proposed the identification of Fornax A on the
basis of its similarity to Centaurus A and this was later shown
to be correct (Minkowski, 1955). The identification of Cygnus
A (Baade and Minkowski, 1954) gave further support to the
view that radio galaxies are abnormal systems. Later Wade
(1960a) suggested the identification of 3C272.1 with M84 on
the basis of its dust band and this has also been verified by
higher resolution observations (e.g. Riley, 1972). However the
subsequent identification work showed that the vast majority
of identifications were with galaxies with no obvious absorption
features.
Send offprint requests to: C.G. Kotanyi

New cases hü- •: been found recently as a result of a systematic
Siii-Jy of the radio properties of SO galaxies (SO being the usual
classification fate of an elliptical galaxy with a dust lane). In
this paper we briefly describe all such radio galaxies known to
us, and discuss some of their general properties.

II. The data
Table 1 lists 8 radio galaxies which show a dust lane crossing
the associated elliptical galaxy. The entries in the Table are selfexplanatory. The position angles of the radio axis and dust lane
have been determined from the observations indicated by the
references in the Table.
NGC612 (PKSO131-36) The identification was made by
Westerlund and Smith (1966). The galaxy has a thin, sharp dust
lane and a fairly well-developed luminous disk seen almost edgeon. The radio map shows a wide double with components of
unequal intensity (Ekers et al., 1978b). Smaller scale structure
is present in both components.
NGC708 (B2 0149* 35B) This is the brightest elliptical in the
cluster A262. The identification and a map of the radio source
at 1.4 GHz were given by Fanti et al. (1977). The dust lane was
noticed by B.Marano and P. Vettolani (private communication)
on a plate taken as part o f an extensive photometric and spectroscopie study of the cluster, at the 1.2 m Loiano Telescope
of the University of Bologna. The lane is very thin, at the limit
of plate resolution. The radio map suggests a relatively weak
radio galaxy with an angular size of 40".

Table 1 Radio galaxies with dust lanes
Galaxy
NGC 612
NGC 708
NCC 1316
NGC 3665
NGC 4374
NGC 5128
3C3O5
CygA

Hubble type W

cz/H">)
(Mpc)

SO
E2
SO
SO
El
SO

Notes
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Adapted from deVaucouleurs, 1964
H = 100 km s-> Mpc"'
Virgo Cluster
Measured North through East.
The errors are mostly ± 5 ° .

90.5
50.2
16.3
20.1

n.oW
4.7
124.8
170

Mpg
-20.7
-19.1
-21.0
-19.2
-19.4
-21.2
-21.2
-21.0

log P( 1.4 GHz)
IWHz-'stcr-')

Position angles (d)
(degrees)

Ref.

Dust lane

Radio axis

Difference

168°
176

100°
76

68°

23.7
21.3
23.4
20.6
21.8
23.4
23.8
25.7

References
1. Ekers etal., 1978b
2. Fanti etal.. 1977; Marano and Vettolani.
private communication
3. Wade, 1960b
4. Kolanyi. 1979

80

no
33
86
120
117
25

135
176
58
46
110

78
90
62
71
85

5. Jenkins et al., 1977; Wade,
private communication
6. Christiansen et al., 1977
7. Pooley and Henbesl, 1974; Sandage, 1966
8. Margrave and Ryle, 1974

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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at 5 GHz. The map shows two components of unequal brightness situated in the centre of the galaxy and separated by 3:4.
Cygnus A (3C40S) A number of optical studies were made of
this galaxy which is strongly dimmed by galactic obscuration
(e.g. Kronberg et al., 1977). The radio source is a well known
powerful double (Hargrave and Ryle, 1974). It is now general'y
accepted that the double appearance of the optical image of
the galaxy is due to a very wide dust lane. The rotation 'ixis
measured from the optical emission lines is aligned with the
radio axis (Simkin, 1978). The nuclear radio component was
shown to be elongated in the same position angle as the outer
double (Kellermann et al.. 1975).

N708

N4374

CygA

90

N366S N512S

3C305

N612

60

30
t lane~

radio axis I

Figure I Relative orientations of dust lanes and radio axes for radio
galaxies in Table I.

NGC1316 (Fornax A, Arp 154) The very irregular and prominent dust pattern makes this one of the most outstanding
radio galaxies (e.g. Wade, 1960b). The radio source is a wide
double with a remarkable shell structure in each component
(Cameron, 1971: Lockhart. 1971). A kinematic study by Searle
(1965) suggested that the dust is in a plane seen nearly "faceon", possibiy explaining the irregular appearance. Here it is not
possible to define the position angle of the dust plane as for the
other galaxies.
NGC3665 (B2 1122*39) The identification with the B2
source was made by Braccesi et al. (1967). The dust lane and
radio structure were described by Kotanyi (1979). Although
the galaxy appears as a normal E2 or> the prints of the Palomar
Sky Survey, a sharp dust lane is present in the inner 20"
(Morgan, 1958). The radio source is weak, comparable in power
to the most ltHnous spirals, but it has a typical radio galaxy
morphology with an elongated structure and an inner double
with a separation of 2 kpc. The position angle in Table 1
correspons to the inner double.
NGC4374 (M84< 3C272.1) The galaxy is one of the brightest
elliptical galaxies in the Virgo Cluster. It has been studied in
detail by various authors and surface photometry showed a
normal elliptical galaxy light distribution (e.g. King, 1978).
A thin dust lane is present in the central 10" (Wade, 1960a).
The radio emission was studied at high resolution by Riley
(1972), Högbom and Carlsson (1974) and Jenkins et al. (1977).
The source shows a well defined S-shape with brightness rising
smoothly to a peak in the nucleus. The position angle of the
radio axis in Table 1 corresponds to the inner part.
NGC5128 (Centaurus A. Arp 153) This is the nearest radio
galaxy, and it has been widely studied (sec e.g. van den Bergh,
1976a for references). The band of absorption is very wide and
a large number of stars, presumably newly formed, were found
in its outskirts (Van den Bergh, 1976b). The motions of the gas
were studied by Burbidge and Burbidge (1959), Sérsic (1969),
Gardner and Whiteoak (1976) and Graham (1977). The gas was
found to rotate about an axis at position angle 4 0 ° . The radio
source has a double double structure. In the outer double the
position angle of the radio major axis varies from - 2 0 ° to 20°
with distance from the centre (e.g. Cooper et al., 1965). The
position angle in Table 1, measured on a high-resolution map
made by Christiansen et at. (1977). corresponds to the inner
double.
3C305 The identification is due to Longair (1965) and the
redshift to Sandage (1966) who gave a photograph showing
the dust lane. As noted by Sandage, the lane shows a remarkable tilt of about 50° with respect to the optical major axis.
The radio source was mapped by Pooley and Henbest (1974)

III. Discussion
A histogram of the position angle differences between the radio
axes and the dust lanes for 7 galaxies exluding NGC 1316 is
shown in Figure 1. This distribution is concentrated in the
interval between 6 0 ° and 90°. Part of the spread is due to the
uncertainties in the radio position angles resulting from the
complexity of the radio structures: e.g. in NGC 5128 and in
NGC3665 the outer radio structures generally line up better
with the perpendicular to the dust lane than the inner structures,
which were taken because their axis is better defined. However
at least part of the spread is real.
The correlation of optical and radio axes has been investigated
previously on the basis of the optical ellipticities (Mackay,
1971: Bridle and Brandie, 1973: Gibson, 1975: Sullivan and
Sinn, 1975). Although the general result was a lack of correlation these studies were limited by the difficulty of determining
an optical axis from the ellipticity, since isophote orientations
may vary appreciably with radius (e.g. King, 1978). Furthermore,
the physical meaning of the optical major axes in elliptical
galaxies e.g. the relationship with rotation is presently in debate
(e.g. Binney, 1978). Examples of an oblate and of a prolate
galaxy may be provided by NGC3665, where the dust lane is
aligned parallel to the optical major axis (Kotanyi, 1979),
respectively by NGC5128, where the dust lane is perpendicular
to the optical major axis (which coincides with the rotation
axis of the dust; see also Bertola and Galletta. 1978).
Without referring to the interpretation of the shapes of elliptical
galaxies, the kinematics of the gas in NGC1316, NGC5128 and
Cygnus A indicate the existence in these radio galaxies of a
rotation axis, defined by a rotating gaseous disk. We may
surmise that the dust lanes in the other galaxies discussed,
where kinematical data are not yet available, are also rotating
gaseous disks seen nearly edge-on. The present study then
shows that the radio sources tend to form along the rotation
axes.
In addition to the orientation problem it is of interest to ask
whether there is a correlation between the presence of a dust
lane and the radio emission. It is striking that out of the four
closest radio galaxies (NGC 1316, NGC4374, NGC4486 and
NGC5128) three have dust lanes but this also suggests that the
dust lanes may be too difficult to see in more distant systems.
In order to remove the bias caused by having more detailed
optical data for radio galaxies we need an optically selected
sample. The Ep classification of Morgan (1958) is one possibility
since it applies to elliptical galaxies containing dust (and all
three galaxies from Table 1 included in Morgan's list have this
classification). Radio information is available for 13 Morgan Ep
galaxies and in the brightest absolute magnitude ranges 5 out
of 8 are radio emitters compared with an expectation of 2 based
on the bivariate radio luminosity function of Auriemma et al.
(1978). This may suggest an unusually high detection rate.
Finally, it may be noted that the classification for the SO
galaxies in Table 1 was based solely on the presence of dust
in otherwise normal elliptical galaxies. Surface photometry
available for NGC3665, NGC4374 and NGC5128 has revealed
no exponential disk in these systems. It may be added that,
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especially in NGCS128, the dust is in a remarkably broad ring
unlike the flat disk found e.g. in the Sombrero (NGC4S94),
suggesting that this ring structure is of a nature quite different
from that found in true disk systems. E.g. it might be conjectured that the dust rings in radio galaxies are of a transient
nature (Sérsic, 1970: Rodgers, 1978) rather than stable structures
such as the disks of spirals.
IV. Conclusions
The tendency for a perpendicularity of the gaseous disk and
radio axis in radio galaxies indicates that the radio axis is related
to the rotation axis of the gas. This confirms previous evidence
in giant radio galaxies (e.g. Bridle et al., 1976) ruling out models
requiring ejection in a plane perpendicular to the rotation axis
(Saslaw et al, 1974).
Radio source models taking account of these results will depend
strongly ou the assumed origin of the gas. If the gas is a remnant
of incomplete star formation or originates from stellar mass loss
(e.g. Matthews and Baker, 1971), galactic rotation is required
to distribute it into a plane. The radio axis is then related to the
galactic rotation axis, and the lack of correlation between radio
and optical major axes (e.g. Gibson, 1975) must be related to
the dynamics of elliptical galaxies.
Alternatively the gas may originate by capture from the intergalactic medium (e.g. Gisler, 1976): then the radio axis will be
related to the initial angular momentum of the gas, explaining
the lack of correlation between radio and optical major axes.
If the gas rotates about an axis other than the (presumed)
symmetry axis of the mass distribution in the galaxy, it will
undergo differential precession and dissipation until it settles
down to this axis. Precession of the radio axis is suggested by
the shell structure in the lobes of NGC1316 and by the fantype structure in the lobes of many other radio galaxies (Miley,
1976: Ekers etal., 1978a).
While rotation is likely to play a dominant role, a large-scale
magnetic field could also determine (or be determined by) the
formation of both the gaseous disk and the radio source. E.g.
a dipole-type magnetic field anchored to the nucleus but not
exactly aligned with the rotation axis could also explain the
fan-type structures.
It remains open whether structures similar to dust lanes exist
in radio galaxies in general on scales too small for present
observations.
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Summary
We describe the stationary states of motion of gas in a triaxial stellar
system which rotated about one of its principal axes. Four dynamically
different situations are possible, in two of these the gas layer is
warped. The morphology of elliptical radio galaxies with dust lanes
such as NGC5128 (Cen A) and M84 can be understood on the basis of this
model; transient phenomena are not required.
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1

Introduction

Among elliptical galaxies several show a band of dust crossing the main
body of the galaxy. Usually such galaxies are classified as lenticular,
but the absence of a lens and the special orientation of the dust lane
in some cases - more or less perpendicular to the optical major axis make it clear that we are dealing with a special class of galaxies
(Bertola and Gslletta, 1978). Galaxies in this class are often a radio
source, includiag well-known powerful sources such as Centaurus A, Cygnus
A and Fornax A. Therefore the phenomena of radio emission and presence of
dust may be causally related, a conclusion that is strengthened by the
near perpendicularity of radio axis and dust band (Kotanyi and Ekers, 1979).
The best known, and most spectacular, example of these galaxies isdoubtless Cen A and the origin arid kinematics of the gas in this system T--1
have bean widely discussed. In this case the gas layer appears to be
rotating about an axis nearly coinciding with the major axis of the main
luminous body (Graham, 1979). The picture is complicated however by a
bending of the gaslayer in the outer regions. This has led to the
suggestion that we are dealing with a transient phenomenon i.e. infalling
gas adjusting itself to the force field of the galaxy (see e.g. Tubbs, 1980),
Recently dust lanes have been detected in several other elliptical
galaxies (Gallagher, Ekers, Kotanyi, in preparation). Since these dust
bands are in some cases very hard to

detect the presence of gaseous disks

in elliptical galaxies may be a fairly common phenomenon and, even though
the gas may be of recent origin in a number of galaxies (e.g. in For A;
Schweizer, 1980) a general description in terms of transient features
is unattractive; eventually infalling gas must settle down.
We are therefore led to consider the possible stationary states of
motion of gas in an elliptical galaxy, adopting the point of view that
these galaxies are basically triaxial and probably rotate slowly about
one of the axes. We shall show that the dynamics of such systems allow
four basically different typ"; of motion. The properties of a galaxy
as we observe them, including the radio morphology, will depend
sensitively on the direction of viewing. Attempts to reproduce the
geometry for Cen A and M84 are discussed in some detail.
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2

Motion of gas in triaxial stellar systems

Consider first the motion of a particle in a triaxial system at rest
with respect to an inertial frame. Analyses of orbits in such a system
(Schwarzschild, 1979; Heiligman and Schwarzschild, 1979) show that
closed stable orbits exist in the planes perpendicular to the short
and long axes of the system. These orbits have ellipsoidal shapes.
If a gaseous disk were present in such a system it might be oriented
perpendicular to either of these two axes and the streamlines of the
gas would closely resemble the particle orbits. On the other hand
orbits in a plane perpendicular to the intermediate axis are unstable,
therefore

a gaseous disk in this orientation is not possible.

Now allow the figure of the galaxy to rotate slowly about one
of its principal axes. Again only rotation about either the long or
the short axis of the figure is stable.
In this way we can distinguish four dynamically different
categories, indicated in Table 1. Rotation of the figure about an axis
lying in the gaseous disk complicates the motion of the gas because
then the Coriolis force is perpendicular to the gas layer. Results of
orbit calculations discussed in the next section indicate however that
the concept of simple closed orbits is unaffected by a slow rotation of
the figure. The result of a rotation of the figure is a tilt of the
gaslayer with respect to the principal plane of the system; the tilt
increases with increasing- distance from the centre. This appears to
be a natural explanation for the warping of the gas layer in Cen A.
The effect of figure rotation is indicated in the third column in Table
1. In the last column we list galaxies which we believe provide examples
for some of the four different categories (for M31 see Stark, 1977).
In categories 1 and 4 the gas orbits about the axis of the figure
rotation; such orbits we call "normal". In categories 2 and 3 the gas
orbits about an axis perpendicular to the axis of the figure rotation;
such orbits we call "anomalous" and discuss in the next section. For a
discussion of the stability of "normal" orbits see Binney (1981).
We now turn to the radio morphology. The problem of the mechanism
leading to radio galaxies has been widely discussed (e.g. de Young, 1976),
We consider a model as follows. In view of the frequent association of
radio emission and the presence of dust it seems likely that the gas
layer is actually fuelling the central accretion disc (Lynden - Bell,
1969, Blandford and Rees, 1978) associated with the radio emission.
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Through this fuelling the radio axis is coupled to the axis of the gas
layer, though Lens-Thirring

precession (Bardeen and Petterson, 1975)

has also to be considered (Blandford and Rees, 1978; Rees, 1978).
The orientation of the gas layer is fixed in the stellar system (see
below) so that the radio axis moves in space as the figure of the
stellar system rotates.
From these considerations it will be clear that the morphology
of both the dust band and the radio source vill depend critically on
the orientation of the various axes with respect to the line of sight.
In section 4 we will show that the observational data can be understood
by choosing the proper geometry.

3

The periodic orbits of the anomalous family

David Merritt (1979) has computed a sample of periodic orbits of the
anomalous family for a specific triaxial potential. This potential
corresponds to a density distribution with a modified Hubble profile
and axes ratios (X:Y:^) of 2:1.25:1 (Schwar;;schild, 1979). For these
calculations the triaxial figure was taken to rotate around the short
axis with an angular speed of Q= 0.0141 (in units of the quoted paper).
Four of these orbits are shown in Figure 1. Numerical data for them
are given in the upper section of Table 2 (Xj,,^ and Z m a x are reached
simultaneously and Y m a x a quarter of a period later).The main results
of these computations are: (1) Periodic orbits of the anomalous
family exist for a substantial range in the Jacobi integral. They are
"trapped" orbits, i.e. they are fixed in the figure even though the
figure rotates. (2) Each of these anomalous orbits is nearly plane and
fairly circular, i.e. R-Y max . (3) The orbital plane is tilted relative
to the plane through the intermediate and short axes, with the tilt
angle T increasing with increasing orbital radius (reaching 90

for

R=6 for the specific potential and figure rotation speed here used).
(4) The sense of the tilt is such that the orbital moLion is retrograde
relative to the figure rotation when viewed down the figure rotation axis.
The tilting of the orbital plane with respect to the principal
plane of the figure can be understood on the basis of the following
simple analytic treatment. Starting with the general equation of
motion for a particle in a rotating coordinate system we separate the
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motion parallel to the principal plane (containing the rotation axis,
z, of the figure) from the motion perpendicular to the plane, i.e. in x.
Considering only small deviations of the orbit from the principal plane
we may write:
d2x/dt2 + (k2 - J22)x = -2fiv sinwt,

(1)

where k 2 is the spring constant for the motion in x and u is the
frequency of the motion parallel to the principal plane, assumed to be
constant; v is the corresponding velocity: v=uir. ft is the frequency
of the figure rotation of the triaxial stellar system. Both u and k will
depend on the distance r to the axis.
Equation (1) shows that the motion in x is a superposition of a
forced oscillation with frequency u and a free oscillation with frequency
1/9

(k2 - n2)

, the "natural" frequency of the system. For the motion of

the gas only the forced oscillation is relevant (the free oscillation
would damp out in a system with dissipation). We see that the frequency
of the oscillation in x due to the forcing is equal to the frequency
of the motion parallel to the principal plane. The resulting closed
orbit lies in a plane inclined with respect to the principal plane
by an angle T, with tg(x) = A/ r , where A is the amplitude of the oscillation
in x. If x is the long axis

u>>k, thus the response is 180° out of

phase with respect to the forcing. To find A we write

x=-A sin (ut + IT) ;

the resulting tilt of the orbit is:
A/r=[n/u)K2u 2 /(u) 2 - k 2 + Ü2)].

(2)

Since u is decreasing outward for realistic models and since the second
bracket in equation (2) will generally not vary steeply with r, the tilt
will increase outward, in agreement with the results of the orbit
calculations. Furthermore, the sign of the amplitude and the phase here
derived for the x-motion confirms another conclusion from the orbit
computations, namely that these anomalous orbits are retrograde relative
to the figure rotation when viewed down the figure rotation axis.
Finally, the tilt angles predicted by equation (2) can be compared with
those obtained from the orbit calculations. The relevant data are given
in the lower portion of Table 2 and show that the agreement is good for
small tilt angles, say T < 2 0 ° . The disagreement at larger x is to be
expected since only first order terms in x were analysed.
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4

Examples

In this section we apply the model outlined above to two elliptical
radio galaxies with dust lanes. We will show that a satisfactory
explanation of the observed properties can be obtained by choosing the
appropriate geometry.

NGC5128 (Centaurus A)
A photograph of the galaxy with the central radio source superimposed
is shown in Fig. 2. The striking warp of the dust lane is the main
feature here to be discussed. Deep photographs show that the galaxy is
elongated in a direction perpendicular to the central part of the dust
band. According to Graham (1979) the gas layer is rotating about the
major axis of the system with NW receding. The gas disk is seen nearly
edge-on; the ridge line of the warp appears to lie in the plane of the
sky.
Such a configuration can be understood if we are viewing the
system from a direction that is nearly perpendicular to both the long
axis of the figure and its rotation axis. This is shown schematically
in Fig. 3; note that the line of sight coincides with the intermediate
principal axis of the system. In this case we expect the radio axis
to be aligned with the major axis of the observed isophotes, as is
observed. The observed warp is strikingly similar to the tilt of the
orbits discussed in section 3. From this we would predict that the
figure rotates with SW approaching. If we consider it as plausible
that the average streaming within the figure is prograde, then the
predicted sense of the figure rotation can be verified by radial
velocity measurements along the major axis. However these velocities
may be substantially smaller thci those of the dust lane; Graham (1979)
finds an upper limit of 30 km/sec at 1.5 kpc from the centre.

M84 (NGC4374, 3C272.1)
A photograph of the galaxy with contours from the 5 GHz Cambridge map
(Jenkins et al. I977) superimposed, is shown in Fig. 4. The extended
flags shown in the outer parts of this map suggest that the radio axis
rotates, a feature well accommodated by our model. The dust lane in
this galaxy is confined to the inner region and is seen at an apparent
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inclination of about 60° to 80 . The linear size of the dust lane is
about one kpc, i.e. an order of magnitude smaller than in Cen A. Fig. 4
shows that the isophotes are somewhat elongated. The axial ratio is 1.15
and the major axis is tilted by 45° with respect to the radio axis
and the dust lane.
In our model described in section 2 the radio axis should coincide
with either the short or the long principal axis of the system.
Therefore the 45° tilt must be attributed to the effect of projection.
If the true figure is a triaxial ellipsoid the deprojection of the
optical image is not unique. The constraints mentioned above (angle of
45° and axial ratio of the isophotes of 1.15) give rise to a twoparameter family of possible ellipsoids characterized by two Euler
angles: the inclination i of the equatorial plane of the system and an
azimuthal angle <j> (Stark, 1977). The i - <J> plane for M84 is shown in
Fig. 5. No solution is obtained in the lower-left and upper-right
corners of the diagram. We may narrow down the possible choices of i
and <t> by requiring that (a) the intrinsic axial ratio a/c of the
ellipsoid does not exceed 2/1, a condition suggested by the paucity
of radio galaxies flatter than E5 (Hummel, 1980)

(b) the gas rotates

around either the long or the short axis of the ellipsoid
around its intermediate axis

(c) the perspectival

but not

foreshortening

of the radio axis onto the sky plane should not be too serious, say
sin i> 1/2.
These requirements leave two distinct regions in the i - <j> diagram.
In one of these the radio axis coincides with the long axis of the
ellipsoid (category 2 ) , in the other with the short axis (category 3 ) .
Two representative i,4> combinations are marked in Fig. 5. For both we
chose

i = 45 . This combined with the apparent inclination of the dust

lane of 70
T=25

± 10 , leaves a tilt angle for the dust lane orbit of

± 10°. The models corresponding to the two marks in Fig. 5 are

drawn in Fig. 6 as projected on the sky. These drawings show that the
models, by their design, reproduce the 45° tilt of the isophotal major
axis relative to the radio axis. In Fig. 6a we have the same situation
as for Cen A, i.e. the rotation axis coincides with the short axis.
In Fig. 6b we have the reverse situation, i.e. the radio axis coincides
with the short axis of the ellipsoid and the latter rotates about the
long axis. In both cases the radio morphology can be explained by a
clockwise rotation of the system.
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5

Concluding remarks

We have shown that the two systems here discussed in detail most
plausibly belong to category 2 of Table 1, i.e. their dust lanes
occupy the anomalous orbits which have an axis roughly perpendicular
to the system's rotation axis. Many further systems may be found by
a careful analysis of available data to belong to the same category.
In contrast, other systems, such as those studied by Simkin (1979),
seem to belong to category 1, i.e. their gas and dust lanes occupy
the normal orbits around an axis coincident with the system's
rotation axis. In still other systems newly acquired matter may not
have settled yet in any stable orbits. This seems to be the case for
the outer dust patches of Fornax A (NGC13S6) according to the recent
study by Schweizer (1980). However, the inner disk of this system,
discovered in the same study, may again belong to category 2 since
its axis is approximately perpendicular to the system's rotation axis.
We conclude that the anomalous orbits in a slowly rotating
triaxial system appear to govern the motion of gas and dust lanes in a
number of elliptical radio galaxies.
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Table

i. The four categories of a gaseous disk in a rotating triaxial stellar system

a BOXY

Figure rotation of
stellar system

Rotation of gas
(Radic> axis)

Short axis
Short axis
Long axis
Long axis

Short axis
Long .axis
Short axis

torm o:

Example

;

• j

1
2
3
4

Long

axis

flat
warped
warped
flat

M31
Cen A; M84?
M84?

-128Table 2 Four sample orbits of the anomalous family of closed orbits
for a specific triaxial potential with a figure rotation rate of
«=0.0141.

Jacobi Integral

-0.60

-0.50

-0.40

-0.30

Per. of Orb.

21.34

28.59

40.00

56.10

0.259
1.702
1.778

0.555
2.407
2.409

1.336
3.463
3.216

3.689
5.105
3.363

1.797

2.472

3.482

4.992

v
/Z
•:i;ax' max

0.146

0.230

0.415

1.097

T = arctan (Xmax/Zmax)

8.3°

X

max

Y

max

n

'*max

R

=<4ax

+

4ax>*

13.0°

22.5°

47.6°

0.170

0.138

0.105

0.075

u= 2ir/(Per. of Orb.)

0.294

0.220

0.157

0.112

A/r [from eqn. (2)]
T = arctan (A/r)

0.144
8.2°

0.211
11.9°

0.322
17.8°

0.45
24.2°
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Figure captions

Figure 1 Anomalous orbits for a specific triaxial rotating potential.
The tilted straight lines represent four of the anomalous
periodic orbits computed by D. Merritt, projected onto the
plane containing the long and short axes.

Figure 2

Photograph of Centaurus A taken with the 4 m K.P.N.O. telescope
and kindly provided by Prof. S. van den Bergh. The 1.4 GHz map
of the central radio source from Christiansen et al. (1978) is
superimposed.

Figure 3

Schematic diagram for Centaurus A. The figure rotation axis is
taken to be the short axis and the radio axis to be the long
one, both approximately in the plane of the sky. The three
tilted straight lines indicate orbits of the anomalous family
which together give the dust lane the observed S shape. The
approaching and receding portions of the dust lane are known
from observations. The approaching and receding parts of the
galaxy figure are deduced from the theory of the anomalous orbits.

Figure 4

Short-exposure photograph of M84 taken with the 2.1 Lick
telescope and kindly provided by Dr. C M . Wade. Contours from
the 5 GHz map of the radio source (=3C272.1) from Jenkins et al.
(1977) are superimposed (edited for the sake of clarity). Note
the wide Z-shaped structure suggesting a rotation of the radio
axis in space. Xhe dust lane and the radio source are perpendicular
to each other at the basis of the "jets".
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Figure 5

Projection diagram for M84. The coordinates are the
inclination i of the radio axis to the line of sight and
the angle $

between one of the other principal axes and

the line of nodes. The diagram corresponds to the observed
isophotal axis ratio of 1.15 and the observed angle between
the radio axis and the isophotal major axis of 45 . The upper
shaded area contains the most plausible solutions while the
lower shaded area contains another type of possible solutions.
The two crosses indicate the parameter for the two specific
solutions shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6

Triaxial configurations for M84- The left graph shows a solution
of the most plausible type, i.e. the figure rotation axis it; the
short axis and the radio axis is the long axis. The right graph
shows a solution of an alternative type in which the long and
the short axes have reversed roles. The small circle in each
graph indicates an anomalous orbit for the dust lane, slightly
tilted against the plane containing the rotation and the
intermediate axes.
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1. Introduction

SO galaxies are Important In the study of galaxies because they appear as
Intermediary between the spiral and elliptical types. They may therefore hold
clues on the properties of these types, e.g. on their origin and evolution. In
the original scheme of Hubble (1936) they were thought to evolve from
ellipticals and into spirals. More recently it was proposed that they are more
related to the spiral galaxies, evolving from spiral galaxies by stripping of
their gas by galaxy collisions (Spitzer and Baade, 1951) or the ram-pressure
of an intergalactic medium (Gunn and Gott, 1972); alternatively they may be a
parallel branch to the spiral galaxies due to the initial conditions in their
formation, originating as gas-poor disk system» (Sandage et al., 1970; van den
Bergh, 1976a). These two schemes were combined into one where initially gaspoor disk systems are swept clean of their gas by the intergalactic medium
(Larson et al., 1980). In these schemes the SO galaxies are independent of the
elliptical type.
The radio properties may shed more light of the relation between the
types. The spiral and elliptical galaxies have shown so far markedly different
radio properties. Powerful double emission found in elliptical galaxies has
not been seen in spiral galaxies. Some SO galaxies however show powerful
double emission but no disk emission typical for the spiral galaxies has been
detected. The question of fitting this into the formation schemes proposed
will be examined here. It will be shown that this amounts to refining the
classification of elliptical galaxies with the introduction of a new type of
elliptical galaxies with dust lanes.

2. The classification problem optically

The original classification by Hubble defines SO galaxies as a transition
therefore no sharp distinction is present with either the spiral or elliptical
types. If SO galaxies are seen as a disk + bulge system, the elliptical
galaxies consist only of a bulge, too bright to detect a possible disk
component. Faint E and SO galaxies are difficult to distinguish e.g. at large
distances. The SO disks should be smooth, but if the spiral structure is faint
(e.g. in aenemic spirals, van den Berg, 1976a) or the galaxy is too distant it
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may be difficult to resolve the spiral structure. Some examples were provided
by two southern SO galaxies detected in the HI line where deep photographs
showed faint spiral structure not seen previously (e.g. Mebold et al., 1979).
Also in edge-on disks the spiral structure may be hidden (NGC5866 may be an
example). These effects contribute to blurring the distinction between SO and
spiral galaxies. The presence of a lens (e.g. Sandage, 1961) is no sharper
criterium because it appears in spiral galaxies too. Moreover the dynamical
nature of the lens is unclear at present (Freeman, private communication).
Classification schemes can be designed where the SO galaxies are not
represented (e.g. Morgan, 1958).
While individual cases may offer difficulties, some statistical tests
have shown more succesful. The well-known difference in disk/bulge ratios
(e.g.

Dressier, 1980) and colours (e.g. Holmberg, 1975) show clear

distinctions between spiral and SO samples. The distribution of axial ratios
is on the other hand identical for spirals and SO's and quite different from
that of the ellipticals (Sandage et al., 1970; van den Bergh, 1977).
A convenient way to build a sample of SO galaxies is to study clusters.
The cluster formation schemes predict that SO galaxies should show a spatial
distribution intermediary between that of spirals and ellipticals, which has
been shown to be true (Dressier, 1979). In particular the Virgo cluster offers
a representative sample of bright nearby SO galaxies since a large fraction of
galaxies within the cluster are SO's.

3. The radio emission

Radio studies of the neutral hydrogen in SO galaxies have shown them to be
very gas-poor (Gallagher et al., 1975). A few SO galaxies are known to have HI
(see van Woerden, 1977). In some of them the detection may be related to group
membership (e.g. NGC1023). Also some show faint spiral arms and some are even
peculiar (e.g. NGC3718). Eliminating these cases leaves a very small number of
detected SO galaxies (see also Krumm and Salpeter, 1979). Though neutral
hydrogen has been detected in elliptical galaxies too (see van Woerden, 1977)
they seem similar to the SO galaxies in being gas-poor.
The first radio continuum survey of a sizeable sample of SO galaxies was
made by Condon and Dressel (1978). Many were detected although much less than
E and S galaxies. For the 51 detected SO glaaxies the distribution of axial
ratios from the UGC (Nilson, 1973) is shown in Fig. 1. For comparison the
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distributions for 284 ellipticals and 329 SO's given by van den Bergh (1977)
are also shown. A Kolmogaroff-Smirnoff test (Siegel, 1956) shows that the
distribution for the detected SO's differs from both of these at a
significance level > 99%. This descrepancy was interpreted by Ekers and Ekers
(1973), Ekers (1978) and Dressel (1981) as indicating a high contamination of
the detected SO sample by misclassified ellipticals. As noted by these authors
the explanation that face-on SO's are stronger radio sources is little likely,
as only little evidence was found for anisotropy of the emission (GopalKrishna et al., 1981). A third possibility is that detected SO's have a more
dominant bulge. However the distribution in Fig. 1 seems to agree very well
with that for ellipticals at the flat end, and differs mainly in a deficiency
of very round systems. Considering that rounder ellipticals tend to be
brighter (Liller, 1960) hence easier to classify properly, this feature of the
distribution rather suggests a high misclassification rate in the detected
SO's.
A further high-sensitivity survey of a large sample of SO galaxies was
made by Hummel and Kotanyi (Paper 5). A comparison with a similar survey of E
and S galaxies shows that the detection rate is much lower in the SO's. In
particular the disk emission is at least a factor 10 weaker in even "bonafide" SO's than in spirals. Examples are NGC4111, 4526, 4754. The distribution
of axial ratios for the 14 detected galaxies is shown in Fig. 2. The
discrepancy with the general SO distribution is much less significant than in
Fig. 1 but the preference for rounder systems and a deficiency of very round
systems is still suggested. This tends to support the conclusion reached above
as the two samples are largely independent (1 galaxy in common).
Various properties of the SO galaxies discussed so far are summarized in
Table 1. This shows that the level of radio emission distinguishes the SO
galaxies from both the E and S types, in a way which cannot be seen as
intermediary. This conclusion holds for the structure of the radio emission as
is discussed below.
In order to discuss the structure of the radio emission in SO galaxies
the two surveys mentioned are not sufficient, the former because only few
structures are available, the latter because too few galaxies were detected.
For this purpose a literature survey of mapped galaxies can complement the
list. A list of 10 galaxies classified .L... in RCBG2 (de Vaucouleurs et al.,
1976), where radio maps were found in the literature, is given in Table 2.
These galaxies all show double-lobed radio emission. An important difference
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between this list and the previous sample is that these galaxies are in
general more distant (and fainter), correspondingly only more powerful radio
emission is seen. The distribution of axial ratios shown in Fig. 2 is similar
to that of ellipticals and differs from that of SO's (significance level
> 99%). Most of these galaxies are too distant for a reliable classification
as SO, and the few nearby ones are classified as SO because of the presence of
dust.

In the next section it is shown that these are better seen as <'ü3ty

ellipticals. This list is therefore composed mainly of misclassified
ellipticals.
The sample of Hummel and Kotanyi also shows some contamination by early
spirals. Most sources are compact, weak flat spectrum sources as in the nuclei
of a few spiral galaxies (M81, M104, the Milky Way) or as in E galaxies but at
a fainter level. The tendency for the radio sources in SO galaxies to be a
mixture of sources with properties like those in ellipticals and spirals could
then be understood if the detected SO's are largely a mixture of spirals and
ellipticals. The radio continuum properties of SO's show no evidence for being
intermediate. The mixed.nature of SO populations could also be suggested from
the HI properties (Krumm and Salpeter, 1979).
The conclusion then may be that true SO galaxies only show weak flatspectrum nuclear sources. No disk emission was yet detected, and the steepspectrum central sources found in S galaxies seem rare. This was interpreted
by Hummel and Kotanyi as the effect of the paucity of gas required to confine
the magnetic field and to generate the young stars responsible for the cosmic
rays in the disk. No double-lobed source was seen in a true SO galaxy where
the presence of a luminous disk has been demonstrated. This could be
interpreted as being due to the small size of the bulge as compared to
elliptical galaxies and to the consequently low efficiency for fuelling the
central regions of the galaxy to generate the radio galaxy.

4. Elliptical galaxies with dust lanes

The presence of double-lobed radio sources in nearby bright galaxies
classified as SO has prompted surface photometry of several of them. In no
case a exponential disk was seen (Cen A: van den Bergh, 1976b; for A:
Schweizer, 1980; IC5063: Caldwell and Phillips, 1981; NGC3665: paper 6; M84:
King, 1978) except perhaps in NGC612 (paper 7) but this has not yet been
confirmed photometrically. From a classification viewpoint they can be better
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called elliptical galaxies with dust lanes. This does not rule out however the
physical presence of an undetectable stellar disk.
Dust is seen often in elliptical galaxies but it is less conspicuous than
in S galaxies. It was noted as an occasional feature by Hubble (1930).
Ellipticals with dust were denoted Ep by Morgan (1958). Faber and Gallagher
(1976) discussed dust in ellipticals in relation to their gas content and the
difficulties of detecting it. De Vaucouleurs and Mills (1954) proposed that
giant radio galaxies with dust lanes are a separate type. A systematic search
for ellipticals with dust was made by Hawarden et al. (1981) using the Palomar
and SRC sky surveys. A list of radio galaxies with dust lanes was given by
Kotanyi and Ekers (Paper 8). A more extended but probably also incomplete list
is given in Table 3.
(NGC2768, 2911,

Galaxies with only point sources are not listed

3593, 5354, 5363) and tend to have less regular dust

distribution (at the extreme they might be 10 galaxies such as M82, NGC3077,
5195). Three radio galaxies with recently discovered dust (NGC315, 3C449,
DA240: Butcher et al., 1980) are not listed either as the dust distribution is
poorly known. The data used ara given in references.

Naw observations were

used for NGC708 and NGC7052. The radio maps are shown in Fig. 3. They were
made at the WSRT with standard 12 hour observations and will be described in
detail elsewhere. Mote that the position angle of the radio axis in NGC708
changes markedly towards the centre, suggesting an S-shaped structure similar
to M84.

4.1. The origin of the dust

In order to express in physical terms the classification of Ep galaxies
separately from the SO galaxies, we now examine the various theories
concerning their formation. In one class of models the dust has been recently
accreted from a small gas-rich companion (Fornax A: Schweizer, 1980;
Centaurus A: Tubbs, 1980). The diffuse intergalactic medium could also be a
source of the gas if the density enhancement near the galaxy is strong enough
for a high cooling rate, as has been shown for NGC1275 (Fabian and Nulsen,
1977; Mathews and Bregman, 1978). In another class of models the gas
originates from stellar mass-loss within the galaxy (e.g. Sanders, 1981). The
gas content inferred from the dust (~ 107 Mg in M84) or from HI line
measurements (> 109 1^ in Centaurus A: Gardner and Whiteoak, 1976) is
consistent with this origin. In these models the present gas content depends
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on the balance between stellar mass loss and possible removal by a number of
mechanisms: galactic winds (Mathews and Baker, 1971), ram-pressure sweeping
(Gisler, 1976), thermal evaporation (Cowie and Me Kee, 1977), ionization
(Sunyaev, 1969). Due to the many factors involved, it is not clear yet whether
the stellar mass-loss origin can provide better models than those relying on
recent accretion. In some cases the angular momentum of the gas and of the
stars have been found to differ (Centaurus A: Graham, 1979; Fornax A:
Schweizer, 1980), which can be better explained by recent accretion. In a
third class of models the dust may be a remnant from primordial gas. In the
case of elliptical galaxies however it is not easy to see how the gas can be
confined in a disk for the whole lifetime of the

galaxy without the

gravitational potential of a stellar disk, and considering the efficacity of
removal mechanisms in ellipticals.
The dust in SO galaxies, on the other hand, is most likely to be of
primordial origin (e.g. Sandage et al., 1970) while this is the less probable
origin of the gas in ellipticals. This emphasizes the different nature of Ep
and SO galaxies.

4.2. Dust and radio emission in elliptical galaxies

The presence of dust in 3 of the 4 strongest nearby radio galaxies suggests
that the presence of dust and that of radio emission may be causally related.
A relation could be expected on various grounds although the present sample is
not suited for a complete analysis. On the one hand it is currently thought
that gas is required to fuel the radio sources. On the other hand the presence
of radio emission is likely to affect the gas. A conceivable mechanism is the
shielding of the gas by the magnetic field against removal by one of the
processes named earlier. It has been shown that thermal conductivity in rich
clusters is sufficient to fully evaporate the neutral gas in elliptical
galaxies provided no magnetic field is present (Cowie and Me Kee, 1977). But
several of the galaxies in Table 3 are in the centres of rich clusters so the
possibility arises that they have been able to retain their gas due to being
radio sources. In this case the size of the dust lane should relate in some
way to the extent of the radio emission. The relevant radio size is the width
of the radio source at the galaxy centre rather than its size along the radio
axis, since the dust lane seems to be often nearly perpendicular to the radio
axis as it is in Centaurus A (see below). The width of the radio source is not

— IAI—
known in many cases as it requires high-resolution maps, but it is usually
much smaller than the optical size of the galaxy.

Indeed the galaxies in the

centres of richt clusters tend to have small dust lanes confined to their
inner regions, suggesting that the outer parts of the disks not shielded by
the magnetic field have been removed.

The distribution of dust lanes sizes 0

is shown in Fig. 4. Out of 8 galaxies with D d u s t

lane

< 5 Kpc, 4 are in

the centre of rich clusters and one (3C31) is in a rich group, while out of 6
galaxies with D^ ^

> 5 Mpc only one (N612) is known to be in a cluster.

Note however the small size of the dust lane in NGC3665, which seems isolated
with only two small companions.

4.3. Orientations of the dust lane and radio axis

It was shown that in 7 radio galaxies with well-defined dust lanes the radio
axis tends to be perpendicular to the dust lane (Paper 8). This correlation
can be tested using the additional date summarized in Table 3. The
distribution of the position angle differences between dust lane and radio
axis is shown, in Fig. 5. The trend, though somewhat weakened, is confirmed at
the 96% confidence level for 14 galaxies. The trend is weakened by three lowluminosity radio galaxies and by the two cases where the dust lane orientation
is not well defined (Fornax A and 3C31). Considering only 8 galaxies with
luminosities P^.4 > lO21* W/Hz the distribution is non-random at the 94%
confidence level (> 99% excluding Fornax A and 3C31). No trend is present for
P 1 # 4 < ÏO24 W/Hz.
A similar effect was found in a study of the orientation of the radio
axis relative to the axis of the optical isophotes. Palimaka et al. (1979)
showed a tendency for alignment along the minor axis, but only for sources
with linear size > 125 kpc and to a lesser degree for sources with V^ j
> 1.6 10 2 5 W/Hz. The explanation for the influence of radio source size and
luminosity suggested by Palimaka et al. is that large sources can build up
only in galaxies where the radio axis is aligned with the rotation axis of the
galaxy.
As a result of the correlations of the radio axis with the optical minor
axis and with the dust lane, a correlation could be present between the dust
lane and the optical major axis. In Fig. 6 the distribution of the relative
position angles of the dust lane and isophotal major axis is shown. This
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distribütion shows a preference for dust lanes along the major axis, while
Hawarden et al. (1981) found that in elliptical galaxies dust lanes along the
minor axis ("prolate" galaxies) are just as frequent as along the major axis
(as in traditional "oblate" SO galaxies).
Fig. 6 also shows a large fraction of galaxies intermediate between
"oblate" and "prolate". The existence of dust lanes "skew" with respect to the
optical isophotes was pointed out by Hawarden et al. Two examples in the
present sample are shown in Fig. 7. The "skew" dust lanes can be explained in
two ways. They may be a projection of a gas disk settled down in a stable
distribution in a principal plane of a triaxial galaxy (paper 9). This model
seems presently better suited to explain the apparently high frequency of this
skew configuration.

Alternatively they could be transient distributions of

gas in the process of settling down to a principal plane. In Fig. 6 a
suggestion is present that sources with size > 125 kpc tend to avoid the skew
part of the distribution. If the formation of large sources depends on the
stability of the radio axis, this tendency could mean that the stability of
the radio axis requires a stable gaseous disk. Then the radio axis could be
related to the rotation axis of the gas rather than to that of the stellar
system. However this alternative explanation needs more studies of the
dynamics of gas in elliptical galaxies and of the fuelling of radio sources.
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-146TABLE 1. Properties of B-, S and SO galaxies
Property

S^

SO

Disk/bulge ratio

small

large

intermediary

Lens

none

present

present

Distribution of
ellipticities

peaked

uniform

uniform

Distribution in
clusters

centrally
concentrated

uniform

intermediary

Colors

red

blue to red

red

HI content

low

high

low

Radio continuum

weak to strong

intermediary

weak
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TABLE 2 - Extended radio sources in SO galaxies

Galaxy
(NGC)
315
383
501
612
1316
3665
5128
5141
6047
7236

(B2 0055+30)
(3C31, B2 0104+32)
(B2 0120+33)
(PKS 0131-36)
(Fornax A, PKS
0320-37)
(B2 1122+39)
(Centaurus A)
(B2 1322+36, 4C36.24)
(4C17.66)
(3C442, PKS 2212+13)

(a) H = 100 km s"1 Mpc"1
(b) See Table 3

Dist.< a >
(Mpc)

M
B

log P 1 4 1 5
(WHz-1 )

52
51
51
90
16

-21.2
-21.0
-20.7
-20.6
-21.7

23.91
24.2
22.6
25.0
24.6

20
5
53
96
81

-20.1
-21.1
-20.1
-20.3
-20.5

21.8
24.0
23.3
24.0
24.4

References ^ '
to radio maps
1
2
3

4
5

,

6
7
8
9
10

TABLE 3.

Radio galaxies with dust lanes.

Galaxy

cz/IT* '
(Mpc)

"PS

log P 1 < 4
(W/Hz)

0pt.size ( b ) P.A. (b ^Dustlane size ( c J P.A. (ci Radio size
(kpc)

(kpc)

170°

2

15'

168

378

100

4

,'3..

165

9

33

11

45

59

138

12

50

155

264

110

5

30

30

30

135

6

135

86

18

176

13

(90)

90

3

150

14

120

700

58

7

95

15

-21.0

24.2

31

NGC612 = PKS0131-36

90

-20.7

24.8

40 d

168

22.4

45

b

45

80

b

152

23

a

21

b

15

b

30

a
a

UGC1651 = B2 0206 + 35
NGC1316 = For A
NGC3665 = B2 1122 +39
M84 = NGC4374 = 3C272.1
NGC4696 = PKS1246-41
NGC5128 = Cen A

116
16
20
12
28
5

-19.1
-20.7
-21.0
-19.2
-19.4
-21.0

24.5
24.5
21.7
22.9
23.8

(kpc)
184

51

50

Ref.

120°

NGC383 = 3C31

NGC708 = B2 0149 + 35

la

P.A.

120°

-21.2

24.5

27

54b

69

•i2

b

'

14.

UGC8782 = 3C293

181

-20.0

25.0

10

81

IC1065 = 3C305

125

-21.2

24.9

37b

60

8

117

2

46

16

26.8

40

C

110

3

25

143

110

17

19

a

109

109

61

95

18

38

b

69

15

11

3C405 = Cyg A
IC5063 = PKS2048-57
NGC7052

170
34
51

-21.0
-19.7
-19.5

23.2
22.7

(a) H = 100 km/s/Mpc
(b) Major axis from a = RCBG2, b = UGC, c = Simkin, 1979, d
(c) a = Butcher et, al., 1979; b = Battistini et al., 1980; c
private comm.; others see paper 8.

64

paper 7
Shobbrook,

Ref. to radio maps (Tables 2 and 3)
7. Cooper et al., 1965
1. Bridle et al., 1976
8. Bridle and Fomalont, 1978
2. Burch, 1977
9. Jaffe and Perola, 1974
3. Parma, private communicator!
10. Mackay, 1969
4. Ekers et al. (paper 7)
11. This section
5. Cameron, 1971
12. Fanti et al., 1977
6. Kotanyi (paper 6)

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

(5)

6

(64)

J; d = Danziger et al.., 1981; e = Gallagher,

Jenkins etr al., 1977
Ekers,,private communication
:; ; :
Argue'etal., 1978
Lonsdale and Morison,\ 1980
Mittoriiand Ryle, 1969
Danziger et al.,:1981
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Figure Captions
Figure 1
Distribution of axial ratios a/b from Nilson (1973) for the 51 SO galaxies
detected in the radio continuum survey at 2.4 GHz by Dressel and Condon
(1978), in bins of size 0.09 in a/b as defined b» van den Bergh (1977). The
distribution for 284 ellipticals (•) and 329 SO's (+) given by van den
Bergh are shown for comparison.
Figure 2
Distribution of log axial ratios from RCBG2 for the SO galaxies detected by
Hummel and Kotanyi, and for the SO galaxies compiled in Table 2 (dashed
histogram) binned as in Fig. 1.
Figure 3
Radio continuum maps made with the WSRT: (a) NGC 708 at 5 GHz. The contour
levels are -1 (dashed), 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 mJy/beam; the flux density in the map
is S5 = 20 ± 3 mjy (b) NGC 7052 at 1.4 GHz. The contour levels are -0.8
(dashed), 0.8, 2, 3.2, 6.4, 12.8, 25.6, 51.2 mJy/beam; the flux density in
the map is Sj ^ = 179 ± 5 mjy.
Figure 4
Distribution of the sizes of the dust lanes from Table 3. The heavy lines
denote galaxies in clusters or large groups.
Figure 5
Distribution of the relative position angles of dust lanes and radio axes
from Table 3. The heavy lines denote galaxies with P^.4 > ÏO24 W/Hz.
Figure 6
Distribution of the relative position angles of dust lanes and isophote
major axes from Table 3. The heavy lines denote radio sources with size
> 125 kpc.
Figure 7
Two examples of skew dust lanes: (a) NGC 708, (b) M84. The photometric data
were taken by J.S. Gallagher with the video camera (frame 2'x 2') at the
2.1-m KPN0 Telescope. The maps were filtered using GIPSY (Allen and
Terlouw, 1981) to enhance the dust lane in the inner region. Composites of
the filtered image and of the superposed original showing the orientation
of the isophotes are shown. North is at the top and East is to the left.
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-154Chapter IV. Summary

A survey of the radio continuum emission from the galaxies in the Virgo
Cluster Is presented in Chapter II. The sample of 274 galaxies in total
contains a subsample of 188 galaxies complete down to magnitude m

= 14.

The observations consisted mostly of short (10 minutes) observations providing
one-dimensional (East-West) strip distributions of the radio brightness at 1.4
GHz, with an East-West resolution of 23" allowing separation of central
sources from extended emission, and an r.m.s.

noise level of 2 mJy.

Full-synthesis (two dimensional) maps were made of a few fields in the
cluster. In the giant elliptical galaxy M49 (NGC4472) a double-lobed radio
source was found for the first time, with a size of 5 kpc and a monochromatic
luminosity P ^

= 2 x ÏO^1 W/Hz (paper 1). Radio galaxies had not been

seen previously at such a low luminosity, which was thought to be more typical
of radio emission in spirals.

In NGC4438, a peculiar galaxy in the core of

the cluster, the continuum radio emission and the neutral hydrogen are
displaced above the disk of the galaxy by up to several kpc (paper 2), showing
for the first time the process of ram-pressure stripping, which was predicted
previously to occur in rich clusters, and which is thought to be responsible
for the formation of SO galaxies out of spirals.

The large radio halo of M87

f

(size 12 x 16') was mapped at a frequency of 0.6 GHz (paper 3). This map shows
for the first time evidence that the halo is In fact a double lobed source.
The observation methods and the results of the survey are given in paper
4. The analysis of the survey is presented in section II.3. The radio
luminosity function (RLF) is derived for the 133 brightest galaxies in the
cluster (-21 < Mfi < -17). A comparison with Hummel's RLF of nearby
galaxies shows that the spirals in the Virgo cluster are weaker by a factor of
1.5 to 2. This difference is due to two selection effects: the Virgo sample
contains a larger fraction of early-type galaxies and is more complete at
faint optical magnitudes. The variation with distance from the cluster centre
of the luminosity of the detected galaxies and of the sizes of the radio
sources is also examined. The ratio of the radio luminosity to optical
luminosity of spiral galaxies may increase towards the cluster centre. Three
effects could be responsible: the deficiency of late-type spiral galaxies in
the cluster centre, the higher rate of galaxy encounters In the cluster
centre, and the interaction of spiral galaxies with the diffuse gaseous halo
of M87. Four spiral galaxies in the cluster centre show radio disks smaller
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than usual, which could be an effect of ram-pressure sweeping.
The radio emission of SO galaxies is examined in Chapter III. In section
2, a sample of 145 SO galaxies is obtained by combining the Virgo cluster SO's
with the nearby non-cluster SO's (paper 5). The radio data, mainly from short
observations, are used to derive the RLF. The radio emission in SO galaxies is
at least three times weaker than that in ellipticals and spirals. Flatspectrum compact nuclear sources are found in SO galaxies but they are at
least 10 times weaker than in elliptical galaxies, which is attributed to the
small mass of the bulges in SO's as compared to the mass of elliptical
galaxies. The absence of steep-spectrum, extended central sources and of disk
radio emission in SO's is attributed to their low neutral hydrogen content.
The question of the presence of double-lobed radio sources in SO galaxies
is examined in some detail in section 3. NGC 3665, a nearby SO galaxy with
weak double-lobed emission, was mapped at frequencies of 0.6, 1.4 and 5 GHz
(paper 6 ) . Surface photometry shows no exponential disk in NGC 3665, which
could hence be a misclassified elliptical galaxy. In the powerful radio galaxy
NGC 612 an optical disk could be present (paper 7 ) . A compilation of 8 radio
galaxies with dust lanes shows that the radio axis tends to be perpendicular
to the dust lane (paper 8). This correlation, combined with the morphology of
the radio source, the shape of the dust lane and its orientation with respect
to the optical isophotes, can be exploited to construct models of M84 and of
Centaurus A as triaxial ellipsoids (section 4, paper 9 ) .
The problem of the classification of SO galaxies is reviewed in section
III.5.

The distribution of axial ratios for SO radio galaxies indicates a

population dominated by misclassified ellipticals. It is suggested that
elliptical galaxies with dust lanes are essentially different from SO's.

The

conclusion is that the evidence for double-lobed emission in SO galaxies is
weak at present. An enlarged sample of 14 radio galaxies with dust lanes shows
that the radio axis tends to be perpendicular to the dust lane only for
sources with monochromatic luminosity ?i 4 > 1021* W/Hz.

Stellingen

1. Bij de bespreking van de magneetveldstructuur in de radio halo van
M87 hadden Andernach et al. de polarisatie eigenschappen van de
Effelsberg telescoop in acht moeten nemen.

Andernach, H., Baker, J.R., von Kapp-Herr, A., Wielebinski.R.
1980, Astron. Astrophys. 74, 93

2. Ee controverse rond de neutraal waterstof armoede in de Virgo cluster
is een gevolg van de sterke selectie effecten in de cluster.

Chamaraux, P., Balkowski, C., Gerard, E. 1980, Astron.Astrophys.
83, 38

3. De melkwegstelsels in de Hubble Atlas zijn fictief.

4. De SO klasse in het stemvcrk klassificatiediagram van Hubble zou,
als morphogenetische bifurcatie, vrijwel leeg kunnen zijn.

5. Een katalogus van de verhouding tussen schijf en centrale bol in
nabije melkwegstelsels is wenselijk.

6. De galactische oorsprong van kosmische straling is niet bewezen.

7. Auto- en bromfietsrijden zijn de meest verspreide vormen van stadsguerilla.

8. Beeldrijke termen zoals "big bang" helpen niet het begrip.

9. Astrofysische verschijnselen, b.v. melkwegstelsels, verdienen meer
dan als "objecten" genoemd te worden..

10.^De fijne humoristische sfeer, die de verhoudingen tussen Nederland
en België kenmerkt, garandeert een langdurige vrede tussen deze twee
landen.

Groningen, 6 mei 1981

. . . _ . . .

C. Kotanyi

